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Overview of Cash Management:
Unit Objectives

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

l Give colleagues an overview of SAP R/3
Treasury

l Distinguish between the cash position and
the liquidity forecast in Cash Management,
and what they do

l Distinguish between levels, groups, and
accounts
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l Before starting work in your project team, you
want to obtain an overview of SAP R/3 Treasury.

l What are the objectives of the new financial
planning system, and what instruments are
available for safeguarding short- and
medium-term liquidity?

l What is the significance of accounts, groups,
and levels in planning?

Overview of Cash Management Business Scenario

 
 

n You are a member of a project team whose task is to supply the decision makers in your company 
with information on movements in company liquidity. 
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Financial Accounting

Bank data

Business
partners

Market data

Download
Market Risk Management
• Interest/currency

exposure
• Sensitivity
• Market-to-Market
• Risk analysis/simulation
• Value-at-Risk

Cash Management
• Electronic Banking
• Liquidity status
• Integration with operative
systems

• Control functions

Transaction Management
• Management of financial

transactions and balances
• Transfer to financial

accounting
• Flexible reporting
• Datafeed interface

DD CC DD CC

100100100100

TMTM

SecuritiesSecurities
DerivativesDerivatives

      Money marketMoney market  Forex  Forex
  LoansLoans

Logistik

Overview of SAP Treasury

 
 

n The objective of SAP Treasury is to ensure an efficient, commercial system of liquidity, portfolio, 
and risk management. 
 
 

n SAP Treasury is divided accordingly, as follows: 
 
Cash Management (CM) offers functions aimed at achieving efficient liquidity analysis. 
 
Treasury Management  / Loan Management  (TM/LO) supports management of financial 
transactions and balances.  
 
Market Risk Management (MRM) includes methods and processes for assessing risk positions. 
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Current ProblemsCurrent Problems

1. Too many bank accounts

2. Accounting by value date is required

3. Unreliable planning tools

4. Investment instruments not used to their
fullest potential

5. Lack of payment strategy

      OutcomeOutcome

All necessary information must be
accessible in the cash management system

 Business Objectives

1. Ensuring optimum liquidity for maturing
obligations

2. Preparing and transferring short, medium,
and long-term funds at maturity

3. Control over incoming and outgoing
payments

4. Information on managing short-term cash
investments or borrowings

Problems and Objectives

 
 

n Most businesses have too many bank accounts, held at too many different banks. This makes it 
difficult to keep an overview of the relevant account balances. 

n As banks send statements daily, precise, value-date accounting does not take place often. Businesses 
miss out on the full benefits of investment instruments because value date information is lacking. 

n Payments are often made from one account only, regardless of whether it contains sufficient funds. 

n The tasks of a cash management system are to: 

� Analyze financial transactoins in completed accounting periods 

� Identify and reproduce future movments in financial budgeting as precisely as possible  
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InstrumentInstrument DataData TypicalTypical
  Time HorizonTime Horizon

1. Cash position           - Bank accounts
- Short term           - Bank clearing
- By value date                accounts                               1 - 2  days

                     - Memo records

2. Liquidity forecast 

- Customers
- Medium term - Vendors                               1 - 24  weeks
- Projection of           - FI, MM, SD
  flows in and out          - Planned items
- Taxes

Instruments in SAP R/3 Cash Management

 
 

n SAP R/3 Cash Management offers the following tools, designed to make cash flows clear: 

� The cash position, which illustrates short term movements in the bank accounts 

� The liquidity forecast, which illustrates medium-term movments in subledger accounts too 

n The cash position shows how your bank accounts will move in the next few days. Meanwhile, the 
liquidity forecast illustrates liquidity changes in the subledger accounts. Functions are also supported 
which you can use to obtain relevant information on forecast payment flows. This information 
appears in the form of memo records in the cash position, or as planned items in the liquidity 
forecast. 

n Financial budgeting and the long-term view of cash flow (target/actual comparison) at G/L account 
level are not supported by SAP R/3 Cash Management, but are included instead in SAP R/3 Cash 
Budget Management. 
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Cash PositionCash Position Liquidity ForecastLiquidity Forecast

Inclusion of all data Inclusion of all data resident in theresident in the
system system (Example: (Example: purchase orders)purchase orders)

Project of flows in and out overProject of flows in and out over
a given perioda given period

Help in optimizing investmentsHelp in optimizing investments
and borrowingsand borrowings

Safeguarding company liquiditySafeguarding company liquidity

Up-to-date presentation of bankUp-to-date presentation of bank
accounts, and presentation byaccounts, and presentation by
value datevalue date

Daily liquidity forecastDaily liquidity forecast
Liquidity movementsLiquidity movements

Data input eliminates redundancyData input eliminates redundancy

All cash management transactionsAll cash management transactions
can be documented orcan be documented or
revisedrevised

Basis for cash concentrationBasis for cash concentration

Overview

 
 

n SAP Cash Management has the same goals as conventional cash management systems, namely to: 

•Safeguard company liquidity so that payment obligations can be met 

•Monitor payment flows 

n SAP Cash Management uses the cash position to reflect movements in bank accounts, while 
movements in the subledger accounts are represented using the liquidity forecast. 

n The liquidity forecast is based on payments in and out from/to customers and vendors, per the open 
items. As planning for incoming and outgoing payments covers a larger timeframe, the probability of 
the payments occurring on the day given is less than in the cash position. 
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Cash PositionCash Position Liquidity ForecastLiquidity Forecast

Source of data Source of data 
==

LevelLevel

AccountAccount
//

GroupGroup

Outcome:Outcome:
LevelLevel

Manual memo records
Bank postings

Bank accounts
Bank clearing

accounts

Permits a high-quality statement 
on balances in accounts/groups

("Levels explain accounts/groups.")

Manual planning records
Invoices
Orders

Purchase orders

Concepts in SAP R/3 Cash Management

Planned items,
Customer groups

Vendor groups
(Examples: personnel

expenses, 
taxes)

Planned items,
Customer groups

Vendor groups
(Examples: personnel

expenses, taxes)

 
 

n The format of the cash position and the liquidity forecast is determined by two features:   

n Both reports contain levels. These supply high-quality information on the commercial reasons for a 
movement in an account - that is, they explain how the account opening and closing balances came 
about. For example, levels give information on whether a balance in a bank account is the result of a 
bank posting or of a memo record entered manually.  
They can also be classified according to how secure the receipt is - for example, by confirmed or 
unconfirmed memo record. 

n In the cash position, accounts (bank and bank clearing accounts) supply information on the current 
balance. 

n The liquidity forecast contains groups instead of accounts. Vendors and customers are assigned to a 
planning group by means of an entry in the master records. Each group reflects certain features, 
procedures, or risks. 
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Basic Planning DataBasic Planning Data

PlanningPlanning
DecisionDecision

ExecuteExecute

Invest/Borrow CashInvest/Borrow Cash

CustCust.friendly.friendly  liquidityliquidity
forecast (liquidity trend)forecast (liquidity trend)

Payments MadePayments Made
(Checks,(Checks,
    bank transfers,  . . . )bank transfers,  . . . ) . . ) . . )

Bank StatementsBank Statements
- Electronic- Electronic
- Manual- Manual

Manual PlanningManual Planning
- Payment- Payment advices advices
- Forecast values- Forecast values
-- Subaccounts Subaccounts
  (Example: check deposit)  (Example: check deposit)

Money Market  (InterestMoney Market  (Interest
terms)terms)

Cash ConcentrationCash Concentration
(Permanent average(Permanent average

balances)balances)

CorrespondenceCorrespondence
 (Bank orders, documents) (Bank orders, documents)

Next-day preparationNext-day preparation
(Payment(Payment advices advices, print output,, print output,

documentation)documentation)

Procedure for Day-to-Day Planning

 
 

n The main tasks of an MRP controller are to: 

� Maintain company liquidity 

� Clear deficits 

� Invest surpluses profitably 
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Contents

l Features

l Organizational and technical requirements
for integration

l Accessing the cash position

l Grouping function

l Currency display and currency risk

Cash Position
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At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

l Recognize the specific features of the cash position

l Outsort bank accounts

l Access the flexible display structures and set up the
various currency displays

Cash Position: Unit Objectives
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Cash Position: Business Scenario

l First, you want to create an instrument which
will give you useful information about your
bank accounts.

l You use the cash position for this,
considering first its specific attributes and
aspects of
integration.

l To be able to use the cash position
effectively,
you must first set up your FI bank accounts in
a particular structure, and configure them
accordingly.

l This unit surveys the flexible configuration
options available in the cash position.

 
 

n You are a member of a project team whose task is to supply the decision makers in your company 
with information on movements in company liquidity. 
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Cash PositionCash Position

ØØ Bank account balances by value dateBank account balances by value date

ØØ Parallel management of foreign currenciesParallel management of foreign currencies

ØØ Cash position covering the next few daysCash position covering the next few days

ØØ Manual memo records as plan itemsManual memo records as plan items

ØØ Automatic payment using expected valueAutomatic payment using expected value
daysdays

ØØ Cashed check monitoringCashed check monitoring

Features of the Cash Position

 
 

n The cash position is the result of the entry, by value date, of all the payments in a given, short time 
horizon. 

n There are three sources of data for the cash position:  

•FI postings to cash-management-relevant G/L accounts 

•Memo records entered manually 

•Cash flows from business transactions managed with the Treasury Management application 
component. 
 

n You use the grouping to set up the display. 
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FIFI

Electronic bankElectronic bank
statementsstatements

PlanningPlanning
AnalysesAnalyses

FIFI

CMCM
Financial Accounting                 Cash Management

Bank accounting                                          Cash position

                                                                          Correspondence

Financial AccountingFinancial Accounting                                 Cash ManagementCash Management

Bank accountingBank accounting                                                                                  Cash position Cash position

                                                                                                                                                    CorrespondenceCorrespondence

Integration: Cash Position

 
 

n After the bank statements are posted in FI, the account transactions can be displayed in the cash 
position. 

n The balances in the bank accounts, which you can display using the cash position, form the basis for 
planning decisions. 

n Treasury transactions can also be displayed in the cash position, under certain conditions. 
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Risks Investments Processing

Risks Investments Processing

Risks
Contingent liability
Bill of exchange
  liability

Investments
Overnight
Long-term
investments

Processing
Daily operations
Check deposit
Outgoing checks
Bank transfer
Bank collections

UNIUNI UNIUNI UNIUNI
USDUSD USDUSD USDUSD

CHFCHF CHFCHF CHFCHF

account
account

USDUSDBank
account

UNIUNI
CHFCHF

Prerequisites Bank Account Organization

 
 

n Bank accounting is to provide a bank (current) account for each currency and, in each case, a 
clearing account, on a lower level and per processing type. 

n You can tailor the clearing accounts to the needs of your business. 

n Objectives: 
- Accounts can be reconciled at any time 
- Foreign currency and local currency are managed in parallel 
- Can be managed by value date 
- Interest can be calculated 
- Line item analysis possible  
- Contingent liabilities can be monitored 
- Items posted automatically using automatic payment transactions 
- Automatic breakdown using electronic banking transactions 

n Only transactions which are, according to the bank statement, active are posted in the bank (current) 
accounts. 
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1. 1. Payment transactionsPayment transactions

2. 2. Bank statementsBank statements

                                              Cash ManagementCash Management

Outgoing checksOutgoing checks

Bank transferBank transfer

ForeignForeign BTfr BTfr

0101

0202

0303

0404

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

113100113100
BANKABANKA
Current accountCurrent account

0909

Cash receiptCash receipt

Prerequisites:  Bank Accounting

 
 

n You want to implement SAP Cash Management and have to configure the chart of accounts. 

n You need to create a general ledger account for each active account you have at the bank, by 
currency if applicable. In addition, you need to create bank clearing accounts for each bank account, 
also by currency if applicable. In this connection, we recommend the following grouping: 
� 113100          Bank 1 (current account - domestic - currency UNI)                           

� 113101          Bank 1 (outgoing checks)                 

� 113102          Bank 1 (outgoing bank transfer, domestic)                 

� 113103          Bank 1 (outgoing bank transfer, foreign)                 

� 113104          Bank 1 (automatic deposit)                       

� 113105          Bank 1 (miscellaneous interim postings)       

� :            

� 113108          Bank 1 (incoming checks)                    

� 113109          Bank 1 (customer cash receipts)            

n Processing sequence 

 1. Payment transactions : are posted against the clearing accounts using the payment program. 

2. Bank statements: balance the clearing entries against the bank account. 

3. Cash Management: displays or monitors postings, with the help of various groupings. 
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Field ControlField Control

Sort keySort key

Open item managementOpen item management

Line item displayLine item display

Planning levelPlanning level

Value dateValue date

Customizing:Customizing:  Field status - payment transactionsField status - payment transactions

            

            

            

            

            

            

Bank AccountBank Account SubaccountSubaccount

027

X

F0 B?

X

X

005

XX

Prerequisites:  Bank Accounts

 
 

n Bank accounts must be configured so that the bank postings are included in planning. 

n If you want to derive the balance in the cash position, which is always managed by value date, you 
should managed the bank (current) accounts by value date also. It is not necessary to manage open 
items. Data is recorded in G/L account currency. All bank (current) accounts should be assigned to a 
unique planning level, where bank statements and, with them, the actual bank balance are 
represented. 

n On the other hand, you should manage bank clearing accounts on an open item basis. They can, for 
example, be sorted by local currency amount. Depending on the type of bank clearing account, a 
specific planning level is then assigned - for example, for: 

� 113102          Bank 1 (outgoing bank transfer, domestic): B2 level                 

� 113109          Bank 1 (customer cash receipts): a B9 level            
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Master record 113101Master record 113101 Customizing tableCustomizing table

Master record 113100Master record 113100

  :  :
Planning level:Planning level:    B1B1
  :  :

B1:B1:    Outgoing checksOutgoing checks
  :  :

F0:F0:    FI bank postingFI bank posting
  :  :

  :  :
Planning level:Planning level:    F0F0
  :  :

Cash PositionCash Position

DEUBA
Level MM/DD/YY

    ------------------------------------
F0            60000
B1 10000

Prerequisites:  Planning Levels

 
 

n Planning level explain the beginning and ending balances in an account and supply information on 
what brought them about. You can define them in a customizing table. 

n The planning level field (FD-EBENE) must be activated in the bank account master record using the 
field status group. 

n The balances are displayed at the appropriate level in the cash position. 
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n You use the grouping to set up the display. The grouping determines which levels and accounts are 
displayed. 

n On the initial screen specify the selection options for the following accounts analysis: 
Company code:  company code whose bank data you want to display 
Cash position:  X  displays bank data 
Grouping:  Special view - selects the accounts 
Display by:  (aggregated) starting date of the account forecast 
Planned currency: 
Display in:  Currency code. Affects selection of the documents to be totaled 
  and the currency translation (currency risk) 
Increment:  Increment: time frame (1-99) in days (T), weeks (W) or months (M) 
Display type:  As wells as the accumulated display, you can access a delta display   
  showing disbursements and receipts. The beginning and  
  end balances can also be selected for the delta display. 

Scaling  This is where you determine the number of decimal places for the   
  display. 

n The first thing you see is a partial selection, showing the most important entries. Choose All 
selections to view the other selections too. Use Variants. 
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n The grouping term specifies how the system summarizes the data. 

n The next screen after the initial screen is a basci screen, whose format is determined by the grouping 
and summarization terms entered in customizing. From here, you can branch to the levels, and from 
there to the relevant accounts, or vice versa. Various information appears, depending on the settings. 

n The overall balance for a bank appears by  
- Group (= account) where postings are made. They are listed along with their  
                                    cash management account names. 
- Level (= source) of a bank or account transaction. 

n You can branch to the FI line items (top down). 

n Note: 
When you migrate from to 4.5B from an earlier release, you must completely reconstruct cash 
management because the update logic is different. In the case of the G/L account, the G/L account 
currency is not always adopted. Now, either the document currency (for G/L accounts managed on 
an open item basis) or the G/L account currency (for other G/L accounts) is used. 
Use the Data Setup function in transaction FDFD to delete the data and reconstruct it. See the last 
unit of this course documentation for details. 
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n Amounts entered are shown in the currency you specified in the Display field. You can use the 
currency fields to display the foreign exchange risk.  

n On the one hand, you can show the cash position split by currency, depending on the specifications 
entered in the initial screen. However, you can also display the extent of your currency exposure 
from the cash position. 

n The average rate is usually used for the translation from planning currency to display currency. If 
you want to use a different rate for the translation, make the appropriate specification in the rate type 
field. 
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l Bank account configuration

l Bank accounting and house banks

l Planning level structure

l Cash management account name

l Groupings structure

Contents

Cash Position Customizing
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At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

l Integrate a new house bank into your
Cash Management setup

l Set up and configure the G/L accounts
(bank and bank clearing accounts) you
need for short term cash management

l Set up the grouping structures used in the
cash position and assign the new G/L
accounts to them

Cash Position Customizing:
Unit Objectives
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l You now want to reproduce a house bank - that is,
a bank where you hold customer/vendor accounts
and from which you want to call up bank statement
information - in your SAP Cash Management
installation. You may already have created the bank
when you implemented SAP FI Financial
Accounting.

l You must also create the relevant G/L accounts in
the system and configure them according to
defined criteria.

l To reproduce these accounts in the cash position,
give them a suitable description and assign them
to a grouping term which is responsible for setting
up the cash position.

Cash Position Customizing: Business Scenario

 
 

n You are a member of a project team whose task is to supply the decision makers in your company 
with information on movements in company liquidity. 
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G/L accountG/L account 113100113100

Short text   .Short text   . . . . .     CITICITI
   :   :

Acct group   .Acct group   . . .   . .    CASHCASH

CustomizingCustomizing

ChAc    ActGChAc    ActG     from    to    Description    from    to    Description

INT    CASH      .INT    CASH      .  . . . .    . . .     . . .      Liquid funds accountsLiquid funds accounts
   :   :

ReqdReqd Opt.Opt.

   :   :
CashCash mgt mgt     XX
   :   :

CASHCASH

   :   :
113100113100 . . .. . .
113200113200 . . .. . .

Financial specificationsFinancial specifications

EditEdit

MenuMenu

EditEdit UseUse

Field statusField status

G/L Accounts: Account Groups

 
 

n Every G/L account is assigned to an account group. This determines the setup for the second master 
record screen. You format it using the field status. Each account group within a chart of accounts can 
have a different field status. 
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Documents: Field Status and Value Date

FStV Field Status Group

0001 G005 Bank
  :

Payment trans          Req.      Opt.

Value date           XX
   :

CC . .       Default Value Date

AC00                XX
   :   :

Company code value date

Edit fieldEdit field
statusstatus

 
 

n The field status group is responsible for the document format if you are posting to a particular 
account. For this reason, you must define the appropriate field status group for the bank account.  

n To manage bank postings by value date, you must enter the value date in all postings to the bank 
account. To this end, you can configure the relevant field status group in such a way that the "Value 
date" field is a required entry. 

n You can have the system automatically propose the current date as the value date. This makes things 
easier in training courses and system demonstrations, but not in commercial use because errors occur 
frequently. 
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Bank Account: Configuration

Acct no. : 113700
CC : AC00

Template: 113100
   :

              :
          Open item mgmt   ( )
          Line item display :   X
          Sort key :   027

             :

   Planning level : F0
                        House bank   :   WABA
                        Bank acct   :   Current

   :

 
 

n The configuration of bank accounts determines how account transactions are allocated in the cash 
position: 
- Open item managagement in subaccounts 
- Line item display in bank accounts and subaccounts 
- Sort key 005 (local currency amount) or 027 (value date), 
- The planning level is copied to the documentation, is an assignment characteristic, and 
 qualifies the account movement. 

n In Cash Management, correspondence with banks is triggered by means of the house bank and 
account ID (cash concentration). 
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Company codeCompany code  AC00 AC00
   House Banks

House bank Ctry        Bank keys

HOBA 1 US 500 200 10

HOBA  2 US 600 300 10
. . . . . . . . .

    Bank data
House bank data Bank 1

Bank country DE
Bank key 600 300 10

Address ______________
Institution ___
Region ___
Street ___
Town ___

Control data ______________
Swift code ___
Bank group ___
Post off. bank branch ___
Bank number 600 300 10

House Banks - Correspondence Banks

 
 

n House banks for each company code are stored under a freely definable ID (maximum five 
characters). 

n All details of the house banks are managed in the bank directory. 
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Company Code AC00Company Code AC00
Bank Accounts 
House bank       Acct-ID       Text...

Citi 1           Check          Check acct
Citi 1           USD             USD acct 
Citi 2                 GIRO            Current acct
...                     ...                  ...

G/L account

Current account           Citi 2
Company code             AC00

House bank                                   CITI 2

Bank acct key                               CURR

Bank Account Data

Bank account             12345678
Currency UNI
Control key
G/L account                      113200
...

Bank Directory

House bank data
Bank country
Bank key

Address
...
Control
...

Bank Accounts

Bank Accounts 
House bank       Acct-ID       Text...

Citi 1           Check          Check acct
Citi 1           USD             USD acct 
Citi 2                 GIRO            Current acct
...                     ...                  ...

 
 

n The company code bank accounts are stored under an account ID for the house banks that you 
define. You enter the external account number and its currency with the bank, along with the 
relevant G/L account number, thereby ensuring that postings go to the right accounts. 

n A G/L master record is created for each bank account. 

n In the G/L account master record, you can enter the house bank key and the account ID,  so as to 
have access from the general ledger to the address data store for the house bank. This is necessary for 
bank correspondence, for example during cash concentration:  the system uses the bank ID and 
account ID to obtain the address information from the bank directory. 

n If you maintain foreign exchange accounts, the currency key in the G/L master record must be the 
same as the currency in the foreign currency account. 
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Level   . . . Source Short text Long text
 _______________________________________________________

CA BNK Advice Advice (confirmed)
UA BNK Advice Advice(unconfrmd)
B1 BNK OCheck Outgoing check
DI PSK Planning General planning
F0 BNK Fi-Banks Bank acct posting
  :

     Source Description                            Cash position

          _________________________________________________

BNK  Bank accounting                      X

PSK  Subledger accounting
        :

Planning Levels

 
 

n You define a planning level in the G/L account master record, so that postings to this account can be 
seen in the cash position. 

n Planning levels provide information on the type of account transaction and the reason for the 
transaction. They are freely definable. 

n The Source indicator checks verifies that the data for the specified level is permitted in the cash 
position. The BNK source symbol is so define that all planning levels assigned to it are displayed in 
the cash position and not the liquidity forecast. 

n You can define new planning levels by selecting and copying the standard entries or by entering a 
completely new level. 
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n In Cash Management, the cash management account name is a mnemonic name that replaces the 
account number. 

n The system uses the cash management account name in all transactions and reports (for example, the 
cash position) instead of the account number. 

n The account name is unique in each company code. Within Cash Management, it enables you to 
differentiate the same account numbers in different company codes. 

n It is a good idea to use cash management account names when you are planning across several 
company codes. You must use them when working with manual memo recordes or with cash 
concentration. 
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n Groupings are used to combine accounts and assign summarization terms to them. Their balances 
can be displayed per account or as an aggregate. You can restrict the display to particular company 
codes and charts of accounts. 

n Grouping terms are freely definable. This means you can tailor the cash position display to your own 
individual requirements. The levels selected appear in the display. 

n The type shows whether levels (L) or groups (G) are displayed. In each grouping, you must 
configure at least one line of type L and one of type G. 

n The selection determines which levels (2 digits) or groups (10 digits) are combined. You can 
configure maskings or partial maskings for individual values. Groups must be ten characters long 
and, if necessary, entered with leading zeros. 

n The summarization term determines whether the individual value or the cumulative value is 
displayed. 

n When you create new grouping entries, you have to define headings for them. 
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n You use grouping terms to combine accounts and display them cumulatively, or as individual values. 

n You can enter partial maskings (example: 113++0) wherever you like.  
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Liquidity Forecast

Contents

l Projecting collections and disbursements
from FI, SD, MM, and TR

l Individual planning and planned items

l Customer payment history

l Grouping by planning groups
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Liquidity Forecast: Unit Objectives

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

l Explain the features and integration aspects
of medium-term planning

l Recognize the significance of planning groups

l Configure subledger accounts
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Liquidity Forecast: Business Scenario

l Now that you have a comprehensive overview
of how bank and bank clearing accounts develop
and how to make the necessary system settings,
you now want to know how to obtain a
medium-term view of the subledger accounts.

 
 

n You are a member of a project team whose task is to supply the decision makers in your company 
with information on movements in company liquidity. 
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Characteristics of the Liquidity Forecast

Liquidity ForecastLiquidity Forecast

ØØ Projecting collections and disbursements
from FI, SD, MM, and TR

ØØ Individual planning and planned items

ØØ Automatic maintenance (reversal, document change)

ØØ Customer payment history

ØØ Planning groups

ØØ Additional information (blocked items, special transactions)

ØØ Currency exposure

ØØ Variable breakdown of planned items
(days, weeks, months)

 
 

n The cash position shows how your bank accounts will move in the next few days. Meanwhile, the 
liquidity forecast illustrates liquidity changes in the subledger accounts. Functions are also supported 
which you can use to obtain relevant information on forecast payment flows. This information 
appears as planned items in the liquidity forecast.  

n The information is based on payments in and out from/to customers and vendors, per the open items. 
As planning for incoming and outgoing payments covers a larger timeframe, the probability of the 
payments occurring on the day given is less than in the cash position. 

n The following are examples of sources of planning information for the liquidity forecast: 

� Receivables and commitments as expected incoming payments 

� Planned wage and salary payments 

n As with the cash position, you just groupings to set up the liquidity forecast structure. The grouping 
term is used to combine particular levels and planning groups for display purposes. 
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Integration: Liquidity Forecast

            

      

      

      

FIFI CMCM

Planning
Analyses

SDSD MMMM

                Financial AccountingFinancial Accounting                 Cash ManagementCash Management

Open itemOpen item  accountingaccounting                                           Liquidity forecastLiquidity forecast

Payment historyPayment history

                                        SalesSales                       Purchasing                      Purchasing

                 Orders                 Orders                                       Purchase orderPurchase order
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Requirements (1): Planning Groups

France (E4)

(E2)
Bank collection

 (E1)

Net amount 
payer 
(E3)

FI =
Posting/transactio
nsFC =
Bills of exchange
XA =
Block reason 'A'

Groups:
- Customers with the same payment history
- Customers of particular interest

Groups:
- Customers with the same payment history
- Customers of particular interest

Levels:
- Balances specified by level

Levels:
- Balances specified by level

(E5)(E5)

l Integrate database, including customers, vendors,
and planned items

l Forecast payments in and out for a timeframe of 1-
24 weeks

l Support for optimizing financial borrowings and
investments

Liquidity monitoring

 
 

n Like vendors, customers are divided into planning groups 

n You define the criteria used. 

n Levels provide information about the type of account transaction. 
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Requirements (2): Master Record

Acct no.Acct no. T-T05A00
Company codeCompany code AC01

   :   : Planning groupPlanning group    E2   DomesticE2   Domestic

   Input options

  A1 K-
  ...

  E2 Domestic
   . . .

 
 

n You have to enter a defined planning group in the master record in order for the system to transfer 
data between the customer/vendor accounts and the liquidity forecast. 
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Payment History - Planning Date

Acct no.Acct no. T-T05A00
Company codeCompany code AC01AC01

Rec pmnt histRec pmnt hist : :    XX

XX ::      Planning date = Planning date =      S1 +/- payment history     S1 +/- payment history

                                            If customer                                             If customer 
usually takes discountusually takes discount

                                                                          Net +/- payment historyNet +/- payment history

                                           If customer                                           If customer
                                                 usually pays net                                                 usually pays net

'_' :'_' :   Planning    Planning datedate  = =      Disc1-     Disc1-DueDateDueDate

 
 

n The system takes account of the customer payment history when determining the planning date if 
you select the "Rec pmnt hist." field in the customer master record. 

n The last three periods in which payments have been made are taken into account (short term payment 
history). The calculation is weighted by amount. 

n You can trace the payment history as part of account analysis. 
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Integration: Payment Block

FI postingFI posting

Planning levelPlanning level
in the documentin the document

XA

XR

Payment block A in master record

VendorVendor  /Customer/Customer

(No automatic change)

Payment block A/R in item

X +X + blkg ind blkg ind..

 
 

n In this menu option, you can define the assignment to the blocked levels for the levels in the liquidity 
forecast.  If you then make a posting with payment blocked, the system uses the blocked level 
instead of the standard level for the planning group in question.  

n The payment block on the amounts displayed in the liquidity forecast is then clearly identifiable. 
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n Line items resulting from special transactions are transferred to a special level. 

n It is easier to monitor scheduled special G/L transactions in Cash Management than in Accounting. 

n This makes the reconciliation account irrelevant. 

n Use levels that begin with "F" as these are FI postings. It is a good idea to use the special G/L 
indicator as the second letter: Example: FF for down payment requests. 
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Liquidity Forecast Customizing:
Unit Objectives

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

l Configure field selection control for
subledger accounts

l Configure and access the display options
for noted items

l Configure screen control for document entry

l Ensure integration of special general ledger
transactions

l Ensure integration of data from MM/SD and Treasury

l Correct liquidity surpluses or deficits by
means of money market deals
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Liquidity Forecast: Customizing

Contents

l Field selection control

l Display types

l Screen control

l (Blocking) Levels

l Integrating special transactions

l Integrating data from Logistics

l Integrating data from Treasury
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Liquidity Forecast Customizing: Business Scenario

l Before activating the liquidity forecast, you
must make a number of customizing
settings.

l How are locked items and special general
ledger transactions to be displayed in the
liquidity forecast?

l How is data from Logistics and Treasury
displayed in the liquidity forecast/cash
position?

 
 

n You are a member of a project team whose task is to supply the decision makers in your company 
with information on movements in company liquidity. 
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Master Data: Subledger Accounts

Customer / Vendor ControlsCustomer / Vendor Controls

Account Account groupgroup Field selectionField selection
ActivitiesActivities

Field selectionField selection
Company codeCompany code

Change customer / vendorChange customer / vendor

 
 

n You can control the field status on particular screens directly in the Cash Management IMG. You 
can do this at different levels: 
 
- For all customers or vendors of an account group or a company code 
 
- For all customers or vendors that are created or changed in accounting (sales, centrally). 
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Percentage Distribution

LevelLevel +/- sign+/- sign DaysDays PercentagePercentage

AUAU
AUAU
UAUA
NINI
NINI
NI NI 
NI NI 
NINI

00
11
11
00
11
22
11
22

++
--

++
++
--
--

5050
3030
2020
4040
2020
1010
2020
1010

Cash positionCash position

Liquidity forecastLiquidity forecast

Display type :Display type : C / DC / D......

......

 
 

n When you select the cumulative and distributed display as well as the display distributed by inflows 
and outflows, the system will distribute memo records and summary records for each level according 
to the specifications that you can define. 

n Items are distributed before or after the determined value date using the +/- signs, days, and 
percentages that you specify. 
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Planning Data: Screen Control

PlgPlg group       Level group       Level        Bal        Bal.. Short textShort text DescriptionDescription

A1            F1 X K-Inland K-Inland
E1            F1 X CitiIncg Citi income
 :

                                                                                                                    PostingPosting

CustomerCustomer
Co.code AC01Co.code AC01                                                 Extras                                                Extras

      ::                                                                                                                 Additional dataAdditional data
  :: Planning groupPlanning group    E1E1
 : :                                                            :                                                           :

                                                                                                                Planning date:Planning date:    04.MM.YY04.MM.YY
                                                        Planning level:                                                        Planning level: F1F1

 
 

n Planning groups differentiate customers and vendors according to particular characteristics 
(customer in France), behavior (takes cash discount) or risks (credit rating). They are user-definable 
and are entered in the "Planning group" field in the customer or vendor master record. 

n If you select the "Screen control" option (SCn), the "Planning date" and "Planning level" fields are 
ready for input when documents are entered or changed. You can overwrite the values the system 
automatically defaults for these fields. 
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Blocked Documents

Level    Blockg Ind.     Blocked Level   . . .  Description

F1 XX Released for payment

F1 A XA Payment blocked

F1 R XR Invoice verification
:

 
 

n You can allocate blocked levels or block indicators to the standard levels. 

n The system then assigns the amount to the blocked level when the posting is made with a payment 
block. If the document is unblocked, the amount is transferred to the standard level. 
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Integration: Special General Ledger (SGL)

                    SGL LevelsSGL Levels

                                  Special G/LSpecial G/L

Acct typeAcct type SGLSGL ind ind.. SGLSGL ind ind.. DescriptionDescription . . . .

DD             F            F            DP           DP req req.. Down payment requestDown payment request
DD             W            W            BE           BE rec rec.. Bill of exchange receivableBill of exchange receivable
 : :

                                            SelectSelect

Special GL indicatorSpecial GL indicator WW

ReconRecon.account.account SGL acctSGL acct Planning levelPlanning level

140,000140,000 125,000125,000 FWFW
  :  :

Planning levelsPlanning levels

LevelLevel SourceSourceShort textShort text Long textLong text

FWFW             PSK            PSK             FI bill of            FI bill of exc exc..         FI bill of        FI bill of exc exc..
  :  :

 
 

n Special G/L postings can be displayed and monitored in a special level in the liquidity forecast. Two 
levels are already defined in the standard system: 
 
- Down payment request (FF) 
 
- Bill of exchange receivable (FW) 

n Even if a bill of exchange is used (discounting), it remains in the planning level until the 
commitment is deleted. 
 
Note the incoming payment in the bank clearing account in the cash position. The discounted amount 
of the bill of exchange is displayed in this account until the commitment is deleted. 
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Integrating Orders and Purchase Orders

MFDMFD

FDSRFDSR

MMMM

PurcPurc.order.order

EPEP EPEP

SDSD

OrderOrder

BllgBllg doc. doc.

DiscountDiscountTable RWCATable RWCA

FDIS  active:FDIS  active:     XX

ToolsTools
Production startupProduction startup                                                     Customizing                                                     Customizing

MM updateMM update ::    XX                                                                    Planning level                                                                   Planning level
SD SD updateupdate ::    XX

      SourceSource

 
 

n Procedure 
 
 1. Maintain source indicators  
 
 2. Maintain planning levels (M1, M2, M3, S2) 
 
 3. Maintain logistics levels (M1 and so on) 
 
 4. Switch on SD integration 
 
 5. Switch on MM integration. 
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n Purchase orders (MM) and sales orders (SD) are displayed in special levels within planning. 

n You can freely define these levels. They require a special source symbol. 

n The internal code you specify integrates orders and purchase orders into Cash Management Agency 
business from Logistics (vendor invoices, invoice lists, settlement requests) can also be recorded in 
the liquidity forecast. 
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n Short-term money market or foreign currency deals are one way of dealing with over liquidity 
shortfalls or surpluses. For the medium to long-term, investments and borrowings are represented by 
security and loan transactions.. 

n Derivatives, on the other hand, are a means of hedging interest and currency risks. 
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n The update to Cash Management distinguishes between two cases: 

� Alternative 1 (liquidity forecast):  
If no payment details have been maintained in the transactions - that is, the bank accounts 
are not known -, the cash flow for a bank account or bank clearing account cannot be 
displayed. However, the amount must appear in Cash Management somehow, so the 
amount is displayed re subledger accounts. The system then draws on the planning group 
specified in the master record for the business partner. 
 

� Alternative 2 (cash position):  
If payment details are specified in the transaction - that is, the bank accounts are known -, 
the cash flow appears in TR-CM on the level assigned to the relevant bank account/bank 
clearing account. 
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n The graphic illustrates how processing should ideally work, showing how Treasury Management and 
Cash Management usually work together and how the Financial Accounting posting is made. 

n Payments are usually triggered by the business partner (bank) and further processed in Cash 
Management by means of the electronic bank statement. 
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n Every activity in a business transaction is displayed automatically in Cash Management. The 
exception is  orders, which are not included. At your option, you can display and analyze each 
activity on a separate level. 

n Cash flows resulting from transactions become visible in Cash Management immediately, whether or 
not they have already been posted. You can then use them in planning. 

n Use customizing to maintain the planning levels for G/L and/or subledger accounts where the 
relevant product types and transactions are to be displayed. 

n Example:  Closed fixed-term deposit: Level FT - fixed term deposit 
 
 Posted forex transaction:    Level B5 - Bank clearing account 
 
 On receipt of bank statement:     Level F0 - Bank account 
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l Cash Journal

l Automatic Dunning

l Lockbox

l Interest Calculation

l Inflation Accounting

l Payment Cards

l Country Specifics

l Logistics Integration

l FI Archiving

l Data Transfer

Contents:

Appendices
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Cash Journal

l Cash Journal Assignment

l Set up Cash Journal

l Accounting Transaction Types

l Create Accounting Transaction

l Posting with Cash Journal Transaction (ENJOY)
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At the conclusion of this topic, you will be able
to:

Cash Journal: Objectives

l Describe the new ENJOY-SAP functionality “Cash
Journal”

l List the accounting transactions which are
supported by the cash journal

l Create a cash journal accounting transaction
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Company Code xxxx

EUR Cash Journal
0001

USD Cash Journal
0002

GBP Cash Journal
0003

Cash Journal Assignment

 
 

n The cash journal is a new tool for managing cash in the ENJOY-Release 4.6. It supports posting cash 
receipts and payments. 

n With this new tool you can: 

� Have a separate cash journal for each currency 

� Post to customer, vendor and general ledger accounts 

� Run several cash journals in each company code 

� Choose a random number for cash journal identification (a four digit alphanumeric key) 
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USD Petty Cash 100002EUR Petty Cash 100001

EUR Cash Journal 0001 USD Cash Journal 0002

AB

Cash journal
document types:

DA

G/L account postings

Outgoing Payments

Incoming Payments

KZ

DZKA

Set up Cash Journal

 
 

n To set up a new cash journal for a company code, you have to enter the appropriate data for the 
following fields: 

� the company code in which you want to use the cash journal 

� the 4 digit cash journal identification and name 

� the G/L accounts to which you want to post the cash journal accounting transaction 

� the currency in which you want to run the cash journal 

� the document types for: 

 G/L account postings 

 Outgoing payments to vendors 

 Incoming payments from vendors 

 Outgoing payments to customers 

 Incoming payments from customers 
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Expense (E)

Revenue (R)

Cash transfer from cash journal to bank (B)

Cash transfer from bank to cash journal (C)

Cash Revenue

X X

Cash Bank

X X

Cash Bank

X X

Cash AR

X X

Vendors-outgoing/incoming payment (K)

Customers-incoming/outgoing payment (D)

Cash AP

XX

Cash Expense

X X

X

X

X

X

Accounting Transactions Types

 
 

n Within the cash journal you process different transactions that are setup beforehand using accounting 
transaction types. Below are standard accounting transaction types and their associated postings: 

� Expense (E) Expense / Cash  

� Revenue (R) Cash / Revenue 

� Cash transfer: 

 cash journal to bank (B) Bank / Cash Journal 

 bank to cash journal (C) Cash Journal / Bank 

� Accounts receivable (D):  

 Customer-incoming payment Cash / AR 

 Customer-outgoing payment AR / Cash 

� Accounts payable (K):  

 Vendors-outgoing payment AP / Cash 

 Vendors-incoming payment Cash / AP 
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Company Code xxxx Transaction number

800000

Cash Sale

Revenue Account Tax Code

A0 V0

0O 0I

Create Accounting Transaction

 
 

n There are two places where you can define a new cash journal accounting transactions: in the cash 
journal itself or in the implementation guide. Depending on the type of transaction you are posting, 
you can name it accordingly, e.g. for cash sales postings, you can name the accounting transaction 
“Cash Sale”. 

n To create accounting transaction, select the following:  

� the company code in which the accounting transaction should be created 

� the accounting transaction type, (Note: you cannot make an entry in the field G/L account for 
accounting transaction types D and K) 

� select a tax code for E (Expense) and R (Revenue), transactions which determines the accounting 
transaction control. 

n Once saved, the accounting transaction will be assigned a number automatically. During document 
entry, the accounting transaction can be called up by it’s name or it’s number. 
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Cash Journal Transaction (ENJOY)

Data selection

Accounting transactions
(Cash in / cash out)

Balance display
for display period

 
 

n The cash journal has the form of a new ENJOY transaction. The screen is divided into three 
sections: 

� Data selection: Here, the time period of the data can be selected. 

� Balance display: Displays the totals of incoming and outgoing cash and the beginning and ending 
balance.  

� Accounting transactions Here, the cash journal transactions can be entered. 

n Accounting transactions are saved separately in the cash journal and are transferred periodically (for 
example, daily) to the general ledger. The transferred transactions can be printed as a journal.  

n A receipt can be printed for each individual transaction.  
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Posting with Cash Journal Transaction (ENJOY)

Business transactions
(Payments / Receipts)

Data selection
Display period

Balance display for displayed period
Opening balance
+ Total receipt
-  Total payments
=Closing balance

Number of receipts / Number of payments

Bank to Journal

31
December

Friday

Petty cash
Company code

...

Journal to Bank Cash In
Cash Out
Office Supplies Flowers
Stamps
Turtle food

 
 

n The cash journal is one of the new ENJOY-single screen-transactions: you can create, display and 
change cash documents on one screen. 

n You can save cash journal entries locally in the cash journal subledger, you can also copy and delete 
them. The cash journal entries saved are posted to the general ledger, e.g. at the end of the working 
day.  

n It´s possible to print the cash journal entries you have saved (receipts) as well as the cash journal 
entries posted in the time period displayed. The print forms are selected in Customizing. 

n The follow-on documents arising from cash journal entries posted in the SAP-System are displayed. 

n Copying and deleting cash journal entries saved and displaying the deleted cash journal documents 
are further functions available. 
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Cash Journal: Summary

l The cash journal is a Bank Accounting subledger
for the management of cash in a business. It can
be used independently of other posting
transactions.

l Cash journal entries are saved locally in the cash
journal subledger. All balances are automatically
calculated and displayed.

l The cash journal entries saved are posted to the
general ledger. The follow-on documents from
cash journal entries posted are displayed.
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Exercises 

 

 

Unit: Cash Journal 

Topic: Cash Journal 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Check your knowledge about the cash journal 

• Create G/L Account for cash journal 

• Set up your cash journal 

• Post an incoming payment 

• Control the balances automatically calculated and displayed 

• Check the follow-on documents 

 

The accounting department requires a special general ledger account to 
handle the cash journal. Our department pays some of the office supplies, 
e.g. pens, cash. Cash expenses have to be saved locally and have to be 
posted to the general ledger every day.  

1-1 Create a G/L Account, 1001##, for the cash journal in your company code. Create 
your G/L account with the reference account 100000. Ensure that the new G/L 
account can only be posted automatically and the account currency corresponds to 
the company code currency. 

1-2 Create cash journal, 10##, for your company code using the course currency.  The 
document type for G/L Posting is document type “AB”, for payments to/from 
vendors “KZ”, for payments to/from customers “DZ”.  Name your cash journal 
“Cash ##” and create number range for your cash journal documents. 

1-3 Create an accounting transaction for purchasing writing material for your company 
code. Create an expense transaction, E, using the office supply account, 476000 
with the appropriate tax code for your country. 

Create a cash receipt transaction, C, to record cash transfers from your bank 
account to the cash journal.  Use GL account 113101 as the bank account for the 
offsetting postings of G/L account postings. 

 

1-4 Use the new ENJOY-single screen-transaction! Buy office supplies, worth 120 
units local currency, and create a cash document. Don't forget: before you buy the 
office supplies you also need some money in your new cash journal. Transfer 1000 
(local currency) from bank to cash journal  

Save your cash journal entries locally in your cash journal subledger. Control the 
balance display for displayed period. Post the saved cash journal entries to the 
general ledger and check the follow-on documents. 
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Solutions 

 

 

Unit: Cash Journal 

Topic: Cash Journal 

1-1 Create a GL account to be used with your cash journal. 

IMG: Financial Accounting →  Bank Accounting →  Business Transactions →  Cash 
Journal →  Create G/L Account for Cash Journal 

 
Or:  Easy Access Menu(SAP standard menu: Accounting →  Financial accounting →  
General ledger →  Master records →  Individual Processing →  Create 

Or: Transaction code:  FS00 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Account number 1001## 

Company Code GR## 

Select the Create with reference pushbutton. 

 

Field Name or Data Type Values 

GL Account Listed on the data sheet 

Company Code GR## 

Select Enter.  

 

Type/description tab: 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Short text Petty Cash ## 

Long text Petty cash for cash journal 

 

Create/bank/interest tab:   

 

Field Name or Data Type Values 

Post automatically only 3 

Select Save. 
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1-2 Create cash journal. 

IMG: Financial Accounting →  Bank Accounting →  Business Transactions →  Cash 
Journal →  Set up Cash Journal 

Select the New Entries pushbutton and enter the following information… 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Company Code GR## 

Cash Journal ID number 10## 

Account number 1001## 

Currency Local currency 

Doc. type:  GL posting AB 

Doc. type:  payment to vendor KZ 

Doc. type:  payment from 
vendor 

KZ 

Doc. type:  payment from 
customer 

DZ 

Doc. type:  payment to 
customer for GL Posting 

DZ 

Name Group ## Cash Journal 

Select Save. 

 

Set up number ranges for your cash journal. 

IMG: Financial Accounting →  Bank Accounting →  Business Transactions →  Cash 
Journal →  Define Number Range Intervals for Cash Journal Documents 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Company Code GR## 

Select Change Interval pushbutton. 

Select Insert Interval. 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

No 01 

From 1 000 000 000 

To 1 999 999 999 

Select Insert.   

Select Save.   

Select Enter at the information message about transporting number ranges. 
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1-3  Create accounting transactions to use in your cash journal. 

IMG: Financial Accounting →  Bank Accounting →  Business Transactions →  Cash 
Journal →  Create, Change, Delete Accounting transactions 

Select the New Entries pushbutton and enter the following information… 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Expense Transaction  

Company code GR##  

Transaction type E 

GL Account Listed on the data sheet 

Tax Code Listed on the data sheet 

Transaction Name Office Supplies ## 

Cash Transaction  

Company code GR##  

Transaction type C 

GL Account 1001## 

Transaction Name Bank to Cash Journal ## 

Select Save. 

 

1-4 Record transactions using the cash journal.  

Easy Access Menu: Accounting →  Financial accounting →  Banks →  Input→  Cash 
Journal 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Company code GR## 

Cash journal 10## 

Select Enter. 

 

Record the cash transfer to the cash journal: 

Select the Receipts tab and enter the following information… 

  

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Transaction Bank to Cash Journal ## 

Amount 1 000 units local currency 

Text Transfer funds to cash journal 

Select the Save pushbutton. 
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Record the expense to the cash journal (for only company codes WITHOUT 
jurisdictional taxes): 

Select the Payments tab and enter the following information… 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Transaction Office Supplies ## 

Amount 120 units local currency 

Text Cash for office supplies 

Select the Save pushbutton. 

To post your entries to the subledger, select the Post  pushbutton.  To view the 
accounting documents Go to →  FI Follow-on documents. 
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Automatic Dunning

l Automatic Dunning Overview

l Dunning Program Configuration

l Parameters

l Dunning Run

l Editing a Proposal

l Printing Dunning Notices
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n As of 4.0 it is also possible to print an individual dunning notice. 
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n Entering parameters  in the dunning program provides information on how it has to run. The 
parameters of an old dunning run can be referenced and the dates adjusted. 

n The dunning run selects the accounts, examines them for overdue items, checks if they have to be 
dunned, and assigns dunning levels to them. All dunning data is stored in a dunning proposal.  

n The dunning proposal can be edited, deleted and recreated as often as necessary until the dunning 
clerk is satisfied with the result. 

n If desired, this step can be skipped and the dunning run can be followed directly by the printout of 
dunning notices. 

n In one step, dunning notices are printed and dunning data is updated in the master records and 
associated documents. 
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n The dunning procedure controls how dunning is carried out. Every account which is supposed to 
take part in the automatic dunning process needs to have a dunning procedure. 

n One-time-accounts also have a dunning procedure which is valid for all one-time customers. 

n Many different dunning procedures can be defined as necessary. The R/3-standard already contains 
some predefined dunning procedures which can serve as templates for other procedures. 

n The dunning procedure can process standard and/or special G/L transactions. 
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n The main dunning payment program configuration menu has pushbuttons for different areas.  To 
ensure that the configuration is complete, we will start to work on dunning procedure overview. 
Afterwards, we will work from left to right through each pushbutton. 

n The different areas will require minimum configuration changes if we copy an existing dunning 
procedure and adapt only company code specific configuration. The standard system contains some 
common dunning procedures and their corresponding forms. 
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n You have to decide at which intervals the accounts are to be dunned for your dunning procedure. 
During the dunning run, the System checks whether the run date is this number of days since the date 
of the last dunning run. If this is not the case a new dunning notice can´t be created even if new items 
have become overdue on this account  or items would have changed their dunning level.  

n The number of dunning levels represents the highest dunning level which is possible in this 
procedure.  

n The minimum days in arrears (account) are the days which at least one item in this account must 
have -  otherwise the account won´t be dunned, a dunning notice won´t be created. 

n An item whose days in arrears are smaller or identical to the grace periods, is taken as not due for 
that dunning notice.  

n If you want dunning interest to be calculated you have to enter an interest calculation indicator.   
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n The number of days in arrears is defaulted by the System: it suggests the line item grace period for 
the first dunning level then the dunning interval in days are added to the days in arrears of the 
previous dunning level.  

n You can specify per dunning level that interest is to be calculated. 

n If you set the indicator “always dun”, a dunning notice will still be printed even if no change (no 
item has reached another dunning level and no new item was included) has been made to the dunning 
proposal since the last dunning run.  

n The items can be printed to give the customer/vendor an overview of the whole account balance.  

n You can enter a number of days if a payment deadline for payment of the overdue items is to be 
entered in the dunning notice. The number is added to the date of issue of the dunning run and 
therefore gives the payment deadline.  

n It´s possible to print a dunning notice in a legal dunning procedure, although no further account 
movements have occurred. 
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n The dunning charge in dunning currency depends on the dunning level. It can be printed on the 
dunning forms by the means of word processing. 

n The dunning charge can be either a fixed amount or a percentage of the dunned amount. If you have 
defined a dunning charge in percent, this precludes you from entering a fixed dunning charge at the 
same time. 

n On each dunning level you can set a minimum amount for the dunning charges. 
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n If the minimum amount for overdue items is not reached in a dunning level, then the items in this 
dunning level are assigned to the next lowest and the system checks whether a dunning notice can 
then be created in this dunning level. 

n If you have specified a minimum percentage rate, the amount threshold must also have been equaled 
or exceed.  
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n The layout of the form is defined in the SAPscript word processing tool using the key specified here. 

n The dunning program can generate payment advices, dunning notices and payment forms. 

n For in-depth information on form layout, please refer to the SAPscript documentation and the 
SAPscript course. 
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n On screen “Company Code Dunning Control”, you can determine if dunning notices are to be 
created separately by dunning area rather than per account for a company code. If you choose the 
option, the dunning data on the business partner master record can be updated according to dunning 
areas. A dunning area represents an organizational entity, a sub structure of company codes, which 
can be responsible for dunning. 

n In contrast to standard dunning in which all items at all dunning levels are dunned with one dunning 
notice, you can choose if you want a separate dunning notice created within an account for every 
dunning level determined with a different accompanying text.  

n If you want your dunning notices and items sorted according to sort criteria you can maintain sort 
variants. 

n Standard texts have to be assigned to a company code and (optional) a dunning area. A standard text 
contains the text for the letter header which includes, for example, a company logo and a telephone 
number.  

n A dunning key determines that the line item can only be dunned with restrictions or is to be 
displayed separately on the dunning notice.  

n A dunning block prevents accounts and items to be dunned. 

n Maintain the interest rate which is to be used for the interest calculation of debit balances. 
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n Every run of the dunning program is identified by the following two fields: 

� run date  

� identification 

n The run date does not have to be the actual date when the program is executed, but this is 
recommended. Its main purpose is to identify the program run. 

n The identification is used to differentiate program runs which have the same run date . 

n Within parameters the dunning program gets the information on how it is to run. You can copy the 
parameters from an existing dunning run. 
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n With the parameters, you tell the dunning program which documents and accounts in which 
company codes it should examine for overdue items.  

n You can also activate an additional log which - after the dunning run - gives you information about 
the successful or unsuccessful completion of the dunning run processing steps. Use this log for 
testing and training purposes only sinceit requires a lot of system resources. 
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n The dunning run creates a dunning proposal which can be edited, deleted, and recreated as often as 
necessary. 

n If desired, the dunning run can directly and automatically be followed by the printing of dunning 
notices. The editing of the dunning proposal would therefore be skipped. 
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n The dunning run can be divided into the three steps  above for more clarity. 

n First step: Account Selection. In this step the program checks which accounts shall be considered 
in the dunning run according to the parameters and configuration.  

n Second step: Dunning Line Items . In this step the system checks items on the selected accounts to 
see if they are overdue and on which dunning level they should be dunned. 

n Third step: Dunning Accounts . In this step the system checks if it is necessary to dun the account 
and if so, on which dunning level. 
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n The first step of the dunning run is account selection.  

n The program checks all accounts which have been entered in the parameters as criteria. If they fulfill 
the criteria they are considered in the dunning run, if not, they are skipped. 

n The criteria are: 

� A dunning procedure has to be entered in master data.  

� The date of the last dunning run which is entered in the account has to be before the dunning 
interval date of the dunning procedure. 
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n Receivables are due at the due net date. 

n Usually the payment terms of a credit memo  don’t apply. Instead there are the following rules: 

 If a credit memo is invoice-related, it has the same due date as the invoice. 

 All other credit memos are due at the base line date. 

n If the payment terms on a credit memo should apply, a “V” has to be entered into the field “invoice 
reference”.  
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n The difference between the due date and the dunning date is the following: 

� Due date : day after which the liabilities should have been paid.  

� Dunning date : day when the overdue items are dunned. 

n Every dunned item must be overdue, but not all overdue items are dunned. 

n Usually all items which are overdue at the date of issue have to be dunned. 

n If line item grace periods are entered into the dunning procedure, only the items which are overdue 
for a longer time than the grace periods allow are dunned. 
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n If items are due but there is a dunning block in the item the system puts them on the blocked items 
list. 

n If accounts should be dunned but there is a dunning block in the account, the system puts it on the 
blocked accounts list. 
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n If items are due but have a method for payment collection, the system usually does not dun them 
because the payment program is supposed to collect the money. These items are only dunned it they 
have a payment block.  

n If accounts should be dunned but have a method for payment collection in the master data, the 
system usually does not dun them because the payment program is supposed to collect the money. 
These accounts are only dunned it they have a payment block. 
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n Each dunning procedure has up to nine dunning levels. 

n The dunning notice wording is usually influenced by the dunning level. The higher the dunning level 
usually the more insistent is the dunning text. 

n Each item to be dunned gets a dunning level according to its days in arrears. For invoice-related 
credit memos, the dunning level is taken from the invoice. From one dunning run to another the 
dunning level can only be raised by one, i.e. no dunning level can be skipped. 

n When setting up a dunning procedure, the system defaults the number of days in arrears on the 
dunning levels screen. For the first dunning level, the system suggests the line item grace period; for 
all further dunning levels, the system adds the dunning interval in days to the days in arrears of the 
previous dunning level. Note: These default values can be overwritten but this is not recommended. 

n Dunning procedures which have only one dunning level are referred to in the system as a payment 
reminder. Single-level dunning procedures are used for very important customers and public 
corporations, thereby ensuring that they are sent only a payment reminder. 
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n By assigning dunning keys to certain items you can prevent these items from exceeding a certain 
dunning level. 
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n The total of all items on a certain dunning level has to be more than a minimum amount defined 
and its relation to all open items has to be more than a minimum percentage .  

n If this is not the case, the items are set to a lower dunning level.  

n Note: Usually the minimum amounts and percentages on a higher dunning level are higher than those 
on the lower levels. 
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n The due net debit items on the account are cleared with the due net items of the credit side . The 
credit items are assigned to the highest dunning level of the debit items and are cleared with these 
items first. 

n If clearing between customer and vendor is chosen, the due net credit items on the vendor account 
are also cleared with the items of the highest dunning level. The customer and vendor need to have 
the same dunning procedure.  

n After clearing all debit items to be dunned with the due net credit items there needs to be a resulting 
debit balance in order for the account to be dunned. 

n On the dunning notice all items which took part in the clearing are listed. 
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n At least one item has to have reached the minimum days in arrears per account or the account will 
not be dunned. 

n In the example above, item 4 has more days in arrears than the minimum days in arrears. Therefore, 
the account will be dunned. The dunned items are item 1, item 3, and item 4. Item 2 will not be 
dunned because it is still within the line item grace period. 
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n The account gets the highest dunning level of all the items to be dunned. If all items are dunned with 
one dunning notice the dunning text is worded according to the account's dunning level. 

n Please note that the dunning levels are not yet entered into the items or the accounts. This happens 
later when the dunning notices are printed. However, at this point the dunning levels are already 
determined. 
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n After dunning data is determined the system checks if it is really necessary to dun. It is usually not 
necessary to send a dunning notice if there were no changes in the dunning data since the last 
dunning run. Therefore, an account is only dunned: 

� if there are any changes in the dunning data since the last dunning run, or 

� if the box always dunn. notice is marked for the dunning level. This option is usually marked for 
the last dunning level as a reminder or if it is a single -level dunning procedure (payment 
reminder). 

n A special rule applies for accounts which are in a legal dunning procedure . If the date of the 
beginning of the legal dunning procedure is entered in the account master data, the account is always 
dunned: 

� if there were any postings since the last dunning run, or 

� if the box always dun in legal proc . is marked. 

n Note: The system does not send any dunning notices to a customer with legal dunning procedure 
even if there are any changes in the dunning data. It just would not make any sense to send a dunning 
letter to a customer who has obviously not reacted on any previous dunning notices. If a sued 
account is dunned according to one of the criteria above, an internal note on a special form is printed 
and send to the legal department. To avoid having any open items which were posted prior to the 
beginning of the legal dunning procedure being forgotten, the checkmark always dun in legal proc. 
should be set. 
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n After the dunning run has created the dunning proposal the proposal can be edited by a clerk. 

n To support the clerk's work the following lists can be printed: 

� Dunning statistics 

� Dunning list 

� Blocked accounts 

� Blocked line items 

� Dunning History 

n A sample printout can be made or displayed on screen. 

n The changes in the dunning proposal are stored in an additional log. 

n Important: If a dunning proposal shall not be used for the dunning printout, it has to be deleted. 
Otherwise it blocks the selected items for processing by other dunning runs. 
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n The clerk can: 

� Block an account in the current dunning proposal or remove the dunning block. 

� Block a line item in the current dunning proposal or remove the dunning block. 

� Lower the dunning level of an item in the current dunning proposal. 

� Change the dunning and correspondence data of an account in the master record. 
This change is not valid for the current dunning run. 

� Change a document. 
This change is not valid for the current dunning run. 

n Note: Only changes in the dunning proposal are valid for the current dunning run. 

n In the master data and in the documents the dunning level can be raised and lowered as desired. 
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n The print program for the dunning procedure: 

� groups items to be dunned together according to grouping rules, 

� generates a dunning notice for each group, 

� enters the dun date and the dunning level into the dunned items and accounts. 

n If one-time customers are dunned, the dunning data is only updated in the items. 

n Dunning notices are printed in a sequence defined by sort criteria.  

n To undo changes in the accounts and documents please refer to OSS-Note 6591. 
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n Items which shall be dunned are bundled together to dunning notices as long as they have: 

� the same company code 

� the same dunning area (in dunning areas are used) 

� the same account 

n Items in a one-time account which have the same address are grouped together in one dunning 
notice. 

n Items are sorted according to sort criteria within a dunning notice. 
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n It is possible to group items by further criteria. These are: 

� Dunning per dunning level: 
In the company code specific specifications of the dunning program it can be chosen if a separate 
dunning notice per dunning level shall be printed. If this is the case the dunning text is not selected 
according to the account’s dunning level but by the dunning levels of the grouped items. 

� Grouping key: 
A grouping key can be entered into the customer/vendor account so that the items are grouped to 
dunning notices as long as they have the same content in the fields assigned to the grouping key. 
The fields of the index tables for open items BSID (customers) and BSIK (vendors) can be used. 

� Local processing: 
In a head office/branch relationship items are posted on the head office account; therefore, the 
head office usually receives a dunning notice with all overdue items of its branches. If local 
processing is marked in the branch accounts, then dunning is processed locally, i.e. the notices are 
sent to the branches. 
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n You can use cross-company code dunning to combine overdue items from different company codes 
in one dunning run. The overdue items from one customer that exists in different company codes are 
dunned with one dunning notice. The items are grouped according to pre-defined rules, e.g. by 
dunning levels, dunning areas, dunning grouping, and assigned to one or more dunning notices.  This 
possibility eliminates the need to send one customer a separate dunning notice for each company 
code.  

n In order to dun different company codes at once, you have to assign the relevant company codes to a 
joint dunning company code. The dunning procedure assigned to the account in the dunning 
company code is used. The dunning frequency and dunning blocks are checked individually, not just 
in the dunning company code. 

n If a date has been specified for an account in the dunning company code which marks it for inclusion 
in the legal dunning procedure, this affects also the dependent company codes. 
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n The layout and the content of the dunning notice is defined in a SAPscript form. The R/3-standard 
dunning forms are named F150_DUNN_01 (without interest), F150_DUNN_02 (with interest), and 
F150_DUNN_04 (payment reminder). 

n A separate dunning form can be assigned for every combination of dunning procedure, company 
code, account type, dunning level, and dunning area but it is also possible to always use the same. 

n Each dunning form has several text elements which contain dunning texts for different dunning 
levels. For the dunning level n the text element 51n is used. Do not change the numbers of the text 
elements! 

n Forms are printed in the language entered in the customer/vendor master data. 

n Instead of specifying the dunning form you can just refer to the dunning forms of another company 
code and/or another dunning procedure. Forms can only be maintained by the reference company 
code in the reference dunning procedure . The reference dunning procedure and the referring 
dunning procedure need to have the same number of dunning levels. 

n The dunning notice of the last dunning level is not sent to the customer/vendor but rather to the legal 
department for manual dunning process. The manual dunning process often ends in a legal dunning 
procedure. 

n The internal note in the legal dunning proceedings in the R/3-standard is form F150_DUNN_03 and 
text element 520. This form has to be entered in the field legal dunning proceedings. 
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n Texts in italics can be influenced by the variables used in the dunning formulas. 

n Standard texts are used to fill a company code independent form with company code or dunning 
area specific data. In the example above the standard texts are named ADRS_HEADER, 
ADRS_SENDER, ADRS_SIGNATURE, and ADRS_FOOTER They have to be assigned to a 
company code and a dunning area (optional). 

n The dunning recipient can be different from the address of the dunned account. 

n If no specific dunning clerk is entered in the master data the accounting clerk is displayed.  

n Data in the dunning text element: The dunning interest depends on the dunning level and is 
calculated according to an interest indicator. Minimum amounts for interests can be used. To avoid 
having the payment deadline falling on a holiday, a public holiday calendar ID is assigned to the 
dunning procedure. The total of all due items from a specified dunning level is calculated and can 
be used in the dunning text. 

n All items are generally printed on higher dunning levels to give the customer/vendor an overview of 
the whole account balance. Items with dunning block or collection method are not displayed. The 
printing of all items is not possible if dunning notices per dunning level are selected. Items with 
special dunning keys can be printed separately.  

n The dunning charges depend on the dunning level and can be either a fixed amount or a percentage 
of the dunned amount. A minimum amount for the dunning charges can be set. 
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n Dunning notices can be printed with an attached payment form for bank transfer (Germany) or 
ESR-Payments (Switzerland). The customer may use this payment form to pay the dunned amount. 

n The payment form can be attached to the main notice (see above) or can be printed on a separate 
page. Therefore, either the dunning notice form has to be changed so that it contains a window for 
the payment form or a separate form for the additional page has to be created. 

n The dunning notice must only contain items with the company code currency. 

n The dunning program can create a payment advice which contains the items on the dunning notice. 
When the customer pays the dunned amount, this advice can be used to assign the incoming payment 
to the items. 

n The payment advice number has 10 digits and starts with 08. The payment advice type 08 must be 
defined in configuration. 

n The payment advice number can be printed on the dunning notice and on the payment form (e.g. in 
the reference field). 
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Exercises 

 

 

Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Automatic Dunning Overview 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Check your knowledge about the general structure of the dunning 
program application and configuration 

 

 

Your client has experienced a number of customers that default on their 
payments. 

The accounting department has requested a system to notify customers in 
said default. If the customer does not react after receiving multiple 
dunning notices, the legal department has to be contacted in order to start 
a legal dunning procedure. 

1-1 List the four steps that have to be taken by the dunning program to perform the 
automatic dunning procedure. 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

1-2 True or false 

1-2-1 Customers without dunning procedure in the master record are dunned with 
a default dunning procedure. 

_______________ 

1-2-2 If dunning areas are not used dunning is performed at the company code 
level. 

_______________ 

1-2-3 It is possible to dun vendors as well as customers. 

_______________ 
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Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Parameters 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Check your knowledge about the purpose of parameters in the dunning 
program 

 

 

Your client wishes to use several dunning runs to divide the huge amount 
of accounts to be processed into smaller portions. 

2-1 True or false 

2-1-1 The "run date” is always the date when a certain dunning run is supposed to 
be started. 

_______________ 

2-1-2 The parameters specify the accounts and documents that are to be 
considered in the dunning run. 

_______________ 
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Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Proposal Run 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Check your knowledge about the process of creating the dunning 
proposal 

 

 

Before printing dunning notices your client desires to have a look at them 
in case changes are necessary. 

3-1 List some reasons why overdue items might not be dunned: 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

3-2 List the main steps of creating the dunning proposal: 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

3-3 True or false 

3-3-1 Usually the payment terms of a credit memo don’t apply and they are either due at 
the due date of their associated invoice or at the baseline date. 

_______________ 

3-3-2 Every dunning procedure must have at least four dunning levels. 

_______________ 

3-3-3 Due net items on the credit side clear items of the highest dunning level. 

_______________ 

3-3-4 An account is only dunned if all overdue items have reached the minimum 
days in arrears.  

_______________ 

3-3-5 The dunning run updates dunning data in dunned items and accounts.  

_______________ 
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3-3-6 A dunning notice is only sent if there are any changes in the dunning data 
since the last dunning run or "always dunn. notice" is marked. 

_______________ 
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Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Editing the Proposal 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Check your knowledge about the possibility of editing the dunning 
proposal 

 

 

The dunning proposal is checked by the dunning clerk and edited if 
necessary. 

4-1 True or false 

4-1-1 After the dunning proposal is created, changes to the dunning data in items 
or master records will not be valid for the current dunning run. 

_______________ 

4-1-2 Dunning levels in the dunning proposal can be changed as desired. 

_______________ 

4-1-3 The dunning proposal can be edited, deleted and recreated as often as 
desired. 

_______________ 
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Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Printing the Dunning Notices 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Check your knowledge about the printing of dunning notices 

 

 

Dunning notices have to be printed and sent to customers. 

5-1 True or false? 

5-1-1 One dunning form can be used for all dunning levels and dunning areas. 

_______________ 

5-1-2 The dunning text for dunning level 5 is stored in text element 515. 

_______________ 

5-1-3 The last dunning level is equal to the legal dunning procedure. 

_______________ 
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Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Complete Dunning Process 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Post two line items on your customer account and block one line item 
for dunning 

• Assign the dunning procedure 0001 to your customer 

• Enter the parameters for a dunning run. 

• Start the proposal run 

• Edit the dunning proposal 

• Print dunning notices 

 

 

Your client desires to dun his customers automatically if necessary. The 
standard dunning procedure 0001 seems to be perfect for him. 

6-1 Preparations for the following exercises: 

6-1-1 Enter the dunning procedure "0001" into the customer master record  

6-1-2 Ensure that you have at least two open items on your customer account that 
are overdue.  

6-1-3 Block one of these items for dunning. 

6-2 Create a dunning run with the current date as the "run date" and ## as the 
"identification." Enter the parameters according to the business scenario. 

Note: Activate the additional log. 

6-3 Start the proposal run for the automatic dunning run that you created before. 

6-4 Display list of blocked items 

Automatic Dunning: Goto → Blocked line items 

6-5 Print your dunning notice(s) into the spool and take a look at them. Use the printer 
name provided by your instructor. 
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Solutions 

 

 

Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Automatic Dunning Overview 

1-1 1. Maintaining Parameters 

2. Proposal Run 

3. Editing Proposal 

4. Printing Dunning Notices 

1-2 True or false 

1-2-1 True   False X 
Customers without dunning procedure are not dunned. 

1-2-2 True X False   

1-2-3 True X False   
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Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Parameters 

2-1 True or false 

2-1-1 True   False X 

The "run date" is a field to identify a certain dunning run. It does not has to be 
equal to the date when the dunning run is actually performed. 

2-1-2 True X False 
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Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Proposal Run 

3-1 -  Account is not contained in parameters  

-  Items are within grace period  

-  Items or accounts are blocked for dunning 

-  Items or accounts have a collection method and no payment block 

-  Overdue amount is below minimum amount 

-  Items can be cleared with overdue items on the credit side 

-  No item reaches the minimum days in arrears 

-  The dunning data has not changed since the last dunning run and ”always 
dunning notice” is not marked. 

3-2 Account selection 

Dunning line items 

Dunning accounts 

3-3 True or false 

3-3-1 True X False   

3-3-2 True   False X 

A dunning procedure can have between 1 and 9 dunning levels.  

3-3-3 True X False   

3-3-4 True   False X 

If one overdue item has reached the minimum days in arrears then the 
account will be dunned.  

3-3-5 True   False X 

The dunning data is updated when dunning notices are printed. 

3-3-6 True X False   
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Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Editing the Proposal 

4-1 True or false 

4-1-1 True X False   

4-1-2 True   False X 

The dunning levels in the dunning proposal can only be decreased. 

4-1-3 True X False   
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Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Printing the Dunning Notices 

5-1 True or false 

5-1-1 True X False   

5-1-2 True X False   

5-1-3 True   False X 

The last dunning level triggers the manual dunning procedure which 
often ends in the legal dunning procedure. The legal dunning procedure 
itself does not correspond to any dunning level. 
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Unit: Automatic Dunning 

Topic: Complete Dunning Process 

6-1 Preparations for the following exercises: 

6-1-1 Enter dunning procedure into master record 

Easy Access Menu:  Accounting →  Financial accounting →  Accounts 
receivable →  Master records →  Change 

In the "Change Customer: Initial Screen" dialog window:  

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Customer your customer 

Company code GR## 

Select Enter. 

Goto →  Company code data 

Click the Correspondence Tab 

Select Enter. 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Dunning Procedure 0001 

Select Save. 

 

6-1-2 Verify that you have at least 2 open items on your customer account that are 
overdue. 

Accounting →  Financial accounting →  Accounts receivable →  Account 
→  Display balances 

 

Field Name or Data Type Values 

Customer your customer 

Company code GR## 

Fiscal year current year 

 

EXECUTE 

On the "total" line (you may have to scroll down), double-click the 
amount in the "Cum. Bal" column. This will show you the open items. 

HINT: Do not back out of this screen. 
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6-1-3 Block one of the line items for dunning. 

Drill down on one of the detail lines (invoices).  

Document →  "Display →  change" 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Dunn block A 

Select Save. 

 

6-2 Create dunning run 

Easy Access Menu:  Accounts Receivable →  Periodic Processing →  
Dunning 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Run date current date 

Identification ## 

 

Select Enter. 

Click the Parameters Tab 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Dunning date current date + two 
months (otherwise 
no results)? 

Docmnts posted up to current date 

Company codes GR## 

Customers 0 to 999 999 

 

Edit → Additional log... 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Customers 0 to 999 999 

Select Enter. 

Reply with ENTER to any date warnings. 

Select Save. 

Click the "Status" tab. 

HINT: Do not back out of this screen. 
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6-3 Start the proposal run for the automatic dunning run you created before. 

Start dunning run. 

Automatic Dunning: Dunning notices →  Schedule dunning run 

In the Dunning dialog window: 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Start immediately √ 

 

SCHEDULE 

Edit → Refresh (or ENTER) until the status changes to ‘Dun.selection is 
complete’ 

6-4 Automatic Dunning: Goto →  Blocked line items 

Edit dunning proposal: 

Automatic Dunning: Dunning notices →  Change dunning. notices 

EXECUTE 

Double-click the detail line of the blocked item. 

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Dunn. block BLANK 

 

Hint: this is the second "D" column. 

Select Save.  

6-5 Print dunning notices: 

Automatic Dunning: Dunning Notices →  Schedule dunn.notice printout 

In the Schedule Print dialog window:  

 

Field Name or Data Type  Values 

Start immediately √ 

Output device provided by instructor 

 

Select Enter. 

Show printed dunning notices on screen: 

System →  Services →  Output Controller 

EXECUTE 
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Select dunning notice. 

Spool request →  Display 
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  SAP AG 1999

Lockbox

l Lockbox Process

l Lockbox Configuration

l Delete this line
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n A lockbox is a service that banks provide to facilitate the orderly collection and processing of 
incoming payments. Instead of sending their payments to your office, customers mail their payments 
and remittance advices directly to a central bank location, usually a post office box.  

n Banks receive the payments, create a data file of the customer remittance information and payment 
amounts, and deposit the checks into your bank account. On a regular basis, you receive this data file 
for processing to update your books. 

n Depending on the choice of service with your bank, the lockbox file will contain the following 
information: customer name and (SAP) customer number, customer MICR number (bank routing 
number and account number), check amount, invoice number, payment date, payment 
amounts/deductions per invoice and reasons for underpayment. 

n Some advantages to using a lockbox include reducing in-house-processing time, increasing cash flow 
and reducing processing costs. 
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n Customers send their checks and remittance advices to your lockbox. 

n The bank processes the checks, credits your bank account, and sends you a detailed file of the data 
along with a daily total.  

n The lockbox files are transmitted using various methods such as tapes, diskettes, and direct dial-in 
and download. 

n The lockbox import program posts a general ledger entry to update the company's cash position and 
creates a payment advice file from the bank input. The payment advice is compared to the customer's 
open items in accounts receivable and clears any matching items. Any checks that could not be fully 
processed by the lockbox import process are then manually processed in the post processing 
transaction. 
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n Customers send their payments to a lockbox. The bank collects the data and sends an ANSI 823 
message to the R/3 user's EDI server. The server translates the message using as standard EDI 
interface into an IDOC (intermediary document) and sends it to the SAP server. 

n Once the message is received by the SAP server, the data is stored in the FINSTA01 Lockbox table. 

n At the same time a program is kicked off which generates the following: 

� Check information is stored in bank statement tables 

� Payment advices are created which detail the disposition of the checks i.e. payment amount, 
invoice numbers, customer numbers, etc. 

n Then the lockbox program is processed and the payment advices are cleared against customer open 
items. Any checks that could not be fully processed by the lockbox process can be manually 
processed using the post processing transaction. 
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n The bank's data file usually follows a standard banking industry format called BAI or BAI2. The 
BAI format provides basic data such as check number, check amount, bank number and invoice 
numbers. This format does not break down the check amount into individual amounts per invoice. 

n The BAI2 format provides greater detail, such as the payment per invoice, deduction amount per 
invoice and a reason code for the deduction usually resulting in a higher number of cleared invoices. 
Due to the additional data provided, banks usually charge higher fees for producing this format. 
Note: The BAI and BAI2 formats may vary slightly by bank. 

n MICR numbers are a standard numbering format used by banks and are located at the bottom of 
every check. The MICR number has two components, the bank routing number (or transit number), a 
unique number identifying the bank, and the customer's bank account number. Manual or automated 
maintenance of customer MICR information significantly enhances the hit rate for future cash 
applications. This information is captured on the customers master record under bank details. 

n ANSI x.12 formats are mapped from the EDI subsystem into the SAP IDOC interface. 

n In SAP, these formats are stored in the data dictionary as table structures 

� BAI format: FLB01 - FLB09 

� BAI2 format: FLB24, FLB26 
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n The lockbox import program is most often configured to post an entry to cash and to an unapplied 
cash receipts account. When payment advice information is cleared against customer open items, the 
open item and the posting to the unapplied cash receipt account are cleared.  

n Any unapplied checks will remain in the unapplied cash receipt account and will need to be 
manually processed in the post processing transaction. 
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n A payment advice contains detailed information about an incoming payment. The amount of detail 
on an advice depends on the information provided by the bank. More detailed bank information leads 
to a higher rate of automatic clearing. 

n A payment advice may include the following information: customer MICR number (bank routing 
number and account number), check amount, invoice number(s), payment date, payment 
amounts/deductions per invoice and reasons for underpayment.  

n The Lockbox Import program uses detailed information from the payment advice to automatically 
search and match customer open item(s). The document number on the payment advice is matched 
against the document number in the customer open item file. Therefore, accurate payment advice 
data is necessary for automatic clearing to take place. 

n If the check was applied or partially applied, the advice is deleted from the system after processing. 
If the check was unprocessed or placed on account of customer, the advice is kept on file for further 
processing. 
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n The post process function entails reviewing the status of the checks applied through the lockbox 
function. You must manually clear any checks that were on-account of customer or not applied to 
customer accounts. Checks have four statuses: applied, partially applied, on-account or unprocessed. 

n The lockbox overview screen details the number of checks in each category. Depending on the status 
of the check, the user determines what needs to occur to apply the check. 

n For example, if the bank keyed in the incorrect invoice number, the Lockbox Import program posts 
the payment on account. In the post processing step, you access the payment advice and correct the 
document number and upon saving the changes, the post process function clears the open items, 
deletes the payment advice, and sets the check status to applied. 

n Checks that are partially applied may require further processing. For example, a check may have 
paid five invoices, but one was incorrectly keyed. The first four invoices would clear. The payment 
amount for the fifth invoice would be put on-account and would have to be post processed to clear. 

n Any payment that could not be identified either by the customer's MICR number or the document 
number would remain unprocessed. Once the payment is researched and the customer and invoice is 
identified, it would be applied during post processing. 
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n The lockbox control parameter screen determines the import format, BAI, BAI2 and ANSI/IDOC 
(for 4.0 customers) and the types of postings generated by the lockbox program. These control 
parameters are needed for importing lockbox file sent by the bank. 

n The lockbox data file is comprised of data records. Primary lockbox records are type 6 and type 4 
records: 

� Type 6 records identify the bank MICR number, check number, amount and invoice numbers at 
the end of the record. 

� Type 4 records serve as an overflow record for additional invoices being paid by the same check. 

� BAI Record Format: Specify the length of the document numbers (10 in the standard SAP System) 
and the number of document numbers in record types 6 and 4 of the BAI file. Your bank must 
agree on this format information. 

n BAI2 Record Format: It is not necessary to specify the length of the document or the number of 
document numbers in record types 6 and 4. This is because BAI2 file is designed that each document 
number is on a different record type 4 with its corresponding payment and deduction amounts. Your 
bank must agree on this format information. 

n ANSI data delivered to the IDOC interface supports data segments for lockbox, check and remittance 
information. These are accessed through IDOC type FINSTA01 with the logical message type 
LOCKBX. 
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n In the posting data screen, you configure information on who owns the lockbox and the types of 
postings generated.  

n You specify the lockbox bank data; the company code that owns the lockbox, the bank and account 
the data is coming from, and the general ledger accounts that will be used to book the postings. 

n You specify additional posting parameters: the document types that will be used to create the posting 
documents and the posting keys. 
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n The Lockbox Import screen is where you tell R/3 where the data is coming from and how you want it 
processed. You specify the data file name, the file format and how the payment amounts will be 
cleared against the open items.  

n Invoice numbers: Invoice numbers can be defined as the document number or the reference number. 
Depending on how you define “invoice number” for your company, you can choose how the system 
will match open items; by document number, by reference number, by reference number first than 
document number second, or vice versa. 

n Enhanced invoice checking: This feature, when selected, verifies whether all of the invoice numbers 
belong to the same customer or groups of customers belonging together. 

n Additional Account Assignment: If necessary, you can add a value date, business area and/or profit 
center if you want to assign those values for all line items for bank accounts and sub-accounts, for 
every check in the lockbox file . 

n Note: When running the lockbox program, customer tolerances established in FI are checked to 
determine if “Difference is too large for clearing”. Therefore, these tolerances have a factor in 
determining if the system clears the open item or places it “On Account” . 

n Note: For BAI2 and EDI formats, if the payment has a reason code that reflects a charge-off to an 
account, the item is cleared and the difference associated with that reason code is posted to a charge-
off account. 
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Exercises 

 

 

Unit: Lockbox 

 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Check your knowledge on lockbox configuration and processing 

• Post process partially applied payments, on-account payments, and 
Unidentified payments 

 

Executives project sales to double in the next two years due to a new 
product introduction. In anticipation of increased cash receipts, they 
would like to move from manual cash receipts processing to an 
automated function. 

1-1 What is a lockbox? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

1-2 What are payment advices used for in the R/3 lockbox process? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

1-3 List and describe the four statuses that a check may have. 

1. ______________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

2. ______________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

3. ______________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

4. ______________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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________________________________________________________________ 

1-4 True or False: You must manually maintain customer bank details on the master 
record to ensure high hit rates.  _________________ 
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Solutions 

 

 

Unit: Lockbox 

 

1-1 A lockbox is a service provided by banks to speed up the collection and processing 
of incoming payments. Customers send their payments and remittances to the 
lockbox and the bank provides you a data file of who paid, how much, and other 
details depending on your agreement with the bank. 

1-2 A payment advice contains detailed information about an incoming payment. It 
may include the following information: customer MICR number (bank routing 
number and account number), check amount, invoice number(s), payment date, 
payment amounts/deductions per invoice and reasons for underpayment.  

The lockbox program uses the information stored on the payment advice to match 
open items on the customer’s account. 

1-3 1.  Applied: 

Check has cleared all document numbers provided. 

No further processing required. 

2.  Partially Applied (BAI2 or ANSI x.12) 

Check has cleared one or more document numbers and posted any remaining 
differences on-account. 

Further processing/review may be required. 

3.  On Account 

Customer is identified via MICR.  

No document numbers were identified. 

Full check amount is posted to the customer’s account for further processing 
with a payment advice. 

4.  Unprocessed 

Customer could not be identified through bank information or document 
numbers. 

Check remains in the unapplied payment clearing account for further 
processing with payment advice once the customer is identified. 

1-4 False.  In lockbox configuration you can create a batch input session to insert 
new/missing bank details into the customer master record. 
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  SAP AG 1999

l Kinds of interest calculation

l Data required for interest calculation

l Configuration

n Interest indicator

n Terms

n Interest rates

n Account determination

l Running interest calculation

Interest Calculation: Contents
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n R/3 provides two kinds of interest calculation: 

Balance interest calculation is applied to the entire balance of a G/L or customer account, 
applying a particular interest rate for a specified period of time.   

Interest on arrears is applied to individual items in accounts receivable or accounts payable. A 
certain interest rate is applied to the items that are still open or unpaid at a specified date. 
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n Configuring the interest programs involves working with five major areas: 

 Interest calculation types set basic parameters used in calculation. To calculate interest for an 
account (G/L, customer, vendor), the master data for that account must include the interest 
calculation indicator that applies. 

 General terms specify further parameters about how each interest calculation indicator works. 

 Time-based terms set validity dates and relationships to interest rates. 

 Interest rates establish reference interest rates (like LIBOR or Prime) that interest calculations 
can be tied to. 

 Account determination establishes which accounts the results of an interest calculation will be 
posted to (as needed).     
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n Interest calculation indicators establish basic parameters for R/3 to use when calculating interest.  
Note that each interest ID must be assigned an interest calculation type, indicating whether it is used 
for balance interest calculation or item interest calculation. 

n Every account for which R/3 will calculate interest must have an interest indicator in its master 
record. 

n R/3 requires a separate interest calculation indicator for each combination of interest variables, such 
as calculation frequency, calendar type, currency, interest rate, etc. 
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n General terms set financial parameters for each interest calculation indicator.  

n For instance, each indicator uses a specific calendar type that governs the interest basis and period 
used for interest calculation. 

n Other general terms control maximum / minimum limits on interest postings, blocks on outgoing 
payments, setting payment terms, and forms control.     
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n Time-dependent interest terms differ from general terms in having validity dates.   

n They set, for instance, the reference interest rate that a calculation is tied to, and the premium (or 
spread) above that reference rate that applies. If the 3-month LIBOR  rate (London Interbank offered 
rate) is entered as the reference interest rate and a premium of 3.00% is entered, then with a LIBOR 
rate of 3.75%, the interest calculation rate will be 6.75%. When no reference interest rate is entered 
(as above), the premium rate alone (3%) is used in the calculation. 

n The "amount from" field specifies that the rate(s) apply only to balances above a certain dollar 
amount. In conjunction with the sequence numbers, an R/3 user can use this feature to build "tiered' 
interest rates, where interest on balances up to a given amount calculate at one rate,  and balances 
above that  amount calculate at a different one.    
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n R/3 allows the user to set up reference interest rates. In addition to an interest rate ID, the user can 
supply long and short text descriptions, an effective date, a currency and a financial center. 
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n For each reference interest rate, a value and a validity date are entered periodically. Each rate value 
remains in effect until a new validity date is entered for the same reference interest rate. 

n In the illustration above, the DISDM interest rate is: 

n 10.0 % from 01/01/98 to 05/31/98 

n 9.0 % from 06/01/98 to 09/30/98 

n 8.5% for dates on or after 10/01/1998 
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n Account determination in R/3 starts with predefined business transactions which are accessed when 
the user runs the interest calculation programs.   

 Transaction 1030 in the example above if the user wants to calculate the interest for a certain 
period and wants to debit the account for which interest is calculated. 

n When the business transaction is combined with optional modifiers like the company code and 
interest indicator, R/3 determines posting keys and account symbols. 

n Account symbols, when combined with modifiers like the chart of accounts and currency, point to 
G/L (or vendor or customer) accounts where the interest transactions are posted. The use of account 
symbols allows companies with different charts of accounts and currencies to use the same business 
transactions. 

 

Example: Business transactions 

per account only one business transaction is relevant 1000 Interest received posting 2000 Interest paid 
posting 

"Splitting" is activated in the report selection screen. Two business transactions can be displayed.  

1010  Minus debit interest   past value date Separate Minus postings for a period for 2010 minus 
credit interest for past value date Period for interest calculation already past 

 
1020  Minus debit interest   past value date Separate Minus postings for a period for  2020  (Plus) 
credit interest  value date in the past which interest have already been calculated  1030  Interest 
calculation period  debit interest          2030  Interest calculation period  credit interest 
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n Limit the number of accounts included in the interest calculation by entering intervals or individual 
values for the chart, account number, company code, interest indicator and business area. Generally, 
only accounts with an interest indicator in the master record and which are managed with line item 
display are included. 

n You can also enter the interest calculation period, date of last interest run, and other options. 

n The output of the program displays an interest scale for each month. Select summarization levels to 
determine how detailed the interest scale will be. 

n To monitor the interest calculation run (or perhaps explore why it didn't run as expected), you can 
have the system log the run. Limit the log to a few G/L accounts - the printout can be lengthy. 

n Run the program as a background job. Set the "Post  interest" indicator so that posting is completed 
automatically.  
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  SAP AG 1999

Payment cards

l Business partners for payment card processing
l Process Chain for Payment Card Processing

l Payment Card Data in the Customer Master record

l Structure of an Order with Payment Card Plan
l Authorization process

l Settlement process

Contents:
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n Payment cards represent a significant proportion of everyday business transactions. 

n Several business partners are involved in payment card processing. 

n The card holder uses the card to purchase goods and services. 

n The merchant delivers goods and/or services to the customer and accepts the payment card as a 
means of payment. 

n The clearing house issues authorization for the card and carries out settlement. 

n The house bank of the merchant participates in the settlement and payment processes representing 
the merchant. 

n The issuing bank is responsible for issuing the card to the card holder and also participates in the 
settlement and payment processes. 

n SAP currently supports payment card business transactions between the merchant and the clearing 
house (in other words, printing or card management for customer cards is not supported). 
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n Payment card processing supports the following functions: 

� A payment card plan is assigned to the sales order at header level. This plan contains information 
such as the card number, the card type and the authorization data. 

� When the delivery is created, a validity check is carried out for the authorization. If the 
authorization is no longer valid, or if an increase in quantity requires an increase in value, then the 
user is required to carry out authorization again in the sales order. 

� The payment card data is copied to the billing document from the order. 

� The payment card data and authorization data are forwarded when the billing document is 
transferred to Financial Accounting. In Customizing, you can configure the system so that 
additional data needed for settlement is transferred from SD to FI when procurement cards are 
involved. 

� Transactions with payment cards can be posted to deviating accounts (see the field Account 
determination for payment cards when controlling the billing types). 

� The final settlement process is carried out via the clearing house on the basis of this information. 
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n This form of processing takes place in Retail. The Point-of-Sale (POS) is the point at which the 
goods are paid for (usually the cash register). 

n No sales or shipping documents are created. 

n When using Point-of-Sale systems, authorization is carried out in an external system. 

n The relevant data is imported to the R/3 System. The billing document is created in the R/3 System. 
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n Payment card data can be stored in the payer master record via the Payment transactions screen 
(Payment cards button). 

n Here, you specify the payment card type (for example, VISA), the payment card number, and the 
validity periods for this card. 

n A card can also be entered as a default card. This will then appear in the F4 Help for order 
processing. 

n If a card is blocked, the blocking reason can also be entered for the corresponding payment card 
(purely for information purposes, has no effect on the block in the order). 

n When you enter payment cards in the customer master, the following checks are carried out: 

� The system checks the validity of the card number, provided the corresponding check routines are 
maintained in Customizing for that card type. 

� The system also checks whether this card has already been entered in a different customer master 
record. An identical card cannot be entered for more than one customer. 
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n A payment card type must be assigned to all sales document types for which payment card 
processing is permitted (for example, if  no payment card plan type is assigned to cash sales, then no 
entry fields for payment cards will appear here). 

n Payment card data can only be entered at header level. 

n The information needed for payment card processing is stored at different levels in the sales order: 

n The order header contains data for the payer. 

n The order items contain pricing information. 

n The schedule lines contain delivery dates and quantities. 

n The payment card plan contains payment card data and authorization data. 

n The authorization process is triggered automatically when the order is saved or it can be carried out 
as a background job. 

n After authorization, the authorization number is stored in the order. This number can also be entered 
manually if, for example, there are technical problems with the data transfer. 

n Each of the individual authorizations has a detail screen, in which you can view additional 
information. 
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n Clearing houses issue authorizations for orders and are also responsible for settlement. 

n A transparent interface to external systems allows the merchant to transfer and receive data. 

n In the standard R/3 System, function CCARD_AUTH_SIMULATION is provided as a template for 
creating user-specific authorization functions. 

n The standard system also contains function CCARD_SETTLEMENT_SIMULATION, for creation 
of user-specific settlement functions. 
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n Authorization is usually carried out in the order at header level. In other words, new authorizations 
must always be created through the order. 

n Using checking groups, you can set requirements in Customizing, that control under what 
circumstances authorization is to be determined. You can then set the system so that authorizations 
are carried out only for complete orders.  

n Depending on the checking group, you can also specify the authorization horizon (in other words, 
when authorization is to be determined). 

n If you use authorization requirement 1 provided in the standard system, authorization is triggered 
when you save the order. Authorization requirement 2 is provided for background processing. 

n The checking groups must be assigned to the sales document types. 

n In the example above, an order has been entered today and is to be paid for using a VISA card. 
Authorization is to be carried out one day before delivery creation and will be valid for 14 days. 

n The next material availability date according to the schedule line is in three days. This means that the 
authorization process must be carried out in two days time, according to the authorization horizon 
specified. 

n The authorizations in the order are used in billing. A status in the order displays which authorizations 
have already been used. 

n Note: 
You can use the checking groups in Customizing to control whether preliminary authorizations 
(value 0, if the current date is outside the authorization horizon) are to be carried out in order to 
check the correctness of the card data. 
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n When accounting documents are being created from transferred billing documents that include 
payment card data, the following postings are made: 

� Debit and credit postings to the customer account 

� Posting of the sales revenue 

� Posting of receivables to the interim account of the clearing house 

n This posting process can be explained in that the authorization guarantees the receivable and the 
clearing house represents the relevant partner for payment. 

n An interim account should be created for every clearing house so that the condition technique can be 
used to carry out posting to the relevant account (all receivables paid with VISA and MC posted to 
the interim account of the GZS; all receivables paid with AMEX posted to the interim account for 
the AMEX clearing house, and so on). 
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n At regular intervals, the individual postings can be cumulated in the interim account for the clearing 
house and posted as a full value to the corresponding interim bank account. 

n Settlement with the clearing house is triggered via this interim bank account. 

n This account now contains the receivables from the clearing house for which payment is now 
expected. The receivables were transmitted via a settlement run. 

n The background processing number can be used for assignment purposes during incoming payments. 

n The interim bank account is cleared upon payment of the receivables by the clearing house. 
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Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Payment cards 

Topic: Invoice Payment using a Payment Card 

 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to: 

• Describe the settings required in the system that allow a customer to 
pay invoices using a payment card. 

• Demonstrate the process flow for payment cards in the order. 

 
 

Customer T-L69B## wants to pay some of his/her invoices using 
payment cards. You agree to this and want to make the necessary settings 
in the system. The customer sends you an order, which he/she wants to 
pay using his/her VISA card. 

 

1-1 Which payment guarantee procedure is determined as soon as you enter an order for 
customer T-L69B##? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

Which payment guarantee forms are possible here? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

1-2 Create an order for your customer T-L69B##. 

Order type:     Standard order (OR) 
Sales organization:   1000 
Distribution channel:     10 
Division:       00 

Sold-to party:     T-L69B## 
PO number:    ##cm-09) 

Payment card:     VISA 
Card number:    4100 0000 0000 0001 
Valid to:      12.2001 

Material:      T-FUD## 
Order quantity:    1 pieces 

 

What happens when you save the order? 
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_______________________________________________________________ 

 

After saving, go to the order again and check whether authorization was carried out 
successfully. 

 

1-3 Deliver the order (shipping point: 1000) and create the transfer order (warehouse 
number 010). Post goods issue. 

 

1-4 Bill the transaction with reference to the delivery and display the accounting 
document that was created. What is unusual about the posting of receivables? What 
is the reason for this? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

1-5 Display the order again. What is the billing status for the authorization? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

How can you find out which billing documents use which authorizations? Do this. 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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Unit: Payment cards 

Topic: Several Payment Cards in the Order 

 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to: 

• Explain how several payment cards can be entered in an order for 
payment of invoices. 

 

 
 

Customer T-L69B## has a VISA card and a MasterCard (MC). In some 
cases, he/she wants to pay up to a limited amount with his/her VISA card 
and then pay for the remaining amount on his/her MasterCard. 

 

2-1 Customer T-L69B## places another order. 

Order type:     Standard order (OR) 
Sales organization:   1000 
Distribution channel:     10 
Division:       00 

Sold-to party:     T-L69B## 
PO number:    ##cm-10) 

Material:      T-FUD## 
Order quantity:    3 pieces 

Payment card:     VISA 
Card number:    4100 0000 0000 0001 
Valid to:      12/2001 
Limited to:    UNI 10,000.00  

Payment card:     MC 
Card number:    5100 0000 0000 0008 
Valid to:      12/2002 
unlimited 

 

Display the payment card screen after saving the order. How many lines does the 
screen contain? What is the significance of this? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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Unit: Payment cards 

Topic: Integration of Payment Cards/Credit Management 

 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to: 

• Describe the integration between transactions where payment cards 
are used and credit management. 

 

 
 

Occasionally, customer T-L69B## might inform you that he/she only 
wants to pay a certain amount of an order with a payment card. The value 
of the order may be more, however. Credit Management would then deal 
with the remaining amount. 

 

3-1     He/she wants to pay a partial amount using his/her VISA card. The remaining 
value will not be paid by credit card. 

Order type:     Standard order (OR) 
Sales organization:   1000 
Distribution channel:     10 
Division:       00 

Sold-to party:     T-L69B## 
PO number:    ##cm-11) 

Material:      T-FUD## 
Order quantity:    3 pieces 

Payment card:     VISA 
Card number:    4100 0000 00000001 
Valid to:      12/2001 
Limited to:    UNI 10,000.00  

 

Save the order and check the total value and the authorized amount. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Go to the customer credit management data and check the effect of the order you 
just saved.  
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3-2 Deliver the order (shipping point: 1000), create a transfer order (warehouse number: 
010) and post goods issue. 

 

3-3 Bill the delivery and view the postings in the accounting document. How were the 
receivables posted? 

__________________________________________________________________ 
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Optional exercise 

Unit: Payment cards 

Topic:  Definition of Checking Groups and Authorization 
in the Background 

 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to: 

• Describe the significance of checking groups in Customizing for 
payment cards. 

 

 
 

For some sales document types (for example, trade fair orders), you do 
not want to carry out authorization when the order is saved (for 
performance reasons), but rather to carry it out later as a background job.  

 

4-1 For trade fair ## orders  with sales document type ZA##, you want to carry out 
authorization as a background job if payment cards are used. To do this, you 
must first define a new checking group 80+## in Customizing, and assign 
authorization requirement 2. 
(Note: The other settings for the checking group correspond to those in reference 
checking group 01). 

Assign the new checking group to sales document type ZA##. 

 

4-2 Customer T-L69B## places a trade fair## order (sales document type ZA##). The 
invoice is to be paid by payment card: 

Order type:      Trade fair##-order 
(ZA##) 
Sales organization:    1000 
Distribution channel:      10 
Division:        00 

Sold-to party:      T-L69B## 
PO number:     ##cm-12) 

Material:       T-FUD## 
Order quantity:     5 pieces 

Payment card:      VISA 
Card number:     4100 0000 0000 0001 
Valid to:       12.2001 
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Save the order and check whether authorization has been carried out. Do this as a 
background job from the payment card worklist. Choose your documents from the 
Created by field. 

 

4-3 View the authorization information for the order and check the credit status of the 
order. 
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Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Payment cards 

Topic: Invoice Payment using a Payment Card 

 

1-1 Which payment guarantee procedure is determined as soon as you enter an order for 
customer T-L69B##? 

Payment guarantee procedure 000002 was determined for a standard order for 
customer 2. This is determined from customer payment guarantee procedure 
0002 as well as document payment guarantee procedure 01, which is assigned to 
the standard order. 

 

Which payment guarantee forms are possible here? 

Customizing: 
Sales and Distribution → Basic Functions →  Credit Management/Risk 
Management →  Receivables Risk Management →  Define and Assign Payment 
Guarantee Schemas →  Define Payment Guarantee Schema: Select procedure 
000002 and then Forms of payment guarantee from the dialog structure 
=> Payment cards are a possible payment guarantee form 

 

1-2 Create an order for your customer T-L69B##. 

Order type:     Standard order (OR) 
Sales organization:   1000 
Distribution channel:     10 
Division:       00 

Sold-to party:     T-L69B## 
PO number:    ##cm-09) 

Payment card:     VISA 
Card number:    4100 0000 0000 0001 
Valid to:      12.2001 

Material:      T-FUD## 
Order quantity:    1 pieces 

 

What happens when you save the order? 

The status bar informs you that the authorization process is triggered 
immediately and an answer is received from the clearing house. The immediate 
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triggering of authorization is caused by requirement 1, selected in the checking 
group. 

 

After saving, go to the order again and check whether authorization was carried out 
successfully. 

Goto →  Header →  Payment cards: Detail screen for authorization line 
=> The full amount was not authorized. You can see in the Reaction field (under 
External status) that the check was successful. 

 

1-3 Deliver the order (shipping point: 1000) and create the transfer order (warehouse 
number 010) Post goods issue. 

Outbound delivery: 
Logistics →  Sales and Distribution →  Shipping and Transportation →  Outbound 
Delivery →  Create →  Single Document → With Reference to Sales Order 
(Shipping point 1000) 

Transfer order and GI: 
Logistics →  Sales and Distribution →  Shipping and Transportation →  Picking  
→  Create Transfer Order →  Single Document: 
Whse number: 010 
Adopt pick. quantity: 2 

 

1-4 Bill the transaction with reference to the delivery and display the accounting 
document that was created. What is unusual about the posting of receivables? What 
is the reason for this? 

Logistics →  Sales and Distribution →  Billing →  Billing document →  Create 

Accounting →  Display →  Accounting button→  Detail screen for the accounting 
document 
The receivable posted to the customer account is cleared directly with an 
offsetting entry to the customer account. The relevant posting of the receivable 
created is made to account 146500 (clearing house account). 
The authorization issued by the clearing house, means that the clearing house 
has accepted responsibility for payment of the authorized amount. This is why the 
receivable is created for the clearing house, and not for the customer.  

 

1-5 Display the order again. What is the billing status for the authorization? 

Goto →  Header →  Payment cards: Detail screen for authorization line 
Billing status field (under SAP-Status) is at C (= fully processed) 

 

How can you find out which billing documents use which authorizations? Do this. 

Choose the “Settled in billing docs” button in the payment card screen at header 
level. 
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Unit: Payment cards 

Topic: Several Payment Cards in the Order 

 

2-1 Customer T-L69B## places another order. 

Order type:     Standard order (OR) 
Sales organization:   1000 
Distribution channel:     10 
Division:       00 

Sold-to party:     T-L69B## 
PO number:    ##cm-10) 

Material:      T-FUD## 
Order quantity:    3 pieces 

Payment card:     VISA 
Card number:    4100 0000 0000 0001 
Valid to:      12/2001 
Limited to:    UNI 10,000.00  

Payment card:     MC 
Card number:    5100 0000 0000 0008 
Valid to:      12/2002 
unlimited 

 
When you create the order branch to the payment card screen at header level: 
Enter the VISA card, set the “limit to” indicator and release the data to create the 
maximum amount for this card. In the next line, store the MasterCard without a 
maximum amount. 

 

Display the payment card screen after saving the order. How many lines does the 
screen contain? What is the significance of this? 

This screen contains four lines. Two lines for the two payment cards you entered, 
with which the order value will be settled and two lines for the confirmations 
from the clearing house(s). 
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Unit: Payment cards 

Topic: Integration of Payment Cards/Credit Management 

 

3-1     He/she wants to pay a partial amount using his/her VISA card. The remaining 
value will not be paid by credit card. 

Order type:     Standard order (OR) 
Sales organization:   1000 
Distribution channel:     10 
Division:       00 

Sold-to party:     T-L69B## 
PO number:    ##cm-11) 

Material:      T-FUD## 
Order quantity:    3 pieces 

Payment card:     VISA 
Card number:    4100 0000 0000 0001 
Valid to:      12/2001 
Limited to:    UNI 10,000.00  

 
Enter the payment card in the payment card detail screen with the corresponding 
maximum amount. 

 

Save the order and check the total value and the authorized amount. 

The authorized amount is UNI 10,000. The total order value determined in 
pricing is greater than the authorized amount. 

 

Go to the customer credit management data and check the effect of the order you 
just saved. 

The value of the order that is greater than the authorized amount is written to the 
open order values in Credit Management. 

 

3-2 Deliver the order (shipping point: 1000), create a transfer order (warehouse number: 
010) and post goods issue. 

See solution for task 1-3 in this unit 
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3-3 Bill the delivery and view the postings in the accounting document. How were the 
receivables posted? 

Branch to the accounting document for the billing document created: 
The authorized amount of UNI 10,000 is posted as a receivable to the account of 
the clearing house. The remaining amount of the order value is posted to the 
customer account as a receivable. 
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Optional exercise 

Unit: Payment cards 

Topic:  Definition of Checking Groups and Authorization 
in the Background 

 

4-1 For trade fair ## orders  with sales document type ZA##, you want to carry out 
authorization as a background job if payment cards are used. To do this, you 
must first define a new checking group 80+## in Customizing, and assign 
authorization requirement 2. 
(Note: The other settings for the checking group correspond to those in reference 
checking group 01). 

Customizing: 
Sales and Distribution → Billing →  Payment cards →  Authorization and 
Settlement →  Maintain Checking Groups →  Define checking groups 

Copy standard checking group 01 to checking group 80+## and assign 
authorization requirement 2. 

 

Assign the new checking group to sales document type ZA##. 

For the path, see above →  Assign checking groups 

Assign checking group 80+## to sales document type ZA##. 

 

4-2 Customer T-L69B## places a trade fair## order (sales document type ZA##). The 
invoice is to be paid by payment card: 

Order type:      Trade fair##-order 
(ZA##) 
Sales organization:    1000 
Distribution channel:      10 
Division:        00 

Sold-to party:      T-L69B## 
PO number:     ##cm-12) 

Material:       T-FUD## 
Order quantity:     5 pieces 

Payment card:      VISA 
Card number:     4100 0000 0000 0001 
Valid to:       12.2001 

 
Save the order and check whether authorization has been carried out. Do this as a 
background job from the payment card worklist. Choose your documents from the 
Created by field. 
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Authorization is not triggered immediately when you save the order, because you 
are using sales document type ZA##, to which checking group 80+## is assigned. 

Authorization via list: 
Logistics →  Sales and Distribution →  Sales →  Information system →  Worklists 
→  Payment Cards: Work List 

Select the relevant order and press the button for transferal to authorization. 
Save. 

 

4-3 View the authorization information for the order and check the credit status of the 
order. 

Authorization information: 
Display orders →  Goto →  Header →  Payment cards 

Credit status: 
Goto →  Header →  Status →  Credit status: Transaction is OK 
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  SAP AG 1999

Appendix (1)

Contents:

l This section contains supplementary material to be used
as reference

l This material is not part of the standard course

l Therefore, the instructor might not cover this during the
course presentation
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n The FI system is able to handle the tax requirements and procedures of many different countries. 
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n The tax account assignment items determined automatically during document entry must refer to GL 
accounts which are flagged as a tax account (<, >). 

n In addition, you can define as many other GL accounts as tax accounts as you require. 

n You can block each tax account from being posted to manually. 
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n The tax code serves as the account determination key for the document. 

n Due to assignments in the calculation procedure, the system: 

� calculates the tax amount for you (if requested) 

� checks tax amounts for which manual assignment was carried out 

� creates tax posting items automatically. 
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n You must create a tax return regularly for the tax authorities. 

n There are country-specific programs available in the system for doing this. 
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n 1099 withholding taxes: Reporting of 1099 taxes involves miscellaneous income paid to non-
incorporated vendors or non-employees. Income is classified into one of eleven categories, with the 
majority of companies using category ”07, Non-employee Compensation.” 

n The majority of companies do not actually withhold income taxes from payments to 1099 vendors; 
rather these companies report the amount of payments made to ”1099” vendors to the IRS. In the 
rare circumstance when a company does deduct income taxes from a 1099 vendor (usually occurs 
when a vendor does not provide a tax number), the company deducts 31% of the amount due the 
vendor and later pays this amount directly to the IRS. NOTE: Any adjustments between actual 
taxes due and amount withheld is handled directly between the 1099 vendor and the IRS.  

n The reporting of 1099 taxes is done once per year (January) and is presented to the IRS in one of two 
methods: 1)printed form; 2)a data file. The income amounts reported to the IRS are only amounts 
paid to the 1099 vendor between January 1 and December 31 of the reporting year. 
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n Configuration of a 1099 vendor is done in two areas of the vendor master: Control Data and Account 
Info. 

n Account Info data defaults into the vendor document for processing. 

n Important Note: No vendor which is 1099- reportable may be set up as a One-Time vendor, since 
one-time vendors are excluded from 1099 processing within the R/3 System. 
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n To be able to configure the 1099 vendor master, the account group to which the vendor is assigned 
must allow data entry into the tax code fields. 

n Note: You should also ensure that the tax code number fields have the required field length. 
Tax code 1 should be of length 11 and tax code 2 should have a length of 10. These parameters 
are set in the Global Settings section of the IMG. 
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n Eleven basic 1099 withholding tax codes are delivered with the R/3 System; each code corresponds 
to the relevant IRS tax code. 

n These eleven codes are not pre-configured to deduct and post actual withholding amounts since the 
majority of companies do not withhold from 1099 vendors. 

n As of release 3.0D, in those cases in which your company does withhold income taxes from 1099 
vendors, use tax codes F0 through F9 . These codes are not delivered with the R/3 System; you need 
to create them referencing the corresponding pre-defined codes 01 through 10. For example: the last 
digit of the ”F” code corresponds to the last digit of the appropriate pre-defined code (01 through 
10). Code F1 represents code 01 but does the actual withholding (F2 code 02, etc...). Tax code ”11” 
does not have a corresponding ”F” code because it relates to state withholding taxes (covered later). 

n Important note: Only tax code indicators 01-11 and F1-F9 are hard coded into the 1099 
programs RFKQSU20 and RFKQSU30. 
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n For the withholding tax code fields to be available on the FI document, the Field Status Group of the 
GL Reconciliation Account to which the vendor is assigned must allow data entry into the tax code 
fields (see graphic above). 

n Similarly, if your company controls postings to fields via posting keys , then the fields for the two 
tax code fields must be set for possible data entry (i.e.. “optional”). This is the case for all posting 
keys which affect vendor processing (i.e.. 21, 25, 31...). 

n NOTE: You must also have the the Document Entry Screen Variant set to “2” in the company code 
global parameters in configuration. 
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n In the global settings section of the IMG, you can customize/define rules for changing document 
withholding tax fields. 

n The delivered system default's document change rules allow the above modification on all posted 
documents before clearing; however, the user can change the rule to allow changes to withholding 
tax fields of a cleared invoice as long as the cleared invoice does not withhold any dollar amount 
during payment. In the ”Document change rule” screen, the user can mark “field modifiable” and 
unmark “posting not closed” in order to allow changes to the WT field of a cleared invoice which 
has no withheld amount. This applies to both 1099 and 1042 processing. Note: WT fields are 
withholding fields - WT base amount field and WT indicator field on the posting screen. 

n These rules DO NOT affect withholding tax codes which post deductions (i.e., F1-F0); therefore, 
cleared documents cannot be modified. If the withholding tax code is configured to post deduction 
and withholding tax information must be changed before reporting, the document must be first reset 
and reversed. For the majority of companies which do not deduct tax (i.e.: 01-10), these change rules 
allow W.Tax Code fields to be changed after clearing. 
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n The withholding tax indicator from the 1099 vendor master defaults into the line item during 
invoicing. This indicator can be overwritten at this time, if desired. 

n The withholding tax base and the withholding tax exempt fields serve separate purposes. The 
withholding tax base field is the income amount of the line item to be reported to the IRS. If this 
field is left blank during invoice posting, the invoice amount of the line item defaults. The 
withholding tax exempt field is the amount of the line item that you do NOT wish to be reported to 
the IRS (example: reimbursement of expenses). 
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n The payment of a vendor invoice signifies receipt of income for the vendor; therefore, it is the 
clearing document which will be used for 1099 filing. If posting a manual payment, you can display 
the withholding tax information regarding the payment , by GOTO >> Withholding Tax Screen. 
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n There are three separate programs in the R/3 System involving 1099 vendor reporting. All programs 
allow for flexible selections of vendors and company codes. Each report is programmed to search 
first for withholding tax codes 01-11, F0-F9 in the vendor master record. 

n Note: Company (payer) TIN (tax id number), name and address information for form and tape are 
derived from program parameters and NOT company code master records. 
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n RFKQSU30 does include state withholding tax reporting. Release 3.0 requires manual calculation of 
state withholding tax amounts and enters the calculates amounts with 1099 indicator, 11, as credit 
memo. 

n In certain instances, companies need to report/withhold state income tax. A company may make 
arrangements with the IRS to combine federal and state reporting; however, only certain states 
participate in combined federal/state reporting (see current IRS publication for details). 
Unfortunately in many cases, there is no standard deduction percentage rate for a state (ex 
California) and thus the deduction rate can vary from vendor to vendor. 

n It is currently planned for future releases of R/3 to provide a more comprehensive state withholding 
tax program. 
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n Reporting of 1042 taxes involves income paid to foreign vendors of foreign non-employees. Income 
is classified into 1 of approximately 20 categories (please see IRS 1042 publication).  

n Companies are usually required to withhold/deduct income taxes from payments to 1042 vendors. 
Companies usually (see current IRS publication for rates) deduct 31% of the payment made to this 
type of vendor. This withheld portion is later paid to the IRS directly by the company and any 
adjustments between actual taxes due and amount withheld is handled directly between the 1042 
vendor and the IRS. 

n Reporting of 1042 taxes is done once a year (February) and is presented to the IRS in two methods: 
1)printed forms; 2)a data file. The income amounts reported to the IRS is only the amounts paid to 
the 1042 vendor between January 1 and December 31 of the reporting year. 
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n Configuration of a 1042 vendor is done in two areas of the vendor master: Control Data and Account 
Info. 

n Note: only the withholding tax code and the exemption number will default into the vendor 
document during processing. Withholding tax country, recipient type, and exemption authority are 
maintained in the vendor master record and cannot be overwritten during document processing. 

n Important Note : No vendor which is 1042 reportable may be set up as a One-Time vendor, as one-
time vendors are excluded from 1042 processing within the R/3 System. 
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n To configure the 1042 vendor master, the account group to which the vendor is assigned must allow 
data entry into the tax code fields (see graphic above). 

n Note: You should also ensure that the tax code number fields have the required field length. 
Tax code 1 should be of length 11 and tax code 2 should have a length of 10. These parameters 
are set in the Global Settings section of the IMG. 
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n 1042 tax codes are not predefined in the R/3 System and must be created. 

n While creating these codes (for example code ”42” for deducting and code ”43” for exempt from 
deduction), enter the income type in the field ”Off.w.tax code” (official withholding tax code). To 
deduct withholding tax, you must check the ”posting with payment” and the ”withholding tax 
formula” boxes. 

n Note : No tax code indicators are hard coded in the 1042 program RFKQSU40. 

n Note : If multiple Income Types are required, you must create separate W. Tax Codes for EACH 
Income Type. 
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n For the withholding tax code fields to be available on the FI document, the Field Status Group of the 
GL Reconciliation Account to which the vendor is assigned must allow data entry into the tax code 
fields (see graphic above). 

n Similarly, if your company controls postings to fields via posting keys , then the fields for the two 
tax code fields must be set for possible data entry (i.e.. ”optional”). This is the case for all posting 
keys that affect vendor processing (i.e.. 21, 25, 31...). 

n NOTE: You must also set the Document Entry Screen Variant to ”2” in the company code global 
parameters in configuration. 
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n In the global settings section of the IMG, you can customize/define rules for changing document 
withholding tax fields. 

n These rules DO NOT affect withholding tax codes which post deductions (i.e., F1-F0); therefore, 
cleared documents cannot be modified. If the withholding tax code is configured to post deduction 
and withholding tax information must be changed before reporting, the document must be first reset 
and reversed. 
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n A withholding tax country is the country of the foreign vendor's legal residence. You enter the 
reporting country (US) in the left hand column and the withholding tax country in the middle 
column. 

n Note : Withholding tax country identifiers do not always correspond to ISO 9000 standards; these 
country identifiers are defined by the IRS. Please see IRS publication 1042 for a complete list  of 
countries and their correct id's. 
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n You need to ensure that correct recipient types exist for 1042 reporting. These codes are placed 
(when applicable) on the vendor master record. 

n Note: DO NOT define income types for withholding tax (table T059E) as income types for 1042 
reporting are not (currently) derived from this configuration table. 1042 income types are 
defined within the withholding tax codes themselves. 
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n The six columns on this table are: 

� 1. Country -- Reporting Country (US) 

� 2. Currency -- Reporting currency 

� 3. Withholding ID -- Withholding tax code (i.e.. 42, 43) 

� 4. Withholding tax country key -- Country key of the 1042 vendor 

� 5. To base amount -- Base amount up until which the withholding tax rate is valid 

� 6. Withholding Tax -- Withholding tax percentage rate which is used along with the withholding 
tax base amount to calculate the withholding tax amount. 

n Note: If actually withholding the withholding tax, you must enter a rate in column 6. If tax code (i.e. 
43) is exempt from deduction due to an exemption reason, do not enter a rate in column 6 (leave 
blank). 

n Although certain vendors are exempt from actual deduction of income taxes (see exemption 
authorization on vendor master), the company payer must still report amounts paid to the IRS 
(similar to a 1099 vendor) as well as the exemption reason. This means that both deductible and non-
deductible 1042 vendors are processed the same way with the exception being that the non-deduction 
vendor has the exemption authority field populated in the vendor master record. 
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n Here is where you define the rules, posting keys, and GL accounts for automatic posting of the 
income tax withheld. 

n This configuration must be completed to automatically deduct and post income tax from 1042 
vendor payments. 
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n The withholding tax indicator from the 1099 vendor master defaults into the line item during 
invoicing. This indicator can be overwritten at this time, if desired. 

n The withholding tax base and the withholding tax exempt fields serve separate purposes. The 
withholding tax base field is the income amount of the line item to be reported to the IRS. If this 
field is left blank during invoice posting, the invoice amount of the line item defaults. The 
withholding tax exempt field is the amount of the line item that you do NOT wish to be reported to 
the IRS (example: reimbursement of expenses). 
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n The payment of a vendor invoice signifies receipt of income for the vendor; therefore, it is the 
clearing document that is used for 1099 filing. If posting a manual payment, you can display the 
withholding tax information regarding the payment , by GOTO >> Withholding Tax Screen. 
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n There are three separate programs in the R/3 System involving 1099 vendor reporting. All programs 
allow for flexible selections of vendors and company codes. Each report is programmed to search 
first for withholding tax codes 01-11, F0-F9 in the vendor master record. 

n Note: Company (payer) name, address and TIN information (per each vendor paid record) for form 
and tape are derived from company code master records. The header record for tapes are derived 
from the program parameters. Only alternative payer name and TIN (tax ID number) are derived 
from program parameters. 
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n If you want to generate a single tax return for multiple company codes, you can combine the 
company codes into a tax on sales/purchases group. Tax amounts can be printed on a report form. 
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Exercises 

 

 

Unit: Customizing Country Specifics 

Topic: 1099/1042 Processing (USA) 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Modify a vendor to make it 1099 reportable 

• Post a transaction subject to 1099 reporting 

• Identify the 1099 reports 

 

One of your company codes, 3000, is a US company. For year-
end closing, you must process withholding tax information for 
1099 vendors. 

1-1 Create a 1099 vendor invoice and generate the associated 1099 reports. 

1-1-1 Your vendor, TE-AC##, has not been established as a 1099 vendor. Before 
processing your posting, you will first complete the field Tax Code 1 within 
the vendor master with the code 111-11-111, as well as enter code 07 in the 
Withholding Tax Code field of the vendor master to make your vendor 1099 
reportable. 

1-1-2 Enter an invoice for the current date for your vendor TE-AC## in company 
code 3000. The expense amount is 5000 USD, which will be charged to 
account 476000 (Office supplies) and cost center 1000 (Corporate Services). 
Select calculate tax and use tax code 0I (A/P Sales Tax, exempt). 

1-1-3 Manually post a payment document for your vendor invoice.The amount of 
the payment is 5000 USD. The credit will be posted to cash account 113101 
(Citibank - checks payable). 

1-1-4 Now execute the various 1099 reports 

 

 

You may have to page down to review report information. 
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Unit: Customizing Country Specifics 

Topic: Germany: Tax Reporting 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Execute tax reporting for Germany 

 

 

Your company code AC## is in Germany and is required to 
produce standard monthly reporting for taxes. 

 

2-1 Within monthly reporting you have to report the tax relevant data to financial 
authority. Execute the Advance return for tax on sales/purchases report for 
Germany (RFUMSV00) for output tax postings made during the current period and 
fiscal year to your company code AC##. Specify posting parameters to create a 
batch input session, TAX##, to post the transaction to the first day of the next 
period and record a due date of the 10th of the next period. Use document type SA 
for the posting. Process the resulting batch input session (foreground) to generate 
the posting to the General Ledger. Processing is complete when you receive the 
message 'Batch input processing completed'. 
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Unit: Customizing Country Specifics 

Topic: European Union: Tax Reporting 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Generate the EC sales list for European Union reporting 

 

 

Your country is a member of the European Union. The EU 
requires the generation of the EC sales list. You need to make 
sure that this report is available in the R/3 System. 

 

3-1 Locate the menu path in the reporting tree for the general EC sales list reporting for 
the European Union (RFASLM00). 
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Solutions 

 

 

Unit: Customizing Country Specifics 

Topic: 1099/1042 Processing (USA) 

1-1 Create a 1099 vendor invoice and generate the associated 1099 reports. 

1-1-1 Your vendor, TE-AC##, has not been established as a 1099 vendor. Before 
processing your posting, you will first complete the field Tax Code 1 within 
the vendor master with the code 111-11-111, as well as enter code 07 in the 
Withholding Tax Code field of the vendor master to make your vendor 1099 
reportable. 

Menu path to change vendor master record: 

Accounting → Financial Accounting →  Accounts Payable →  Master 
records →   Change 

Enter the following information: 

Vendor:   TE-AC## 
Company code:  3000 

Select Control in the General data section and Accounting info in the  
Company Code data section of the master record initial screen. 

Press 'Enter'. 

Enter 111-11-1111 in the field Tax code 1. 

Press 'Enter'. 

Enter 07 in the field W. tax code. 

Save your changes to the vendor master record. 

 

1-1-2 Enter an invoice for the current date for your vendor TE-AC## in company 
code 3000. The expense amount is 5000 USD, which will be charged to 
account 476000 (Office supplies) and cost center 1000 (Corporate Services). 
Select calculate tax and use tax code 0I (A/P Sales Tax, exempt). 

Menu Path for invoice entry: 

Accounting→  Financial Accounting →  Accounts Payable →  Document 
entry →  Invoice  

The company code screen may appear automatically. If not, click 
Change leading company code. Enter 3000 in the company code field. 

Enter the following information: 

Vendor:   TE-AC## 
Invoice date:  Current date 
Amount:   5000 
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Calculate tax:  X 
Tax code:   0I (A/P sales tax exempt) 
 
Click the Withholding tax tab. Enter 5000 in the W. tax base field. 

Enter the following information for the first row: 

G/L:   476000 
D/C:   Debit 
Doc.:   5000 
Cost (center):  1000 

Post your document. 

 

1-1-3 Manually post a payment document for your vendor invoice.The amount of 
the payment is 5000 USD. The credit will be posted to cash account 113101 
(Citibank - checks payable). 

Menu Path for manual payment: 

Accounting→  Financial Accounting →  Accounts Payable →  Document 
entry →  Outgoing payment→  Post 

Enter the following information: 

Document date:  Current date 
Company code:  3000 
Bank data section: 
Account:   113101 
Amount:   5000 
Open item selection section: 
Account:   TE-AC## 

Click Process open items at the top of the screen 

Double-click open item to select it. 

Post your payment document. 

 

1-1-4 Now execute the various 1099 reports 

 

 

You may have to page down to review report information. 

 

Menu Path for 1099 reporting : 

Accounting→  Financial Accounting →  Accounts Payable →  Withholding 
tax →  USA 

Double-click the report you want to view, for example, Postcard 
Printout of 1099 Vendor Addresses for Tax Code Request. 
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Data necessary for the 3 1099 reports: 

Vendor account:  TE-AC## 
Company code:  3000 
Clearing date:  01/01/Current year 
to:    12/31/Current year 

 

Execute. 

You may be required to perform the following to complete execution of 
your report: 
Output device:  Provided by the instructor. 
Print immediately: X 
Delete after print: X 
Click Print. 

Repeat steps for remaining reports.  
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Unit: Customizing Country Specifics 

Topic: Germany: Tax Reporting 

2-1 Within monthly reporting you have to report the tax relevant data to financial 
authority. Execute the Advance return for tax on sales/purchases report for 
Germany (RFUMSV00) for output tax postings made during the current period and 
fiscal year to your company code AC##. Specify posting parameters to create a 
batch input session, TAX##, to post the transaction to the first day of the next 
period and record a due date of the 10th of the next period. Use document type SA 
for the posting. Process the resulting batch input session (foreground) to generate 
the posting to the General Ledger. Processing is complete when you receive the 
message 'Batch input processing completed'. 

Menu Path for general tax reporting: 

Accounting →  Financial Accounting →  General Ledger →  Reporting →  Tax 
reports →  General →  Advance return for tax on sales/purchases→  Advance 
return for tax on sales/purchases 

 

Enter the following information: 

Company code:   AC## 
Fiscal year:   Current year 
Posting date:   First day of the current period 
To:    Last day of the current period 
Select output tax:  X 
Select input tax:   de-select 

Click Posting parameters tab and enter: 

Batch input session required: X 
Posting document type:  SA 
Posting date:   First day of next period 
Due date of the tax payable: Day 10 of next period 
Session name:   TAX## 

 

Execute the program. 

 

Menu path for batch input session: 

System →  Services →  Batch input →  Sessions  

Mark your session and click Process. 

Select Process/foreground and click Process. 

Press 'Enter' to move through the posting screens. 

Click Exit to confirm the 'Batch input processing completed' message. 

Click Start SAP Easy Access to return to the SAP Enjoy display. 
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Unit: Customizing Country Specifics 

Topic: European Union: Tax Reporting 

 

3-1 Locate the menu path in the reporting tree for the general EC sales list reporting for 
the European Union (RFASLM00). 

Menu Path for general EC sales list reporting: 

Accounting →  Financial Accounting →  General Ledger →  Reporting →  EC 
sales list → General →  EC Sales List 
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  SAP AG 1999

Logistics Integration

l Logistics - General

l Procurement Process

l Sales Process
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n The main organizational unit in logistics is the plant. 

n A plant must always be assigned to exactly one company code. 
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n The valuation level can either be at the level of the company codes or the plant level. This decision 
is valid for the whole client. Once set, it is not possible to switch the valuation level. If absolutely 
necessary to subsequently change the valuation level, contact your SAP consultant since this requires 
conversion of data. 

n The valuation level determines the valuation area: 

� Valuation level = Company code level  ==> Valuation areas = Company codes 

� Valuation level = Plant level  ==> Valuation areas = Plants 

n The valuation area controls material valuation postings . 

� If the valuation area is the company code all plant stocks of a material are managed in a joint stock 
account. The unit price is uniform for all plants. 

� If the valuation area is the plant the material stocks for each plant can be managed in different 
accounts. The unit price is plant-specific. 

n It is recommended that you set material valuation at plant level. 
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n The slide above pictures the views (segments) of the material master record and the levels on 
which they can be managed. 

n If a view shall be valid for several organizational objects it can often also be defined at a higher 
level.  

n The views “Accounting 1+2” are maintained on the valuation level, e.g. either the plant or the 
company code level. These views contain the data for the link to FI. 

n If parts of a material stock shall be valuated differently than other parts split evaluation can be used. 
A material stock part is assigned to a valuation type and the views “accounting 1+2” which contain 
the valuation data can be maintained per valuation type. 
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n The division is an organizational unit which is used in SD to allocate sales or profits from salable 
materials or services to areas of responsibility. Furthermore, the division is required for the 
automatic business area assignment for logistic transactions into FI. 

n Every material is assigned to one division by entering the division into the basic data of the material 
master record. 
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n Procurement for a plant is carried out by purchasing organizations which are assigned to the plant. 

n Plant-specific purchasing 

� A purchasing organization is assigned to only one plant. The purchasing transactions have to be 
posted into the company code which is assigned to this plant. To allow this posting to occur 
automatically, the purchasing organization has to be assigned to the right company code. 

� One or more purchasing organizations can be assigned to one plant. 
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n Company-specific purchasing  

� A purchasing organization is assigned to several plants which are all assigned to the same 
company code. For the purchasing transaction posting to happen automatically, the purchasing 
organization has to be assigned to this company code. 
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n Corporate group-wide purchasing  

� A purchasing organization is assigned to several plants which are assigned to different company 
codes. In this case the right company code must be entered manually when the purchasing 
transaction is posted. 

n The three organizational structures covered on the last three slides can be mixed as desired. 
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n The Three-way match is the standard procedure how procurement transactions are posted in FI (i.e. 
Item category = Standard) 

n The three steps are: 

� Creating a purchase order 
This is an MM-only transaction. Nothing is posted in FI. 

� Goods receipt 
A material document is created in MM to update inventory. Simultaneously a FI document is 
created which posts the valuated goods to the material stock or consumption account (debit) and to 
a goods received/ invoice received-account (credit) 

� Invoice receipt 
The vendor invoice is posted in MM and simultaneously a FI document is created which posts the 
invoice amount to the 
Goods Receipt / Invoice Receipt account (debit) and the vendor account (credit) 

n The two last steps may be processed in reversed order depending on the sequence of incoming goods 
and incoming invoices. 

n The goods received/invoice received (GR/IR)-account is an open item managed account. It is used 
to ensure that a goods receipt exists for every invoice and vice versa. 

n The document types of the FI documents can be assigned in customizing. 
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n Goods received need to be valuated to get posted into FI. How they shall be valuated is entered into 
the material master record by the “price control indicator.” The price control indicator can be: 

� V: Moving average price  
The goods received are valuated with the purchase order price. The moving average price is 
calculated by dividing the total value with the total stock and is used as a clearing price for goods 
issued. 

� S: Standard price 
The standard price is entered into the material master record. The goods received are valuated with 
the standard price. Any differences between the valuated goods received and the purchase order 
amount is posted to a price difference account. 

n In case where goods arrive after the invoice they can be valuated directly with the invoice amount. 

n Planned delivery costs are either 

� V: added to the stock/consumption posting (debit) and posted to a clearing account (credit) 

� S: added to the price differences (debit) and posted to a clearing account (credit) 
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n An incoming invoice can be posted with reference to a purchase order, goods receipt, or vendor. 

n The incoming invoice is posted to the GR/IR-account (debit) and the vendor account (credit). The 
invoice posting does not clear the goods received posting on the GR/IR-account.  

n Incoming invoices are processed by invoice verification. Invoices are blocked for payment if data 
concerning quantity, price, purchase order price quantity, and delivery date is not within defined 
tolerances compared to the data of the purchase order or the goods receipt. 

n Blocked invoices can be released manually or automatically if the blocking reason is no longer valid. 
When releasing, the baseline date for payment may be changed.  

n As long as the variances are within tolerance limits the invoice is not blocked. The variance is posted 
to 

� V: the material stock account. The moving average price is recalculated.  

� S: a price difference account 

n Credit memos are handled the same way. 

n Invoices can be cancelled by MM. In this case the FI invoice is reversed. 
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n The account for stock material is determined by automatic account assignment. 

n The consumption account for consumable material can be assigned manually. The standard 
consumption account is defaulted by automatic account assignment. Furthermore, consumable 
material must always be allocated to a cost object (cost center, order, etc.) 

n The account assignment category tells the system whether the material is a stock material or 
consumable material: 

� If no account assignment category is assigned to the item in the purchase order the material is 
handled as stock material. The stock account is assigned automatically. 

� If an account assignment category is assigned to the item the material is handled as consumable 
material. The account assignment category determines which kind of cost object has to be entered. 
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n Every time a goods movement is posted a “movement type” has to be entered per item. The 
movement type contains MM-and FI-specific information about the kind of movement. 

n A generalized posting document is assigned to each movement type. This posting document is a kind 
of template for FI-documents which are created by the goods movement. It does not contain any 
G/L-account but valuation/event keys by which the different kinds of automatic account 
assignments are differentiated.  

n The valuation/event keys for delivery costs are determined by the purchasing calculation scheme. 
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n Automatic account assignments can be maintained for valuation groups which encompass several 
valuation areas.  

n All valuation areas which use the same automatic account assignment should be assigned to the same 
valuation group. This makes the maintenance of account assignments easier. 
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n Every material master record contains a valuation class.  

n The automatic account assignment is defined per valuation group. For every valuation/event-key 
different accounts are assigned to the valuation class.  

n In the slide above you see the account assignment for the valuation/event key BSX (inventory 
posting). This event assigns the stock accounts to the stock postings by using the valuation class 
which is entered into the material master record. 
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n The division is used for automatic business area assignment. 

n A business area can be assigned to a combination of valuation area and division. 
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n A Sales Organization is the organizational unit that sells and distributes products, negotiates terms 
of sale, and is responsible for these transactions. Every sale s organization stands for a selling unit in 
the legal sense, being responsible, for example, for product liability and other recourse claims made 
by customers. Each SD-business transaction is processed within a sales organization. 

n A sales organization must be assigned to exactly one company code. Several sales organizations can 
be assigned to the same company code. 

n Goods are sold by sales organizations by using different distribution channels (e.g. retail, wholesale, 
direct merchandising, etc.). A distribution channel can be used by several sales organizations. 
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n A Sales Organization and a Distribution Channel form a Distribution Chain. A distribution chain can 
be assigned to one or more plants. The sales organization sells goods from these plants by using the 
distribution channel of the distribution chain. 

n The material master record contains sales data which is defined per distribution chain. 

n Sales transactions are posted automatically into the company code which is assigned to the sales 
organization. If the plant is assigned to a company code that differs from the one which is assigned to 
the sales organization, a clearing document is generated automatically. 
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n Divisions can be assigned to sales organizations. 

n Any combination of a sales organization, a distribution channel and a division may but don't have to 
form a sales area. The division specifies which products can be sold by the assigned distribution 
chain. 

n For every sales area customer-specific agreements can be made on, for example, partial deliveries, 
pricing and terms of payment. Within a sales area statistical analysis can be carried out or separate 
marketing can be set up. 
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n A Credit Control Area is an organizational unit that specifies and checks credit limits for 
customers.  

n The credit control area is either determined by sales areas or company codes. 

n Several sales areas or company codes can be assigned to one credit control area. This makes it 
possible to control the credit available of customers on a high level. 
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n The basis of the sales process is the sales order. After receiving an inquiry from a customer a sales 
order has to be created to start the process. The sales order is generated on the level of the 
distribution chain. The ordered items may belong to different divisions.  

n The sales order is an SD document and does not lead to posting in Financial Accounting. 

n After the sales order is entered, the system performs an availability check for the desired delivery 
date. 

n At the day of the shipping, a delivery document is created. The delivery is not ready for billing 
before the goods are picked from the warehouse inventory and posted as goods issue. 

� For the picking process, the warehouse management functionality is used. A warehouse transfer 
order has to be created which generates the picking request. The requested goods are picked from 
the warehouse and prepared for the delivery. 

� The goods to deliver are posted as goods issued. A goods issue document is created in MM and an 
accounting document is created in FI to post the goods issued on the right G/L accounts. 

n The concluding activity in Sales and Distribution is billing. A billing document is created in SD and 
a printed invoice is sent to the customer. Simultaneously, an FI document is generated to post the 
receivables and revenues on the right accounts. 
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n The goods issued are either valued with the moving average price or the standard price. This depends 
on the entry “Price Control” in the materia l master record.  

n The account for “costs of goods sold” is debited and the material account is credited.  

n The accounts are determined by MM by using the automatic account determination described in the 
topic “Procurement Process”. 
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n When an invoice is posted in SD an accounting invoice is generated in FI. The accounting document 
has a document number which is normally different from the number of the SD-invoice. To follow 
the document flow from the accounting document backwards to the SD-documents, the reference 
number and allocation number can be used. 

n The reference number and allocation number in the FI invoice are copied from the reference number 
and the assignment number in the SD billing document. 

n It can be controlled which numbers are transferred to the SD-document as reference or assignment 
numbers and then passed on to Financial Accounting. 

� Customer purchase order number 

� Sales order number 

� Delivery number 

� External delivery number 

� Invoice number 

n When a posting block is entered into the SD-invoice the system does not create the FI document. The 
invoice must before be released manually or automatically to post the FI document. 

n For each billing type in SD, a document type in FI can be specified. If no document type is specified, 
the system will use the document type RV. 
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n The amounts for sales revenues, sales deductions, surcharges, rebates, freight costs, and taxes are 
calculated in SD by a pricing procedure. As a criteria for the automatic account assignment account 
keys are assigned to these amounts to differentiate the events and assign them to different G/L 
accounts.  

n The following account keys are predefined in the standard SAP R/3 System: 

� ERF  freight revenues 

� ERL  revenues 

� ERS  sales deductions 

� EVV  cash settlement 

� MWS  sales tax 
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n You can set up posting to sales revenue accounts according to various criteria which are defined in a 
field catalogue. One important criteria is the account key introduced on the previous slide. 

n Furthermore, in the standard system, the following additional criteria are used: 

� sales organization 
The sales organization is assigned to a company code which determines the chart of accounts. 

� account assignment group of the customer 
The account assignment group enables you to combine customers for account assignment 
purposes. 

� account assignment group of the material  
This group enables you to combine materials for purposes of account assignment. 

n Several tables are defined which contain G/L accounts which are dependent on different criteria. The 
system checks the tables in a defined sequence. If it finds an account which is assigned to a 
combination of criteria that fits to the SD-invoice this account is used for the posting. If no account is 
found, the system checks the next table which is based on less criteria. 

n How the account assignment procedure is set up, is covered in the course LO615. 
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n The automatic business area assignment can be set up on two different ways: 

� per combination of plant/division 

� per sales area 

n You must decide for each sales area which method shall be used. 
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Exercises 

 

 

Unit: Logistics Integration 

Topic: Logistics – General 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Check your knowledge about R/3-objects which are important for both 
logistics applications, MM and SD. 

 

 

The client will be installing SD and MM in the second phase of the 
project and requires a review of the integration between these modules 
and FI. 

1-1 Please fill in the blanks with the correct answer. 

1-1-1 A plant must be assigned to exactly one________________ 

______________. 

1-1-2 Material valuation can take place on the level of the _____________ or the 

______________     ________________________. 

1-1-3 Material master records consist of many different segments or __________  
which are created for different organizational levels.  

______________ 

1-1-4 A material can be assigned to several _____________ by entering the 
_____________ into the basic data of the material master record. 
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Unit: Logistics Integration 

Topic: Procurement Process 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Check your knowledge about the standard procurement process in 
MM and its link to FI. 

 

The client wishes to ensure that you have enough knowledge about the 
link between MM and FI to discuss its configuration with the MM team. 

2-1 Please fill in the blanks with the correct answer. 

2-1-1 A purchasing organization can be assigned to several 
___________________. 

 

2-1-2 A ______________  is an organizational unit used in SD to allocate sales or 
profits from salable materials to areas of responsibility. 

 

2-1-3 The standard three-way-match consists of a _________________, 
______________________, and __________________________. 

 

2-1-4 The standard three-way-match uses a _____________account to ensures 
that a goods receipt exists for every incoming invoice and vice versa. 

______________ 

2-1-5 Materials can be valuated using two methods:  _______________________ 
and _____________________. 

 

2-1-6 Price differences between order price and invoice price are always posted to 
a 

______________  _________________ ________________ if the material 
is valuated using a standard price. 

2-1-7 The _________________ ________________ 
_________________categorizes a purchased material as stock or 
consumable material. 

______________ 

2-1-8 Every time a goods movement is posted, a ___________________ 
_________________ has to be entered per item.  
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Unit: Logistics Integration 

Topic: Sales Process 

 

At the conclusion of this exercise, you will be able to: 

• Check your knowledge about the standard sales process in SD and its 
link to FI. 

 

 

The client wishes to ensure that you have enough knowledge about the 
link between SD and FI to discuss its configuration with the SD team. 

3-1 Please fill in the blanks with the correct answer. 

3-1-1 A sales organization must be assigned to exactly one ____________  
_________________. 

3-1-2 The combination of sales organization and ______________________  
_____________________ is called a distribution chain. 

 

3-1-3 The three basic steps in the sales process are the 
__________________________, _______________________, and 

__________________. 

3-1-4 A sales area consists of a sales organization, a distribution channel, and a  

______________. 

3-1-5 The ____________ ______________ ______________allows cross-
company code credit management. 

______________ 

3-1-6 In the sales process, the first time a financial document is created is when 
_________________________________ occurs. 

 

3-1-7 The amounts for sales revenues, sales deductions, surcharges, rebates, 
freight costs, and taxes are calculated in SD by a ____________________ 
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Solutions 

 

 

Unit: Logistics Integration 

Topic: Logistics – General 

1-1 Answers: 

1-1-1  Company Code 

1-1-2 Plant, Company Code 

1-1-3  Views 

1-1-4  Divisions, Division 
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Unit: Logistics Integration 

Topic: Procurement Process 

2-1 Answers: 

2-1-1 Plants 

2-1-2 Division 

2-1-3 Purchase order, Goods receipt, and Invoice receipt  

2-1-4 GRIR  

2-1-5 Moving Average Price, Standard Price 

2-1-6 Price Difference Account 

2-1-7 Account Assignment Category  

2-1-8 Movement Type 
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Unit: Logistics Integration 

Topic: Sales Process 

3-1 Answers: 

3-1-1 Company Code  

3-1-2 Distribution Channel 

3-1-3 Sales Order, Shipping, Billing 

3-1-4 Division  

3-1-5 Credit Control Area  

3-1-6 Goods Issue 

3-1-7 Pricing Procedure 
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  SAP AG 1999

l Purpose of FI archiving

l FI Archiving functions

l Basic configuration of FI archiving

FI Archiving: Contents
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n Within FI you can archive master records and documents. 

n Retrieval programs allow you to reload archived data. 

n During every archive run the systems creates management data to give you information about the 
archived/retrieved data. 

n In order to get an overview of the objects which are relevant to archiving, use transaction code 
AOBJ. 
Using this transaction code you can see for each archiving object, which tables are archived or just 
deleted. Example: Related to archiving object FI_DOCUMNT the tables BSAD, BSAK, BSAS, 
BSIS are deleted and not archived. 
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n The transaction figures have to stay at least 2 years in the system before they can be archived.  
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n You can make generic entries for company code, document type and account type. The more detail 
the better. 

n The customizing of the document type and account type includes a test function that checks an 
individual document against the corresponding entries of the tables (transaction code: FB99). 

n Archive Indices: 
ARIX_BKPF:  Document related archive index ARIX_BSAD: Customer account-related archive 
index. ARIX_BSAK: Vendor account related archive index. ARIX_BSAS, ARIX_BSIS: GL -
Account related archive indices. 
Note: The document oriented archive index is used by transaction code FB03. The account oriented 
indices are not yet used in standard transactions and programs. However, they can be used for your 
own developments. 

n If you want to take advantage of the new archive indices with regard to old archives, you can use 
program SAPF048X in order to create the new indices based on old archives.  
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n The relevant dates for determining the life time of the document are the posting date (open item 
managed accounts refer to the clearing date) and the key date. 

n The longer life time definition determines the remaining time of the document in the system.   
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  SAP AG

R

l Tasks

l Methods

l Documentation

l Data analysis, -format conversion, -translation

l SAP Record Layout Structure

l Testing / Performing Data Transfer

Data Transfer: Contents
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⌧Large data sets cannot be transferred manually from a legacy system to the R/3 System. This 
would be unacceptable to a company for economical reasons. Therefore you need a method of 
transferring the data automatically in the background.  

⌧The process of populating your R/3 database with data from a legacy system is called data 
transfer. 

⌧Data transfer is necessary if: 

⌧Data should be transferred from your legacy system into the R/3 System when it is installed. 

⌧Data is transferred regularly from legacy systems into the R/3 System.  
For example, if you have input data using your legacy system and this data should be integrated 
into the R/3 System.  

⌧Automatic data transfer is an efficient way of transferring large amounts of data into your new 
R/3 System. It saves time, resources and, most importantly, it ensures that the data will be 
accurate when it is moved into the R/3 System.  
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n When transferring data from your legacy system into your R/3 System, you must ensure the integrity 
of the data. 

n Determine how your existing data should be mapped to the SAP data structure by analyzing the SAP 
transactions or the standard data transfer programs.  

n Since these processes use the same transactions to transfer data into the R/3 System as a dialog user, 
the legacy data is subjected to the same checks and controls as data that was entered manually. This 
ensures the integrity of the data.      
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n When you transfer legacy data into the R/3 System, you need to ensure that it is in the SAP format. 
There are several ways of doing this: 

n Converting the data in the legacy system has the advantage that the user is familiar with the 
programming language that it uses. 

n Converting the data in the R/3 System using ABAP has the advantage of automatic type conversion. 
You can use the structure definitions of the ABAP Dictionary directly.  

n Converting the data with Excel. You can use this method for simple conversions for flat structures.  
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n To transfer data from your legacy system into your R/3 System, you can use one of the following 
three methods: batch input (BI), call transaction (CT) and direct input (DI).   

n The advantage of using these methods to transfer data is that no manual interaction is required during 
the data transfer. If the legacy data is already available in electronic form (for example on tape or in a 
file system), then you can use these methods to transfer the data automatically into the R/3 System. 
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n There are two ways methods to transfer data. For both methods you can use different procedures (DI, 
CT, BI): 

n Standard transfer: 

For many standard transfers, there are already standard data transfer programs in the R/3 
System. You do not need to write your own batch input program. You need only to ensure 
that the data is available in the format specified by SAP.  

n Individual transfer: 

Here you can create your own data transfer program. You can also determine the structure 
of the data.  

 

n The method used to transfer the data determines therefore the actual conversion of the data, as this 
decision establishes the structure of the SAP format.  
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⌧To transfer the data, you must know: 

⌧the transaction with which the data enters the R/3 System  

⌧working with sequential files 

⌧the Data Transfer Workbench, as this faciliates transferring the data 

⌧the ABAP programming language. 
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n The above graphic shows the menu paths that you should choose for selected applications to find the 
data transfer programs. In Release 3.0 you can use the IMG (Implementation Guide) to display the 
Customizing functions. 

n You can choose F1 or Extended help to display detailed information on individual functions, such as 
record layout definitions or procedures for transferring data.  

n From Release 4.0A, you can also access documentation on the SAP standard data transfer methods 
using the Data Transfer Workbench. 
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n You can call the documentation on record layout definitions in the Data Transfer Workbench 
(DTW). This describes the record layout types and also refers to important application-specific 
requirements that may apply when you transfer the legacy data.  

n As in previous Releases, you can also call the documentation for individual applications using the 
Implementation Guide (IMG). 
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n You use the Data Transfer Workbench to transfer legacy data into the R/3 System. It integrates the 
application-specific transfer methods that you can call from a standardized user interface. 
Additionally, the Workbench also provides numerous functions that help you to: 

n Generate a sequential test file  

n Edit the test file and enter test data to simulate the data transfer 

n Copy the transfer file between the presentation server and the application server 

n Export SAP structure definitions (record layouts) into other programming languages 

n View documentation on the record layout descriptions 

n Start the data transfer. 

n The Data Transfer Workbench displays a list of the standard data transfer methods that are 
supported. For the rest of the course, the data transfer object "Financial documents" is used as an 
example.  
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n Run the transaction that is used to enter data into the R/3 System. 

n The transaction analysis should determine the following information: 

n transaction code, if this is not known already 

n fields required for the input  

n fields for which default values can be used 

n name, type and length of the fields that are used in the transaction.  
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n The first step involves analyzing the data that is to be transferred into the R/3 System.  

n The objective is to establish how the existing data should be mapped to the SAP data structure. 

n Determine the structure of the data, in which application and using which transaction the data is 
entered into the R/3 System. 
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⌧With data transfer, one of the most important tasks is to establish which data fields in the 
legacy system correspond to which data fields in the R/3 System. 

⌧The steps for assigning data are: 

⌧Establish how the existing data should be mapped to the SAP data structure. 

⌧Establish the fields that can be transferred directly from the data. These fields correspond 
directly to the existing data field and its SAP data field. 

⌧Establish which fields in the legacy system must be adapted (conversion of data type and data 
length) before transfer to the SAP data field. 

⌧Establish the rules for filling data fields in the R/3 System where the legacy system cannot be 
used directly. 
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n Convert existing data into the SAP format. Determine the valid value sets of the SAP data fields and 
convert the legacy data to the new valid value set. 

n When you use the batch input process, the legacy data must be formatted in exactly the same way as 
it is for a dialog user who inputs the values using the keyboard. The following rules apply: 

n The data must be in character format. 

n The individual fields must not be longer than the SAP field.  

n If the data is shorter than the SAP field, it must be left-justified (padded with blank characters at the 
right end). 
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n You use interfaces defined by SAP for the standard transfer. The legacy data must be delivered in a 
suitable format to supply these interfaces. The interface descriptions are defined in the R/3 System 
and the transfer method is developed and formulated according to these descriptions.  
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n When you use the individual transfer method, first record the transaction used to enter data into the 
R/3 System. You record the transaction using the batch input recorder that provides internal field 
information.  

n Based on these field definitions, create a data transfer program that fills a BDC table. This table 
contains all the data necessary for a transaction (transaction code, field information and legacy data). 
This data is transferred into the R/3 System using the batch input or call transaction techniques.  

n You can also use the Data Transfer Workbench tools to help you transfer the data. However, you 
mainly use the batch input monitor for individual transfer programs. 
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⌧The sequential file data records must be in a format that can be read by the SAP standard data 
transfer methods. 

⌧The applications provide structure descriptions for the standard transfer methods in the ABAP 
Dictionary. 

⌧The structure descriptions and the structure of the sequential files depend on the application 
and are described in the documentation on the standard data transfer methods.  

⌧Financial accounting, for example, distinguishes between three types of record layout: (data 
records): 

⌧Type 0: Session header data (session name, ...) 

⌧Type 1: Transaction header data (transaction code, ...) 

⌧Type 2: Data for the SAP tables (table name, field name, field contents, ...)  
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n The graphic displays the structures that belong to the record layout types in the ABAP Dictionary for 
this example taken from the Financial Accounting documents. 
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n The record layouts in the graphic are filled with sample data.  

n The Data Transfer Workbench allows you to create test data records for the record layout structures 
so that you can transfer this data.  
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n The Data Transfer Workbench enables you to generate a sequential file with test data. The system 
automatically generates record layout structures that you can fill manually with test data. When the 
sequential file is created, some fields are already filled, whereas you should fill others with 
application data manually. You can change the test data at any time (see graphic). 

n You can then use this test data to simulate the data transfer.  
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n The structure of the screen above depends on the transfer object you select.  
If, for example, you chose Customer master data on the Data Transfer Workbench initial screen, the 
screen would not display the Object-specific settings / options. 

n The file for the data transfer may be on the application server or on the presentation server. You can 
also copy the files between the presentation and application servers. 

n If you choose Data transfer (2), you branch to the direct input management. From there you can start 
the direct input method. 

n In the Object-specific settings / options,  you can choose Data transfer (1) to start the three transfer 
methods (batch input, call transaction and direct input). You should only use this way to use the 
direct input method for test purposes. (To be able to restart the process, you should use the direct 
input management (Transaction BMV0) instead). 
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n Once you start the data transfer, the system displays a dialog box that offers several options 
depending on the transfer method used. When you transfer the financial documents, you can choose 
between three transfer methods:  

n Batch input   

n Call transaction 

n Direct input  
  

You should only use the direct input method here for test purposes, otherwise you may not 
be able to restart the method should any errors occur. For this, you should use the direct 
input management (Transaction BMV0). See the next slide. 

 

n You use No. of docs per commit work to protect the rollback segments on the database from 
overflowing. These segments are memory areas that buffer the ”before image” (data before changes 
were made) so that you can restart the method if a rollback occurs. To protect these segments from 
overflowing, the commit counter should be set according to the data record size to about 100-1000. 
SAP recommends that you contact your database administrator.  
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1. Object Table 1 GLFUNCO  
      Account assignment elements ( Object/Partner Object) 
 

 Field         Description             Key 

                          

MANDT   Client                        X   

OBJNR     Object number        X   

DATIV     Valid fr act.fr     

DATIB     Valid fr act.to     

DATPV    Valid f.pln frm     

DATPB    Valid fr pln to     

BUKRS    Company code        

ACCT      Account number      

BUSA       Business area       

FAREA    Functional area     

 

 

2. Object Table 2 GLFUNCC 
      Transaction attributes 

 

Field          Description           Key  

                            

MANDT    Client                     X    

OBJNR      Object number     X    

OCLNT     Original client      

LOGSYS   Logical system       

RMVCT    Transactn type       

RASSC      Trading partner      
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3. Summary Table GLFUNCT 
 

Field          Description       Key            Field          Description       Key 

                            

RCLNT     Client                    X    TSLVT   Bal. c/f TC 

RLDNR     Ledger                  X              TSL01        Total TC 

RRCTY     Record type         X                  ....                 .... 

RVERS     Version                 X                    TSL16          .... 

RYEAR     Fiscal year           X   

ROBJNR   Object number   X                    HSLVT       Bal. c/f LC 

COBJNR   Trans.objct no.   X                    HSL01         Total LC 

SOBJNR    Partner obj.no.   X                    ....                 .... 

RTCUR     Currency             X                    HSL16         .... 

RUNIT      Base unit              X                     

DRCRK    Debit/credit          X                    KSLVT       Bal. c/f  GC  

RPMAX    Period                   X                    KSL01         Total LC 

RBUKRS  Company code                             ....                 .... 

RACCT    Account number                         KSL16          .... 

RBUSA     Business area        

RFAREA  Functional area                          MSLVT      Bal c/f  Qty 

OCLNT    Original client                             MSL01       Qty 

LOGSYS  Logical system                             ....                 .... 

RMVCT   Transactn type                            MSL16         .... 

RASSC     Trading partner      

SBUKRS   Partner compCde                      CSPRED    Distr.Key Curr. 

SACCT     Partner account                         QSPRED    Distr. Key Qty  

SBUSA      Send.bus.ar.         

SFAREA   Part. FuncArea       
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3. Actual Line Item Table GLFUNCA 
 

Field          Description        Key            Field               Description       Key 

                            

RCLNT     Client                    X    REFDOCCT Document cat. 
ber   GL_SIRID Record number   X              REFACTIV   FI-SL actvty 

RLDNR      Ledger      CPUDT          Entered on 

RRCTY     Record type     CPUTM         Entered at 

RVERS      Version                      USNAM         User name 

RYEAR     Fiscal year      AWTYP    Ref. procedure  

RTCUR     Currency      AWORG    Referenc org.un 

RUNIT      Base unit                                   

DRCRK    Debit/credit  

POPER      Posting period 

DOCCT     Document cat.  

DOCNR     Document nr. 

DOCLN     Document line 

RBUKRS  Company code 

RACCT    Account number                          

RBUSA     Business area        

RFAREA  Functional area                           

OCLNT    Original client                              

LOGSYS  Logical system                              

RMVCT   Transactn type                             

RASSC     Trading partner      

SBUKRS   Partner compCde                       

SACCT     Partner account  

SBUSA      Send.bus.ar.         

SFAREA   Part. FuncArea  

TSL           Tcurr. 

HSL           LocCurr. 

KSL           GrpCurr. 
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MSL          Quantity 

SGTXT      Text 

AUTOM    Auto. ID 

DOCTY     Document type 

ACTIV       FI-SL activity 

BUDAT      Posting date    

WSDAT     Value date      

REFDOCNR  Document number 

REFRYEAR  Fiscal year     

REFDOCLN  Line item 

      

4. Plan  Line Item Table GLFUNCP 
 

 

Field    Description     Key                         Field             Description    Key                            

RCLNT    Client          X                            TSVLT         Bal c/f TC 

GL_SIRID Record number   X                 TSL01          Total TC 

RLDNR    Ledger                                        ....                  ....  

RRCTY    Record type                               TSL16           .... 

RVERS    Version             

RYEAR    Fiscal year                                 HSLVT         Bal c/f LC 

RTCUR    Currency                                   HSL01           Total LC 

RUNIT    Base unit                                      ....                  ....  

DRCRK    Debit/credit                               HSL16           ....  

RPMAX    Period              

DOCCT    Document cat.                           KSLVT         Bal c/f GC 

DOCNR    Document number                   KSL01           Total GC 

DOCLN    Document line                           ....                   .... 

RBUKRS   Company code                         KSL16           .... 

RACCT    Account number      

RBUSA    Business area                             MSLVT         Bal c/f Qty 

RFAREA   Functional area                       MSL01           Quantity 

OCLNT    Original client                           ....                   .... 
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LOGSYS   Logical system                         MSL16           .... 

RMVCT    Transactn type      

RASSC    Trading partner                         SGTXT          Text  

SBUKRS   Partner compCde                    AUTOM          Auto ID. 

SACCT    Partner account                         DOCTY          Document type  

SBUSA    Send.bus.ar.                                ACTIV            FI-SL activity 

SFAREA   Part. FuncArea                         BUDAT          Posting date 

                                                                       WSDAT         Value date       

REFDOCNR  Document number  

REFRYEAR  Fiscal year      

REFDOCLN  Line item        

REFDOCCT  Document cat.    

REFACTIV    FI-SL actvty     

CPUDT           Entered on       

CPUTM          Entered at       

USNAM          Username            

AWTYP          Ref. procedure   

AWORG         Referenc org.units  
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This is a summary sheet of the menu paths presented during the course. The menus paths are 
approximately arranged in the sequence performed in the course. You will find in each unit  
the respective menu paths used in the implementation guide and in the application. 
 
General navigation 

Application menu paths: 

SAP R/3 System: Accounting → Financial Accounting → Special purpose ledger: 

Functions: Planning - Actual posting – Periodic processing – Information system –
Environment – Tools – System – Help 

  

Implementation Guide (IMG): 
 SAP R/3 System: Tools –Business Engineer – Customizing – Implement projects – SAP 
Reference IMG: 

Financial Accounting →Special Purpose Ledger: 
      → Basic Settings 

→ Planning 

→ Actual Postings 

→ Periodic Processing 

→ Information System 

→ Tools 

 

 

Unit – FI-SL Special Reporting Requirements: 

Cost of Sales Accounting 

1. Cost of Sales Reporting:  Information Systems →  Accounting →  Financial 
Accounting →  Spec.Purpose Ledger →  Select report →  Cost of Sales Reporting 
→  P&L cost of sales accounting →  
Entries: 

Ledger: 0F 

Fiscal year: Current year 

Period from: 001 

Period to: Current period 

Company code: 1000 

Plan version: 0 

 

Data source: Push button ‘Display Extract’ 

Select Extract ‘P&L Current year to date’ 
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Execute! 

 

Drilldown to other reports: 

Mark block: Cursor on block begin →  Edit →  Select block 

                    Cursor on block end →  Edit →  Select block 

→ Goto →  Call up report 

                  Options: 1. Actual line items for table GLFUNCT 

                 : 2. Period breakdown 

                    For each option you can then drilldown to the documents 

 

 
 

2 Customizing  Cost of Sales Accounting 

1. Functional Areas:: IMG: →  Enterprise Structure →  Maintain Structure →  Definition →  Financial 
Accounting →  Maintain functional area 

2. Prepare cost of sales accounting: IMG →  Financial Accounting →  Financial Accounting Global 
Settings →  Company Code →  Prepare cost of sales accounting: 

3. Enter Substitution steps for the functional areas and activate the substitution for the company code 

 

 

 

Unit – Characteristics and Key Figures 

1. Coding Block 

IMG →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Basic Settings →  Maintain 
Coding Block  

 

Coding Block: 

→  SAP standard account assignment 

→  Customer include structure 

    →  CI_COBL 

 

New field: Light mode: 

→  Add Field 

 

New field: Expert mode: 
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→  Account assignment field →  Expert mode →  Account assignment field  ( Create domain, 
create data element etc.) 

2. Subscreen: 

→  Subscreen: 

→  Create  

→  List 

 

3.Making new field available for an FI-Posting: 

IMG →  Financial Accounting →  Financial Accounting  Global Settings →  Document →  
Line Item →  Controls →  Define posting keys →  Posting key (e.g. 40)  →  Field status →  
Additional account assignments: Entry as Suppress, Required or Optional 

IMG  →  Financial Accounting →  Financial Accounting Global Settings →  Document →  
Line Item →  Controls →  Maintain field status variants: →  Field status variant 1000 → 
Field status group (e.g. G004) →  Additional account assignments : Entry as Suppress, 
Required or Optional 

 

 

Unit – Defining the Table Requirements 

1. Viewing an example Table Group: 

IMG →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Basic Settings →  Tables →  
Display Assignments graphically : 

FI-SL table e.g. GLFUNCT 

 

2. Table Group Definition: 

IMG →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Basic Settings →  Tables →  
Definition → Define Table Group 

Table group: z.B. ZZNEW →  Create : Button ‘Local table group (company code): 

 

Object table 1: Enter new fields: Set the ‘S’ (Sender) indicator as required: 

→  Use object 2  Object table 2: Enter new fields if needed 

Navigate to the other tables: Buttons below: Object 1 – Summary – Act. LI – Plan LI 

 

Indices: →  Indices: Enter new Index ID: Button continue: Enter Field names 

 

Technical characteristics: →  Extras →  Tech. Characteristics: Enter required currencies, 
Quantities, Field length 15 or 17: and Maximum number of periods 
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Overview of table group: →  Table group →  Overview 

Check table group →  Table group →  Check  

Save table group →  Table group →  Save : Enter Development class for Customer objects  

Table activation: Accept message ‘Activate tables and indices and create them in the 
database’ 

 

3. Table Group Installation 
Follow-up functions: Install: read information and carry on: 

Specify Table Installation: Components Direct Posting, Master Data, Allocation, Report 
Writer Additional Actions:  Update GLU1 and Update programs (Reference table: Default = 
GLT1) 

 

 

Unit – Setting up the FI-SL Environment 
Master Data: IMG →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Basic Settings →  
Master Data 

 

 - Maintain Activities       

 - Maintain Field Movements  

 - Maintain Ledgers          

 - Maintain Global Companies 

 - Maintain Company Codes    

 and in each the relevant assignments, . 

  

 
 

Unit – Through Postings and Adjustments 

1. Transfer Postings 

Application menu: SAP R/3 System →Accounting →  Financial accounting →  Special 
purpose ledger  →  Periodic processing →   Data transfer: 

 FI / MM / SD / CO / CO stat.key.figures /  CO plan data- Object / CO plan data- Document 

 

2. Master Data Validation for FI-SL Postings 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →  Basic Settings  →  Master 
Data →  Maintain Integrated Master Data  
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Application: Entering Master Data for the fields (characteristics) in FI-SL (T830-tables): 

Application menu: →  SAP R/3 System →Accounting →  Financial accounting → Special 
purpose ledger  →  Environment  →   Integr. Master data →  Create 

 

3. Direct (Adjustment)  Postings in FI-SL 

Application menu: →  SAP R/3 System →Accounting →  Financial accounting → Special 
purpose ledger  →   Actual Posting →  Local documents (Global documents) →  Enter 

 

4. Document Types and Number Ranges for FI-SL Transactions: 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →  Actual Posting →  Maintain 
Valid Document Types 

IMG: →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →  Actual Posting →  Number 
Ranges →  Maintain Local (Global) Number Ranges 

 

5. Versions: 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →  Actual Posting →  Maintain 
Actual Versions 

IMG: →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →  Planning →  Maintain Plan 
Versions 

 

6. User Table: 
 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →  Basic Settings →  Master 
Data →Maintain User Tables: Create User table and Define fields for User table 

 

7. Document Display  

Application menu: →  SAP R/3 System →Accounting →  Financial accounting → Special 
purpose ledger  →   Actual Posting →  Local documents (Global documents) →  Display 

 

8. Summary Record Display 

Application menu: →  SAP R/3 System →Accounting →  Financial accounting → Special 
purpose ledger  →   Actual Posting →  Display totals 
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9. FI-SL Customizing Tools 

Control Report: IMG : →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Tools →  
Display Control Report 

Graphic Navigation: IMG : →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Tools → 
Use Graphic Navigation 

Posting Test: IMG : →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Tools →  
Perform Diagnosis →  Posting Test 

Posting Statistics: IMG : →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Tools →  
Perform Diagnosis →   Direct posting stat. 

Troubleshooting: IMG : →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Tools →  
Perform Diagnosis →   Troubleshooting 

Posting Statistics: IMG : →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Tools →  
Perform Diagnosis →   Direct posting stat. 

Ledger Comparison: IMG : →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Tools → 
Compare G/L Transaction Figure Ledger with FI-SL Ledger 

Alternative to IMG for the above, from  FI-SL Application Menu : →  Tools →  Diagnosis  

 

 

Unit – Validations, Substitutions and Rules 

1. Validation Maintenance: 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →  Tools →  Maintain 
Validation/Substitution/Rules →   Maintain Validation 

( Optional Simulation: →  Validation Initial Screen →  Simulate) 

(Optional Trace Functionality: →  Validation Steps Entry Screen  →  Extras: Switch on/off 
trace) 

 

2. Substitution Maintenance: 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →  Tools →  Maintain 
Validation/Substitution/Rules →   Maintain Substitution 

( Optional Simulation: →   Substitution Initial Screen →  Simulate) 

(Optional Trace Functionality: →  Substitution Steps Entry Screen  →  Extras: Switch on/off 
trace) 

 

3. Rule Maintenance: 

IMG : Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →  Tools →  Maintain 
Validation/Substitution/Rules →   Maintain  Logical Rules 
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4. User Exits  

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →  Basic Settings →  User-Exits  
→   Maintain Client Dependent User-Exits: Enter user exit form pool for application area: 
GBLS 

 

5.  Activation Validation / Substitution 
 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Basic Settings →  Validation 
→Maintain Local (Global) Validation  

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Basic Settings →  
Substitution →Maintain Local (Global) Substitution  

 

 

Unit – Sets and Variables 

1. Set Definition 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Tools  →   Set Maintenance 
→  Maintain Sets 

Alternative from FI-SL Application menu →  Tools →  Set Maintenance →  Sets 

 

2. Set Utilities 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Tools  →   Set Maintenance 
→  Sets →  (Create, Change Display) →  Utilities 

Alternative from FI-SL Application menu →  Tools →  Set Maintenance  →  Utilities: 

- Set directory 

- Find values in sets 

- Set usage 

- Graphics 

- Transport 

- Non-used sets 

- Ambiguity check 

 

3. Variables 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Tools  →   Set Maintenance 
→  Maintain Variables 

Alternative from FI-SL Application menu →  Tools →  Set Maintenance →  Variables 
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4. Variable Utilities 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Tools  →   Set Maintenance 
→  Variables →  (Create, Change, Display) →  Utilities 

Alternative from FI-SL Application menu →  Tools →  Set Maintenance  →  Variables →  
Utilities: 

-     Variables directory 

Non-used variables 

Transport 

 

 

Unit – Report Painter 

1. Library Definition: 

FI-SL Application menu:  →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →   Tools →   
Report Painter  →  Report Writer →   Library →  Create (Change..)    

 

2. Report Definition: 

FI-SL Application menu:  →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →   Tools →   
Report Painter  →  Report → Create (Change..) 

 

3.   Attaching a Report to a Report Group 

Alternative one from within the Report Painter definition:  →  Environment →  Assign report 
group Alternative two: FI-SL Application: →  Tools →  Report Painter →  Report Writer →  
Report Group →  Create (Change..).  

 

4. Executing a Report Group 

Alternative one from within the Report Painter definition:  →  Report →  Execute 

Alternative two: FI-SL Application: →  Tools →  Report Painter →  Report Writer →  Report 
Group →  Execute  

 

 

Unit- Planning 

1. Plan Versions 
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IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Planning →  Maintain Plan 
Versions 

 

2. Version Parameters 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Planning →  Version  
Parameters →Maintain Local(Global) Version Parameters 

 

3. Plan Periods 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Planning →  Plan Periods →  
Maintain Local (Global) Plan Periods 

 

4. Distribution Keys 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Planning →  Maintain 
Distribution Keys 

 

5. Exchange Rates 

IMG : →  Global Settings →  Currencies  →    Check exchange rate type  
                                                   →     Maintain exchange rate spread 

                  →     Define translation ratios for currency translation 

                                                                 →     Enter exchange rates 

 

6. Line Items 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Planning →  Activate Line 
Items →  Activate Local (Global) Line Items  

 

7. Planning Parameters  

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Planning →  Maintain 
Planning Parameters  

 

8. Plan Entries 

FI-SL Application menu: →  Planning →  Local (Global) planned values →  Enter/Display 

 

9. Plan Totals Display 
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FI-SL Application menu: →  Planning →  Display Totals 

 

10. Plan Documents Display 

FI-SL Application menu: →  Planning →  Display Plan documents 

 

11. Copy Data to Plan 

FI-SL Application menu: →  Planning →   Copy data to plan (Local/Global) 

 

 

Unit – Allocations 

1. Availability of new field for allocations: 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Periodic Processing  →  
Allocation →  Maintain Field Usage for Assessment/Distribution 

 

2.  Sender/Receiver Relationship  

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Periodic Processing  →  
Allocation →  Maintain Sender/Receiver Relationship 

 

3. Check Allocation Settings 

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Periodic Processing  →  
Allocation →  Check Allocation Settings 

 

4. Allocation  Cycle Definition 

FI-SL Application menu: →  Periodic Processing →  Allocation →  Actual/Planned 
assessment               (Actual/Planned distribution) →  Create (Change..) 

 

5. Allocation Cycle Execution    

FI-SL Application menu: →  Periodic Processing →  Allocation →  Actual/Planned 
assessment               (Actual/Planned distribution) →  Execute 

 

6. Display Allocated Totals  

FI-SL Application menu: →  Actual Posting →  Display totals (record type 2 or 3) 
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Unit – Rollups 

1. Field Movements :  

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Periodic Processing  →  
Rollup →  Maintain Field Movements 

 

2. Substitution Activity :  

IMG : →  Financial Accounting → Special Purpose Ledger →   Periodic Processing  →  
Rollup →  Maintain Substitution 

 

3. Rollup Definition:  

FI-SL Application menu:  →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →   Periodic 
Processing  →  Rollup →  Create (Change..) 

 

4. Rollup Execution: 

FI-SL Application menu:  →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →   Periodic       
Processing  →  Rollup →  Execute 

 

5. Rollup Reverse: 

FI-SL Application menu:  →  Financial Accounting →  Special Purpose Ledger →   Periodic 
Processing  →  Rollup →  Reverse 
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Activity: Each SAP application or external system, which sends data to the Integration Manager, transfers the 
data into the FI-SL System with a corresponding activity. An activity classifies each source of data sent to the 
Integration Manager and groups together data that is to be processed the same way.   

 

With Release 3.0, common activities are grouped together (for example, all MM activities), so that it is no longer 
necessary for you to assign a specific activity to a ledger. You simply assign the activity group code to a ledger, 
and the system automatically assigns the relevant activities. 

 

 

Actual Posting: Data can enter the FI-SL System via three different mediums: 

 

· from other SAP Systems, such as FI, MM, CO, and SD 

· directly, using FI-SL's document entry function (for example, when posting correction documents) 

· from external systems (for non-FI-SL data) 

 

 

Allocation: FI-SL's allocation package allows you to allocate different amounts from one source to many other 
sources, depending on your individual needs.  

 

The two main types of allocations are: 

 

· assessments:  With an assessment allocation, you can accumulate amounts or quantities for all accounts 
of the sending object and summarize them into an assessment account; the system only debits and credits the 
assessment account. 

· distributions: With a distribution allocation, you can allocate the original balance(s) from the sender(s) 
to the receivers. 

 

You can allocate both plan and actual data using assessment and distribution allocation types. 

With allocations, you can allocate: 

 

· fixed amounts:  specific fixed amounts are allocated to each receiving unit, independent of the amount in 
the sending unit. 

· fixed percentages:  specific fixed percentages are allocated to each receiving unit, based on the amount or 
quantity allocated by the sending unit. 

· dynamic allocations:  a percentage amount is allocated to each receiving unit, based on a percentage of 
the amount in the receiving unit's original database records. 

 

You can allocate to specific values, and/or you can use sets to allocate amounts. Sets are easy to create and 
maintain, so you have more flexibility when maintaining allocations on your system. 

Allocations are stored as separate records on the database. Therefore, you can view actual or planned data, with or 
without the allocated values. When you are viewing a receiver, you can also determine which senders have 
allocated the values. 
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Archiving : With the Archiving function, you can transfer data from an existing database table to a sequential file 
(for example, UNIX file). You also have the option of deleting the data from your database when you archive the 
data. 

 

 

Average Balance Ledger : With Release 3.0, you can also create an average balance ledger, based on the 
summary data stored in a special purpose ledger. The average balance ledger automatically inherits the attributes 
(such as the fiscal year variant, the assigned table, and so on) of the special purpose ledger to which it is assigned. 
You can only use this ledger when creating reports using the average balance ledger or displaying summary 
records from the ledger. It is also possible to create a user exit for posting to this ledger, in the case where the 
posting date should not be used to determine the average balance. 

 

Balance Carry Forward: You use the Balance carry forward function to carry forward the balances of accounts 
from the previous fiscal year to the beginning balance of the new fiscal year. You can carry forward: 

 

· balance sheet account balances from the previous fiscal year to the beginning balance of the new year 

· the profit and loss account balance from the previous fiscal year to the retained earnings account of the 
new year 

 

 

Companies :  You can use local companies and global companies in your FI-SL system. Local companies are 
defined in the FI System and are the most commonly used companies in the FI-SL System. You can set up your 
system so that a local company directly updates a local ledger (ledger/local company assignment). Global 
companies usually group together one or more local companies. You can assign a local company to a global 
company so that the local company updates a global ledger (ledger/global company assignment) and a local 
ledger. 

 

 

Control Report Tool 

You use the control report tool when you want to display and/or print the contents of the FI-SL direct posting 
tables (ATAB tables). The FI-SL direct posting tables are defined using the Customizing function and determine 
how documents are posted into the FI-SL System 

 

Currencies: Currencies that should be posted to the special purpose ledger 

 

It is possible to store three currency amounts simultaneously in an FI-SL database: 

 

- transaction currency:  This is the currency in which the business transaction was originally entered into 
the FI-SL System. 

- second currency:  This is the currency that you want to store in your ledger in addition to the transaction 
currency (previously known as the local currency). 

- third currency: This is the currency that you want to store in your ledger in addition to the transaction 
currency and the second currency (previously known as the group currency). 

 

You can assign different combinations of currency types to your special purpose ledger. When you define the 
ledger, the system will prompt you with the possible currency combinations. When you install your system 
databases, the system also prompts you to enter currency information for posting data, for example, if a ledger 
should be posted to using the item currency or transaction currency (for FI). 
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Data Set Entry: Basic key figures define which value fields are displayed in a report (for example, transaction 
currency, local currency, group currency and quantity). You can combine a basic key figure with one or more 
additional characteristics entered in a set to create a data set entry. The set determines additional selection 
conditions, such as the record type (actual or plan data) and the plan version. You enter data set entries directly in 
data sets. 

In Report Painter, a data set entry is known as a predefined column because each data set entry usually represents 
a report column. 

 

 

Data Transfer: The FI-SL System provides you with the following programs for transferring non-FI-SL data into 
the FI-SL System: 

 

· RGUREC00:  With this program, you can load data from an external source (non-SAP R/3 System) to 
the FI-SL System. RGUREC00 is only an example program and should be copied and modified according to your 
needs when you process postings.   

 

If you changed the standard coding block delivered with your FI-SL System, you will need to change the 
RGUREC00 program so that it reflects new dimensions that you have defined. 

 

For information about loading data from external sources with RGUREC00, you should contact an SAP 
consultant. 

 

· RGUREC10:  With this program, you can transfer data from the FI System into the FI-SL System. When 
you begin the transfer program, you can select the specific data that you want to transfer into the FI-SL System. 

· RGUREC20:  With this program, you can transfer actual data from the CO System into the FI-SL 
System. When you begin the transfer program, you can select the specific data that you want to transfer into the 
FI-SL System. 

· RGUREC30:  With this program, you can transfer actual data from Materials Management (MM) into 
the FI-SL System. When you begin the transfer program, you can select the specific data that you want to transfer 
into the FI-SL System. 

· RKEPCU40:  With this program, you can transfer actual data from Sales and Distribution (SD) into the 
FI-SL System. When you begin the transfer program, you can select the specific data that you want to transfer into 
the FI-SL System. 

· RGUREC40:  With this program, you can transfer the opening balance of CO statistical key figures into 
the FI-SL System. When you begin the program, you can specify the selection criteria for transferring the 
statistical key figures into the FI-SL System. 

 

These programs should not be started in dialog when other users are posting. 

 

Diagnosis Tool 

You use the diagnosis tool when you want to test your system setup and determine how and where a document 
will post or has posted to the FI-SL System. You can then determine why a specific document is not posting to a 
ledger. 

 

Document and Summary Record Display : In the FI-SL System, you can display: 

 

· document data:  You can display document lines stored in the FI-SL line item databases and in the line 
item databases of the source databases.   
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· summary record data:  You can display selected summary records from the FI-SL summary databases by 
specifying key dimension values. 

 

Field grouping code :the dimensions that can be used in a special purpose ledger, are determined by the field 
grouping code assigned to the ledger. The field grouping code contains the dimensions that are taken over from 
the source database table into the FI-SL database table. 

The FI-SL System is designed to provide summary information from multiple applications at a level of detail that 
you define. By using the variety of modules provided by FI-SL, you can collect, combine, summarize, modify and 
allocate actual and plan data that originates from other SAP and external systems. 

 

Formulas: Within a set, you can use formulas to perform calculations. 

Example: 

You can use a formula in a set and instruct the system to subtract a set line from another set line so that the system 
calculates a variance column in a report. 

 

You can use formulas in any basic set or data set; you cannot use formulas in a single-dimension or multi-
dimension set. 

 

 

Global Company Code : 

Your company is a tax entity and is different from the legal company, and you also want to store more detailed 
information for the tax entity as for the legal company. You would then define the legal company (company code) 
in your system that would post to the tax entity (global company code). It is also possible for additional 
information to post to the tax entity. 

You can also use a global company code when you want to eliminate generated revenue for a partner company. 

 

Global Ledgers 

You can use global ledgers to store data posted for: 

· Global company codes, and/or 

· Local company codes that are assigned to global company codes. 

 

Graphic navigation function, allows you to graphically display relationships between companies, ledgers, and 
activities. Using this function, you can also branch into the respective configuration settings and change them as 
required. 

 

Indices: In addition to the primary key, which you define in the ABAP/4 Dictionary when creating a table, you 
can also define additional indices (called database indices) for transparent tables. Using indices, you can improve 
the time needed to access and read your database table. 

Example: 

You can define one index that is structured by Account, Cost Center, and Business Area. You can define another 
index that is structured by Cost Center, Account, and Plant. 

 

The structure of your indices is determined by the table dimensions that you access most often. 

 

FI-SL's Integration Manager receives and processes all data that enters the FI-SL System. The Integration 
Manager validates, and substitutes, and then summarizes data according to user-defined conditions.   
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Ledger: Each ledger uses several dimensions that define a sub-set of the coding block of an object table. You can 
define your system so that you have one ledger for each database table structure, and/or more than one ledger per 
table structure. After you have defined the maximum coding block in the ABAP/4 Dictionary, you define which 
dimensions will be used by each ledger. 

 

Ledger Selection : The FI-SL ledger selection facilities allow you to define the exact conditions under which a 
ledger will be selected for posting. The FI-SL Integration Manager uses these ledger selection conditions to 
determine which special purpose ledgers should be selected for posting. 

Each business transaction is posted to the FI-SL databases according to user-defined rules.   

 

You may define a special purpose ledger to be selected for posting when: 

 

- a particular group of accounts are part of the business transaction 

- a particular group of products are involved in a business transaction 

- a particular group of transaction types are posted 

 

Ledger selection conditions can be simple or complex. Any field value or field value combinations contained in 
the business transaction can be used as part of the rule - except for amounts or quantities. 

 

Ledger Statistics Tool  

You use this tool to display the number of records that have posted for a ledger, as well as the database tables to 
which records have been posted. 

 

Line Item database: Normally, most of the business transactions affecting the FI-SL System will come from 
other SAP R/3 Systems (for example, transactions for material purchases or customer invoicing). Documents are 
stored in the source application database where the documents are entered. You can also store these documents, 
along with the detailed transaction information, in an optional FI-SL line item database. 

 

Examples of line item database table structures are delivered with your standard system: GLREFA (for actual 
data/local ledgers), and GLREFP (for plan data/local ledgers). These tables are only examples and must be copied 
for use in your system. 

 

Local Company Code: A company code is normally defined as a balanced set of legal books 

You can set up your system so that a local company code directly updates a local ledger, or you can assign a local 
company code to a global company code so that the local company code updates a global ledger. 

 

Local Ledgers  

You can use local ledgers to store data posted for local company codes.   

 

Master Files: For each dimension in the database table, you can define master files in the ABAP/4 Data 
Dictionary. Master files can contain data for each dimension that is used in a database. 

The FI-SL System uses master files to: 

 

· validate a dimension used within the FI-SL System 

· provide text for the Report Writer 

· check values entered with direct input 

· search for valid combinations from an interval of values 
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Object numbers  determine how the summary and line item database tables will be accessed via the object tables. 
The object number (receiver - ROBJNR) points to the variable dimensions defined in object table 1; the partner 
number (sender - SOBJNR) also points to the variable dimensions defined in object table 1. The transaction 
attributes number (COBJNR) points to the variable dimensions defined in object table 2. 

 

· variable dimensions. The variable dimensions that can be used in the summary database table are 
determined by the dimensions defined in object tables 1 and 2. 

 

If the dimension was defined in object table 1: 

The variable dimension can be an object (receiver) dimension, such as RCNTR, and/or a partner (sender) 
dimension, such as SCNTR; the dimension can be up to 10 characters long, of which up to the last nine characters 
must be defined in object table 1. 

 

Client, ledger, record type, version, fiscal year, object numbers (object/partner/transaction attribute), currency key, 
quantity unit, debit/credit indicator, and maximum period 

 

Object tables: SAP delivers two types of object tables: 

 

· Object/Partner (Receiver/Sender):  This object table supports 15 variable dimensions, including the local 
company code/global company. Two of the variable dimensions are used for internal purposes, leaving 13-14 
variable dimensions available for customer definition. The variable dimensions defined in this object table have a 
sender/receiver relationship (for example, receiver account (RACCT) and sender account (SACCT)). The 
object/partner table (object table 1) contains: 

 

n fixed dimensions. You cannot change fixed dimensions. 

n - variable dimensions. The variable dimensions are the key dimensions of the coding block. These 
dimensions are defined in object table 1 and can be used in the summary and line item database tables as 
object dimensions (receivers) and/or partner dimensions (senders). Object and partner dimensions have a 
direct relationship, where partner dimensions are the senders of data, and object dimensions are the receivers 
of data. 

n Example: 

n Account (ACCT), cost center (CNTR). 

An example of an object/partner object table delivered with FI-SL is GLREFO (only for local ledgers). 

 

Report Groups : 

Once you have created a report, you define a report group for the report(s). A report group can contain one or 
more reports. When reports use the same characteristics and share the same data, data is selected faster and 
processing time is quicker, since report data is only selected once for all reports within a report group. 

The process of defining and executing a report group can be completed in four steps: 

 

1. Creating a report group:  You define the reports that are in a report group. Reports in a report group are 
always from the same library. You can also change the texts that appear on the selection screens when the report 
group is processed. 

2. Generating a report group:  You generate the report group. The report group has been generated 
successfully if there are no errors in the report group. 

3. Selecting data for the report group:  The system selects the data that will appear in the reports defined in 
the report group. 
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4. Displaying and printing reports in a report group:  The system edits the data that has been selected for the 
report group and presents the report group's reports in the desired output media requested (online, printer, spool 
file, or external file). 

 

If you are running a report that has been changed, you only need to regenerate the report group, and select and 
display report data; you do not need to redefine the report group. 

 

The Report Painter performs a similar task to that of the Report Writer, but is simpler to use. Many of the Report 
Writer functions are available in the Report Painter, but you do not need to be familiar with Report Writer 
concepts, such as sets, to be able to use the Report Painter. 

The Report Painter uses a graphical report structure that forms the basis for your report definition and displays the 
rows and columns as they will appear in the report output. 

 

The Report Writer is designed to provide you with summary information from multiple applications. The Report 
Writer selects the data you request and then presents it in the format you define. Using FI-SL functions such as 
sets, variables, and formulas, you can create a report that meets your specific needs. 

 

Rollup: When you create a report in the FI-SL System, the Report Writer reads the ledgers that contain the data 
for your report. If the ledgers contain extensive records, system performance is slower. To improve system 
performance, you can create a rollup ledger that contains summarized and condensed data from one or more 
ledgers. 

A rollup ledger is the summarization of the information from one or more ledgers (source ledgers) into a single 
ledger. Each record in the rollup ledger is a summary of the records in other ledgers. 

 

A rule is a Boolean expression that you can use as a condition or check or in another rule. Rules allow you to 
refer to frequently used Boolean expressions by using the rule name. 

FI-SL 's Integration Manager uses Boolean Logic to: 

 

· validate data 

· substitute data 

· select ledgers for posting 

· transfer substitution data to a rollup ledger 

· select report data 

 

The Rule Manager stores the Boolean rules used to analyze data. The Integration Manager calls the Rule Manager 
when determining if entered data should be used. If a Boolean Logic statement is true, an action is taken; if a 
statement is false, no action is taken. 

 

Sets: Sets are used throughout the FI-SL System as the building blocks for many of the FI-SL modules. In FI-SL, 
you use sets to group together data and to define data hierarchies. Under a set name, you can store specific values 
or ranges of values. These values exist within one dimension. 

A set links together specific values or ranges of values under a set name. These values exist within one or more 
dimensions of the FI-SL coding block. A dimension is a single field or column of a logical database (table). 
Account, cost center, and business area are examples of dimensions  

 

In FI-SL, you use four types of sets: 

 

· basic sets:  Basic sets contain specific values, such as account and cost center numbers. 
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· data sets:  Data sets contain specific key figures (such as transaction and local currency). You can 
combine a basic key figure with one or more additional dimensions to create your own data set entries. 

· single-dimension sets:  Single-dimension sets are used to create set hierarchies by combining basic sets 
and other single-dimension sets that use the same dimension. 

· multi-dimension sets:  Multi-dimension sets are used to create set hierarchies with sets that use different 
dimensions. 

You can use sets and set values in other FI-SL system components, such as: 

 

· Boolean Logic formulas 

· Report Writer 

· Allocations 

· Planning 

· Rollups 

· Currency translation 

 

Set and Variable Utilities   

You can use the set and variable utilities to obtain additional information about a set or variable (for example, to 
check set and variable usage and to transport sets and variables).  

Displaying a Set Directory 

Displaying a Variable Directory  

Checking Field and Set Value Usage 

Checking Set Usage 

Graphically Displaying Set Structure 

Maintaining a Set Hierarchy 

Transporting Sets  

Transporting Variables  

Displaying and Deleting Non-Used Sets 

Displaying and Deleting Non-Used Variables  

Checking for Overlapping Values 

 

 

Special purpose ledgers  are user-defined ledgers designed to meet your specific business requirements according 
to the dimensions you specify. Special purpose ledgers are the only types of ledger you can create within the FI-
SL System. 

 

Standard Layouts: For each report that you create, you assign a standard layout. This standard layout determines 
the layout features of the report, such as the length of a row title, and the page and numeric format of data in the 
report. The system assigns a default standard layout, called SAP, to each report; you receive the SAP standard 
layout with each R/3 System. 

When you define a report, you can: 

 

· accept the SAP standard layout for the report, 

· assign a different standard layout to the report, or 

· revise the report parameters so that the parameters are specific to the report. 
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Standard ledgers  are configured and delivered by SAP and are controlled within the individual applications. 

 

Standard ledgers are delivered in the following SAP applications: 

 

· General Ledger Accounting (FI-GL) 

· Consolidation (FI-LC) 

· Profit Center Accounting (CO-PCA) 

· Reconciliation Ledger (CO-OM-CEL) 

 

 

Substitutions: Substitution rules are stored in the Rule Manager; as data is being entered, the data is substituted 
by the Integration Manager, which calls the Rule Manager when it substitutes the data. Substitution occurs before 
the data is posted to the FI-SL databases. 

You define substitution rules using Boolean Logic. When you define a substitution rule, the system checks the 
substitution rule to ensure that it is syntactically correct. 

 

Table Group: A table group is a group of interdependent database tables (object/summary/actual and plan line 
item tables). 

 

 

Tracing validations/substitutions/rules: 

Using the Extras Switch on trace function, you activate a tracing function that allows you to test a 
validation/substitution/rule definition during the posting process. While posting a document, the system will call 
the validation/substitution/rule and display the rule contents, as well as how the data is used for validation or 
substitution. This function allows you to diagnose possible errors in the validation/substitution/rule definition. 

 

You can only trace one validation at a time, but one substitution and one rule can also be active simultaneously; 
this is also true when you are tracing a substitution or rule. The tracing function is only activated for the user who 
has turned on the trace function. 

 

To trace a validation/substitution/rule: 

 

1. Display the validations/substitution/rule that you want to trace. 

2. Select Extras ® Switch on trace. 

 

You cannot use the Switch on trace function for matrix validations and substitutions. 

 

3. In a separate session, call the posting transaction that you want to trace. 

 

When the validation/substitution/rule is called, the system will display the result of the validation/substitution/rule 
that is used within the posting transaction. 

 

4. To turn off the tracing function, select Extras ® Switch off trace. 
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Transaction Attributes:  This object table supports 15 variable dimensions. The variable dimensions defined in 
this object table are transaction attribute-dependent and do not have a sender/receiver relationship (for example, 
controlling area (KOKRS)). The optional transaction attributes table (object table 2) contains: 

 

- fixed dimensions. You cannot change fixed dimensions. 

Examole: Client, object number for the transaction attribute dimensions 

Object numbers determine how the summary and line item database tables will be accessed via the object tables. 
The object number for the transaction attribute dimensions are defined in object table 2. 

 

- variable dimensions. These variable dimensions do not have a direct sender/receiver re lationship; 
instead, the variable dimensions are transaction attribute-dependent. 

 

Example variable dimensions in object table 2 include controlling area, movement type, and activity.   

 

An example of a transaction attribute object table delivered with FI-SL is GLREFC (only for local ledgers). 

 

 

User-Exits: Within field movements, you can also enter user exits. In previous releases, user exits for field 
movements were stored in the following programs: 

 RGIFU000, for user exits in fixed field movements (such as, Currency) 

RGIVUxxx (xxx = client), for user exits in user-defined field movements (such as Account and Cost Center) 

 

Beginning with Release 3.0, you can define your own user exit programs. If you create a user exit program, this 
program name must be defined in the table for client-dependent user exits (table T80D) in Customizing. (For 
more information, see the Maintain Client-Dependent User Exits step in the FI-SL Implementation Guide (IMG).) 
If you do not change table T80D, the exit programs RGIFU000 and RGIVUxxx are used. 

 

User tables: When you create or maintain a set and you do not enter a dimension in the Field name field when 
you create the set, a list of all dimensions in the specified table appears in a dialog box. (You enter a table name 
for the set on the Create Set: Initial Screen. You then choose a dimension for your set.) 

If you do not use most of the fields in a table, you can create a table subset. This table subset, which you name and 
define, contains only the fields that you need for the set. 

Beginning with Release 3.0D, you create table subsets using view maintenance in Customizing. You no longer 
need to use the Table maintenance transaction to create your own user tables. 

For information about creating table subsets, call up the Maintain User Tables step in the FI-SL Implementation 
Guide (IMG). 

Once you have created the table subset, you can use the table name when you create a set. When you create a set 
and enter the new table subset name in the Table field on the Create Set: Initial Screen, the dialog box only 
displays the fields from your subset table. 

 

Validations: With validations, you can check values and combinations of values as they are being entered in the 
R/3 environment. Validation rules are stored in the Rule Manager; as data is being entered, the Integration 
Manager validates the data against the validation rules stored in the Rule Manager. Because validation occurs 
before data is posted, only valid information enters the FI-SL System.   

You define validation rules using Boolean Logic. When you define a validation rule, the system checks the 
validation rule to ensure that it is syntactically correct.   
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A variable is a placeholder for data to be specified when you run a report that uses the variable. For example, a 
variable could be a company, the current year, the current month, a date, or a user name. 

You can create three types of variables: 

 

· Value variables:  This variable represents a specific value that you can enter directly. You can only use 
value variables in basic sets. 

 

Formula variables:  This variable represents a formula, which determines a value for the variable. You can only 
use formula variables in basic sets. 

 

Set variables:  This variable represents a defined set and the values contained in the set. You can  use set variables 
in multi-dimension sets to be used in the row definition of your report or directly in the general selection of a 
report definition 

 

Versions: Within a special purpose ledger, you can store different versions of data. You can also store a specific 
record type per version. 

A record type can be one of the following: 

 

· actual data 

· plan data 

· actual allocation data 

· planned allocation data 

 

You define a version by record type and version number.  
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  SAP AG 1999

Table Group and other Technicalities

l FI-SL Transaction Data in the Database

l Determining FI-SL Storage Space: Basic Data

l Update: ONLINE or in the BACKGROUND?

l Summary Table: Structure

l Object Table 1 and 2

l Line Item Tables (Actual, Plan, Rollup)

l Code Combinations

l Example Table Group GLFUNC

l List of Fields and Indices for each Table (Example
GLFUNCT)

l Menu paths and Glossary of Terms
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FI-SL Transaction Data in the Database

 
 

n Transaction data in the FI-SL database. 
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Determining FI-SL Storage Space: Basic Data

 
 

n Calculating the required storage space. 
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Integration Interface
Actual data / Plan data

Integration Interface
Actual data / Plan data

Periodic
Functions
Periodic

Functions
Manual
Planning
ManualManual

PlanningPlanning

n Up-to-date data
n Data integrity (integration consistency)
n Increased system capacity

Advantages of background:

n Limited system capacity

n System availability during the night?

Usually

Online

or

from

External
Systems

via

Batch Input

Advantages of online:
Always in the
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large volumes
of data

(Scheduling a
background
job)

Update: ONLINE or in the BACKGROUND??

 
 

n Whether you update data online or in the background, depends on different criteria: 

� The online mode can be used when 

n you require up-to-date data and may need to quickly access data in order to correct any errors. You 
can also process your data online if this does not affect your system capacity. 

n you usually enter planning values online. 

� The background processing mode is recommended when 

n you have limited system capacity and also when the system is available overnight and there are no 
users working in the system. 

n you use periodic functions that process large amounts of data (for example, allocation, rollups, and 
so on). 
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Summary table

 

Client
Ledger
Record type
Version
Fiscal year
Object          (RObjno.)

Partner         (SObjno.)
Currency key
Unit of measure
Debit/Credit indicator
Maximum period

R   CF - 01... 15

 S   CF - 01... 15

RFAREA

SFAREA

Summary Table: Structure

 
 

n The summary table contains: 

� fixed fields that you cannot change in the key part, for example, client, ledger, record type, 
version, fiscal year, currency key, etc. 

� variable fields (characteristics) in the data part, for example, FAREA as the object (RFAREA) and 
FAREA as the partner (SFAREA). 
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Object table 1
= Object/Partner

CF-02  

Summary table

CF-15 /Orig. CCode

 

Client
Ledger
Record type
Version
Fiscal year
Object          (RObjno.)

Partner         (SObjno.)
Currency key
Unit of measure
Debit/Credit indicator
Maximum period

 Validity periods
CCode/Global co.

 
Client

R/S Object number

R   CF - 01... 15

 S   CF - 01... 15

RFAREA

SFAREA

Object Table 1 (1)

 
 

n An object number (RObjno.) and a partner number (SObjno.) are also fixed fields in the key part.  

n These numbers refer to Object Table 1 which contains the combinations of account assignment 
characteristics.  

n These characteristic combinations are encrypted in the object table with a consecutive object number. 
The key of the summary table stores this object number instead of the original characteristic. 

n You can assign a validity period to each of these characteristic combinations. The combinations are 
then treated like master data which is validated when postings are made to the ledgers assigned to the 
table. (The error message “Invalid account assignment combination...” is displayed.)  
For more information on this function, please refer to the slides in this Unit under ‘Code 
Combinations'. 
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Object Table 1
= Object/Partner

CF-02  

Summary Table

CF-15 /Orig. CCode

 

Client
Ledger
Record type
Version
Fiscal year
Object         (RObj no.)

Partner        (SObj no.)
Currency key
Unit of measure
Debit/Credit indicator
Maximum period

 Validity periods
CCode/Global co.

 
Client

R/S Object number

R   CF - 01... 15

 S   CF - 01... 15

RFAREA

SFAREA

FAREA

Object Table 1 (2)

 
 

n Example: 

� Object table 1 contains the characteristic FAREA. 

� The summary table contains one object characteristic RFAREA (receiver) and one partner 
characteristic SFAREA (sender). 

� Storing a partner field (partner characteristic) is optional. 

� Object characteristics (receiver) must begin with R and partner characteristics (sender) must begin 
with S. 
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Object table 1
= Object/Partner

CF-02  

Summary table

CF-15 /Orig. CCode

 

Client
Ledger
Record type
Version
Fiscal year
Object        (RObj. no.)
Trans.attrib .(CObj. no.)
Partner       (SObj. no.)
Currency key
Unit of measure
Debit/Credit indicator
Maximum period

 Validity periods
CCode/Global co.

A t t r-01

 

A t t r-15

 
Client

R/S Object number

 C Object number

R   CF - 01... 15

 
 S   CF - 01... 15

Optional ...

ACTIVITYACTIVITY

Object Table 2
= Transaction

attributes

Object Table 2 (1)

 
 

n You have the option of using Object Table 2 for these transaction attributes. 

n The key part of the optional Object Table 2 contains the fixed characteristics that you cannot change 
(the client and the C Object number). This object number encrypts the variable characteristics in the 
data part. These are the transaction attributes. 
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Object table 1
= Object/Partner

CF-02  

Summary table

CF-15 /Orig. CCode

 

Client
Ledger
Record type
Version
Fiscal year
Object          (RObj.no)
Trans. attrib.(CObj.no)
Partner         (SObj.no)
Currency key
Unit of measure
Debit/Credit indicator
Maximum period

 Validity periods
CCode/Global co.

A t t r-01

 

A t t r-15

 
Client

R/S Object number

 C Object number

R   CF - 01... 15

 A t t r  - 01 ...15

 S   CF - 01... 15

Optional ...

 
Period fields
   3 Currencies
   2 Quantities

 Derived fields

ACTIVITYACTIVITY

ACTIVITYACTIVITY

Object table 2
= Transaction

attributes

Object Table 2 (2)

 
 

n The fields for storing the summary values (usually a block of 16 periods for the currency and 
quantity fields) come after the variable characteristics (R, C and S characteristics) in the summary 
table. 

n At the end of the summary table, you can add additional characteristics which are derived directly 
from the characteristics. For example, the controlling area is derived directly from the company 
code. These fields are primarily used in reporting and cannot be used for use in other FI-SL functions 
such as planning and allocation. 
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Object table 1
= Object/Partner

CF-02  

Summary table Line items
(ACTUAL)

 

CF-15 /Orig. CCode Posting period

Document line
identification

Record number

  

Client
Ledger
Record type
Version
Fiscal year
Object        (RObj.no.)
Trans.attrib.(CObj.no.)
Partner      (SObj.no.)
Currency key
Unit of measure
Debit/Credit indicator
Maximum periods

 Validity periods
CCode/Global co.

Object table 2 =
Trans. attributes

A t t r-01

 

A t t r-15

 
Client

R/S Object number

 
Client

C Object number

R   CF - 01... 15

  A t t r  - 01 ...15

  S   CF - 01... 15

Optional ...

Additional fields

  
Period fields
   3 Currencies
   2 Quantities

Single values

 Derived fields

Actual Line Item Table: Structure

 
 

n The key part of the actual line item table contains the clients and a record number . This number is a 
consecutive number that is assigned automatically by the system when a record is written to the 
table. 

n As in the summary table, the data part of the actual line item table contains the fixed characteristics. 
This is followed by the posting period and other document-related information, for example, the 
document number and document type, and finally the object and partner characteristics (as in the 
summary table). 

n You can then include additional characteristics, for example a transaction code, to further specify a 
document. These characteristics are only output in the document display or in line item reporting. 
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Object table 1
= Object/Partner

CF-02  

Summary table Line items
(ACTUAL)

  

Line items
(PLAN)

 Additional fields

CF-15 /Orig. CCode Posting period

Document line
identification

Maximum period

Record number

   

Client
Ledger
Record type
Version
Fiscal year
Object         (RObj.no)
Trans. attrib.(CObj.no)
Partner       (SObj.no)
Currency key
Unit of measure
Debit/Credit indicator
Maximum period

 Validity periods
CCode/Global co.

Object table 2 =
Trans. attributes

A t t r-01

 

A t t r-15

 
Client

R/S Object number

 
Client

C Object number

R   CF - 01... 15

   A t t r  - 01 ...15

   S   CF - 01... 15

Optional ...

 Additional fields

   
Period fields
   3 Currencies
   2 Quantities

Single values Period fields

 Derived fields

Plan Line Item Tables: Structure

 
 

n The fields in the plan line item table are the same as the fields in the actual line item table. However, 
the posting period is replaced with the maximum period. As in the summary table, this maximum 
period refers to the amount balances and quantity balances that are normally stored in a block of 16 
periods. 
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Account Reports

Actual
*All accounts
300000 accts
400000 accts
500000 accts
600000 accts

18,000
   3000
   4000
   5000
   6000

400000 Account Line Items

ActualActual

*All 400000 accts
410000
  Cost center  334
420000
  Cost center  464
430000
  Cost center  989

   4,000
   3000

     700

     300
   

Report Output
Rollup Ledger

Rollup Line Items (Actual and Plan)

 
 

n If you display the summary records in your rollup ledger using the Report Writer and select a block 
of data, you can drill down to the line items of the relevant summary records. 

n However, this is only possible when you have created and installed the corresponding rollup line 
item tables (actual / plan). 

n It is not yet possible to automatically install these tables using the “Define table group” function. 

n To do so, you should copy the standard example tables GLREFU (Rollup Actual Line Item Table) 
and GLREFV (Rollup Plan Line Item Table) and modify them according to your requirements. 
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Characteristics:

DOCUMENT

ACCOUNT            ACCOUNT            COST CENTERCOST CENTER          BUSINESS AREABUSINESS AREA

FI-SL UPDATE

D I R E C T   P O S T I N G

Code Combinations

 
 

n When you create or post a document in the standard system, you can post to any characteristic 
combination, if the relevant master data has been maintained.  

n For example, you can post to all existing accounts and cost centers. 

n You may not want to take advantage of this flexibility. For organizational reasons it may be 
necessary to limit the number of characteristic combinations that can be posted to by a document. 

n In that case, setting Code Combinations in FI-SL will have the result of blocking postings to the FI-
SL ledgers which do not meet the valid combination of characteristics. 
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Characteristics:

DOCUMENT

ACCOUNTACCOUNT             COST CENTER         BUSINESS AREABUSINESS AREA

FI-SL UPDATE

CHECK: 461000461000 3100 00010001

461000461000 4415 00060006
RECORD TYPE
ACT./PLAN

Checking Code Combinations

 
 

n It is often necessary to limit the characteristic combinations.  

n Example: You can define that account 461000 can only be posted to with cost center 3100 and 
business area 0001.  
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SUMMARY TABLESUMMARY TABLE

        ZZSLT        ZZSLT
VALIDITY PERIODS

Code Combinations Code Combinations
Account Cost center Bus.Area Account Cost center Bus.Area

460000
460000
462000
465000

460000
460000
462000
465000

3000
3100
3200
3300

3400
3500
3600
3700

0001
0002
0003
0003

0001
0002
0003
0003

01/01/20xx - 06/30/20xx 07/01/20xx - 12/31/20xx

Actual /   Plan Actual /    Plan

Validity Periods

 
 

n For these code combinations, you assign a validity period for the actual data and/or plan data. 

n You activate code combinations at table level. The code combinations affect all ledgers that use this 
table. 
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Code Combinations
Account Cost center Bus.Area

460000
460000
462000
465000

3000
3100
3200
3300

0001
0002
0003
0003

Comparison

FI-SL VALIDATION

Prerequisite

Check

Message

IF....... THEN ONLYIF....... THEN ONLYANY RULEANY RULE
NOT ONLY COMBINATIONSNOT ONLY COMBINATIONS

Comparison with Validation

 
 

n This functionality is similar to validation, but should not replace it.  

n The validation function performs extremely complicated data checks using Boolean logic.  

n When you maintain the code combinations and their validity periods for actual/plan, you can only 
use “If...then...” statements. 

 


